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Buyouts muddy merger waters 
By JEFF NAGEL 
BIG BU'YOUT provisions contained in 
the contracts of senior administrators 
shouldn't dictate who will end up in 
charge of the newly-merged Terrace and 
Kitimat school districts. 
That's the position Kitimat trustees are 
taking as they pressure their School Dis- 
trict 88 counterparts o get together and 
decide who's in and who's out. 
It's an issue because at least two of 
Terrace's enior administrators ~ super- 
intendent Frank Hamilton and assistant 
superintendent Skip Bcrgsma - -  have 
lucrative contracts requiring they be paid 
fall salary for the term of the contract if 
terminated before they expire. 
Hamilton and Bergsma both earn more 
than $100,000 a year and each has a 
five-year deal with the school district. 
But the contracts are automatically 
rolled over each year so they never ex- 
pire. This means a combined payout in 
the $1 million range should their 
employment ever be terminated by the 
school district. 
A three-year version of the contract 
with automatic annual extension is in 
force for most Terrace principals, vice- 
principals and other board-office admin- 
istrators. 
Terrace trustee and transition com- 
mittee co-chak Stew Christensen told a 
meeting in Terrace last week that one of 
the key goals in deciding which staff 
members to keep will be to "keep 
severance costs to a minimum." 
Kitimat administrators are on three- 
year contracts, that are evaluated and 
renewed in the final year. 
That means it will be significantly 
cheaper for the new amalgamated board 
to terminate the Kithnat administrators 
and keep the more expensive Terrace of. 
ficials. 
Kitimat rustee Peter King opposes that 
logic. 
"You should pick the best person for 
the job - -  not just the person with the 
biggest buyout provision," he said. 
King says Kitimat administration have 
developed a more consultative, 
consensus-building style than their Ter- 
race counterparts. 
"Terrace has a system where they say 
write us a lurer and we'll take it under 
advisement," King said. 
The Kitimat board, by contrast, invited 
a wide cross-section f the community to 
its budget deliberations. 
Although that sometimes makes 
government less efficient ~ Terrace 
trustee John Pousette points out that 
Kitlmat's effort o get consensus meant it 
didn't file its budget on time with Vic- 
toria - -  King defends the practice. 
He says the Kitimat style is less con- 
frontational and more productive than 
the Terrace's. 
"People are a little bit scared of losing 
that," he explained. 
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Amalgamation 
vote unlikely 
IT'S LOOKING MORE and more like one could make an informed decision. 
of the area's most highly-debated issues 
won't be put before the voters this year. 
The issue is amalgamating Terrace and 
Thomhill and local officials had hoped a 
referendum seeking voter approval would 
have been put to the voters by now. Then, 
p rov ide~ igamation was.. approved, 
~ouni:ileic'dti'o~ s for ihe new ~6vernment 
StruCtur& wouid take pJace with othei Jo~J 
elections this November. 
But the provincial government has yet to 
give the Kitimat-Stikine r gional district its 
financial incentive package for the amal- 
gamation so it can be prepared and present- 
ed to voters in a referendum. 
"We were looking at two windows of op- 
portunity," says regional district economic 
development manager Andrew Webber. 
"One was in the Spring of '96, and the 
other was in September. We were really 
hoping for September, but it's too late 
nOW." 
Webber says that even if the offer came 
through today, there would not be enough 
time to inform the public about what the 
restructure package was all about so people 
"September is definitely out," he says. 
Webber's even pessimistic that an amal- 
gamation referendum can even be readied 
in time for the regular November local elec- 
tions. 
"It's possible," says Webber. "But 
doing both restructure and elections at the 
same time could be confusing for imople. ' '  
The exbrbiiaii~ |eiigiti 0f time ~e g0~em- 
mcnt has taken to present its financial in- 
centive package has some people in the 
regional district frustrated. 
"They keep promising that it's coming," 
says Thomhill director Peggy Julseth. "But 
they don't deliver. They told us well over 
two weeks ago that it would be ready for 
sure in two weeks and it's not here. It was 
just another empty promise." 
Julseth says that the government has 
given the regional district a peek at little 
pieces of the offer that look enticing, but 
they haven't seen anything substantial. 
"It's a little discouraging when they 
pump you up with ideas that it'll be a good 
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.. Tr icky!  
A SKA'I'EBOARD PARK need not be just for skaters. At least that's the view of 22,year-old Rick Koelemy. 
whose cycle-sport known as freestyle uses many of the same ramps and curves as skateboarders. 
Koelemy would like to see a park built to encourage young people to get involved in his fast-growing sport. 
MLl  will wait for word 
on forest bank bucks 
NDP SKEENA MLA Helmut Gicsbrecht is
going to wait until next month before 
making up his mind about he controversy 
surrounding the size of Forest Renewal 
B.C.'s (FRBC) bank account. 
The provincial crown corporation collects 
a special fee from forest companies that's 
to be put back into the forests and related 
activities. 
But FRBC has been tucking more away 
than it is spending and a cash-poor - -  and 
very hungry - -  provincial government is
toying with the idea of tapping the amount. 
As it is, FRBC should have $900 million 
in the bank by next year. And it's already 
moved $400 million to a safe place to buff- 
er future shortfalls hould they occur. 
FRBC's problems began when the 
government began collecting the fees from 
the forest companies without first having a 
system in place to spend the money. 
The opposition Liberals are telling the 
provincial government ot to touch the cash 
unless it is for forest activities. 
Giesbrecht said he's content o wait for a 
decision from the FRBC board which meets 
next month. 
"There arc unions, forest companies, 
First Nations and environmental groups on 
the board. It's up to them," he said last 
week. 
The MLA said hc's bccn getting mixed 
reviews from northerners on what to do. 
"It depends on peoples' priorities," Gins- 
brecht added of the comments. 
"If some could be used for hospital fund- 
ing, perhaps that's not so bad," he said. 
Gieabrecht was one of 10 NDP MLAs  
targeted last week by the opposition Liber- 
als who challenged them to vote against 
any plan to raid the FRBC account. 
"The government has a slim majority in 
the legislature. It takes only three NDP 
backbenchers to stop the plunder of Forest 
Renewal funds," said Liberal forest critic 
Ted Ncbbeling. 
Giesbrccht said the Liberal tactic is one 
way being used by the opposition to keep 
the issue alive. 
"These are the same guys who didn't 
want a freeze on capital projects and then 
say we should spend less," he said. 
Fe,  fish group needs gutting says M P 
WITH FISHERIES on both coasts in 
decline, it's time to take a knife and start 
gutting the Department of Fisheries ~nd 
Oceans. 
That's the conclusion Skccna MP Mike 
Scott has reached. 
The Reform fisheries critic is preparing 
a report on the state of the commercial 
fishery in Canada, and says he is con- 
vinced the industry is over-managed and 
over-subsidized. 
"The commercial fishery is a net loss 
to the Canadian economy," Scott said 
last week. "When you take into account 
/ 
the amount ofmonney we spend as a na- 
tion on fishery management through 
DFO, when you take into account he 
amount of money spent by fishermen, 
and the subsidies provided to people in 
the commercial fishing industry, add it 
all up and then subtract the commercial 
value of the catch, it's a net loss to the 
economy." 
Canada spends $750 million a year 
managing the resource and stations 1,000 
of its 6,000 full-time DFO employees in
Ottawa, he added. 
Stacked up against other fishing ha- 
tions, Canada's system doesn't look effi- 
cient 
Scott says that for every metric tonne 
of fish landed by Norwegian fishermen, 
that country spends $85 on fisheries 
management. Canada, on the other hand, 
spends $455 on fisheries management 
for every tonne landed. 
"In the face of this massive xpendi- 
ture and this huge bureaucracy we have 
neither been able to predict nor prevent 
the collapse of the Atlantic ground fish 
or the severe decline of the Pacific sal- 
men that we've been experiencing," 
, |  , , ,  Scott says. Something s wrong. 
"We've got to get away from the no- 
tion that we should pay people to fish," 
he said. 
Scott expects to finish his report by 
mid-September. 
He says he believes the Pacific fishery 
would be better managed if the legions 
of Department of Fisheries and Oceans 
bureaucrats in Ottawa were replaced by 
people closer to the resource. 
An agreement signed last month by Ot- 
taws and Victoria is designed to give the 
province more say in fisherles manage- 
menu 
But Scott says it doesn't address the 
bloated Ottawa bureaucracy or the vast 
distance between it and where the fish 
actually are. 
Scott said fish fauns are now account- 
ing for about 30 per cent of the fish 
caught in Canada, and says thek succeu 
could mean jobs on the north coast if the 
reds loosen up the red tape on such oper- 
ations. 
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Climber dies in fall 
AN AMERICAN rock climber plummeted to his 
death near Shames Mountain, August 7. 
David Lavergne was part of a group of five 
American climbers who were out on a backcountry hike, 
three days tnwel from the Shames Mountain Resort area. 
Lavergne fell to his death near Bohler Glacier on 
August 7. The rest of the group returned to the resort area 
after being unable to make radio contact. They made it 
back to the resort August 10. 
Terrace RCMP and the Coroner's office will retrieve 
Lavergne from the accident site. 
Steelhead returns strong 
IT LOOKS to be a pretty good year for steelhead 
returns, as numbers are above average. 
Ron Tetreau from the Ministry of the Environment 
in Smithers ays that, as of August 10, nearly 16,000 
steelhead have made it upriver. That compares to some 
9,000 last year, and a ten-year average of 11,400. 
"That looks like nothing but good news," Tetreau 
says. 
Hospital support sought 
CITY COUNCILLORS want to meet with Skeena 
MLA Helmut Giesbrecht to find out whether or not he's 
willing to go to bat for Mills Memorial Hospital. 
"We are concerned there are going to be reductions 
of service at our hospital," councillor Val George said at 
Monday night's city council meeting. 
George said they don't think efforts at lobbying 
Victoria to relax it's budget formula for northern hospi- 
rals will work unless the MLA is on side. 
"It's an appropriate first step before we do anything 
further in a political way," he said. "It's going to take a 
tremendous amount of political pressure." 
Spruce up plan stalled 
A PLAN TO pretty up the southeast lope of the 
&rode Overpass has been stalled by the city. 
The Terrace Beautification Society, which is organ- 
izing the project o spruce up the hill near Wilderness 
Video, complained tocity council that they've been wait- 
ing for the city to keep its promise to haul some donated 
topsoil to the site. 
Society president Yvonne Moen wrote in a letter to 
council that the groundwork was completed inlate May 
and the volunteers have spent he last two months "pa- 
tiently waiting for the city to fulfill its commitment." 
City councillors Monday night noted ithas been a 
busy construction season for city crews but directed the 
public works departtnent to mo~)e'the top soft "at ihe ear- 
liest opportunity." 
Councillor Val George noted the Beautification 
Society has done an excellent job and said he was 
worried some of its volunteers might be getting discour- 
aged by the city's inaction. 
"There's nothing more discouraging than the city not 
getting off its rump and doing what it promised," added 
councillor David Hull. 
Cyclist charged 
A BICYCLIST has been charged with careless 
cycling after being struck by a vehicle on Saturday. 
The cyclist was south bound on Kalum Street when 
it collided with a vehicle that was north bound at the 
intersection ofKalum Street and Scott Avenue. The rider 
sustained minor injuries to his elbow. 
The cyclist was riding on the wrong side of the road 
and on the sidewalk. 
From front 
Fall vote unlikely' 
offer and then don't follow through," she 
says. "It's very frustrating." 
Julseth says that it is poss~le to hold the 
referendum with the municipal elections, 
but she points out that it will take some 
time to get the information out to the pub- 
lic, so that it is understandable. 
"We're running out of thne," she says. 
And requests for a meeting with 
municipal affairs minister Dan Miller have 
gone unanswered. 
"We've heard that our request is on his 
desk, so hopefully he'll look at it some- 
day," says Julseth. "But we haven't had 
any response yet. Maybe he has too many 
jobs." 
! in 5 CANADIANS 
CAN'T BREATHE PROPERLY 
B•at  
the odds on lung disease. 
Arm yourse l f  w i th  the  latest  lung 
[acts from the B.C. Lung Association. 
Reduce a i r  I x f l lu t ioa  from residential 
wood smoke and auto emissions with 
lips from the Association. 
Suppor t  advanced research and 
provincewide communily education 
programs sponsored by your Lung 
Association, 
~. BRITISH COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
Box 34009, Station D 
Vancouver, B.C. V6J 4M2 
Mdveni$in& space donated by this publication) 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO I 
PALACE 
i, ,, 13 Terrace Miner Softball Brothers & Big Telra¢e CurliN A|s0c 
Terrace knit Sisters. . 
Poverty Nisga'a Tribal Kinsman Club 
CoueciI-Teuace Ter. Skating Club 
4 Skeena 15 Terrace 16 
Jr. Sec. Minor 
I School Hockey 
7 8 
Kermode Terrace Peaks Terrace UtUe 
Friendship Gymnastics Theane 
Society Club Terrace 
Anti.Poverty 
11 12 
Terrace 
Thornhill Minor 
Jr, Sac, Hockey 
School 
8 19 
Caledonia Tepee 
Sr. Sec. Minor 
School Baseball, 
]5 26 
Terrace Terrace 
Community Minor 
Band Hockey 
13 '14 15 
Order of 
Kerm0de Terrace Royal Purple 
Friendship Blueback Terrace 
Society Swim Club Anti.Poverty 
20 21 22 
Kermode Terrace Benevolent 
PIoteclive ider of 
Friendship . 81ueback Elks 
Society Swim Club Te,race * 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Anli.Povert), 
27 28 29 
Kermode Terrace Terrace Minor 
Friendship Peaks Gymnastics Sonball 
Society Shames Mtn Terrace Anti- 
Ski Club Poverty 
Sat. Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games 
Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Doors 4:30 p.m. 
Doors 9:30 p.m. 
9 1 ~Terrace 
Canadian " 'Art  Assoe 
Paraplegic Assoc. Kinelte Club 
Nisga'a Tribal Search & " 
Council.Terrace Rescue 
1 "Ca6nadian 17 Rotary Club " ' OtTenace 
Paraplegic Assoc. Te,race 
Youth Soccer 
Nisga'a Tribal Head & Stroke 
C0unciI.Tertace Foundation 
23 24 
Big Brother & Te.ucu Pips & Drums 
Big Sielere Kileumkalum ioks. 
; NIsga'a Tribal ' : kum:ol Sisle~hu0d 
, Counci , S~ee, v~ 
. . . . .  " Sool~lobJle Al ine.,  
30 31 
Canadian Totem Suddis 
Paraple~)ic cisu 
Associahon PACES Daycare 
N[sga'a Tribal Terrace Skating 
Council Club 
Games 12:45 
Games 6:15 
Games 10:00 p.m. 
Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon Last Wednesday of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
T,V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 
(.IIIMI: 
Terrace Crime S,oppers are asking your assistance In soMng the theft over from 
a residence at 5315 Centennial drive, Terrace, B.C. on May 12, 96. 
Following a youth party at the residence, the culprit(s) left the residence having 
stolen property from the residence valued at close to $12,000.00. The foUov~ng items 
were stolen from the residence: 
1.1 RCA VCR valued at $450.00 
2.3 'Guess' watches valued at $I 20.00 each 
3. I Gts Witlnower watch (with snake skin bracelet, mother of pearl face & a dia- 
mond 12 o'clock valued at $525,00 
4. I Lds Wiftnowar watch (with gold tone bracelet and champagne face with one 
diamond at 12 o'clock valued at $715.00 
5. Eagle S,ar pocket watch (gold tone) with pocket watch chain, valued at 
$310.00 
6., Sonyo 8200 telephone valued 8t $270.00 
7. 1 Sanyo Componder 23000 series telephone sys.. valued et $180.00 
8. 1 GE answering unit with micro chip Claus cassette) valued at $150,00 
9. I sapphire and diamond ring valued at $250,00 
10, 2 sihrer dngs valued at $140.00 
11,1 10 kt 45 cm curbod gold chin worth $~,00 
12, 2 10 kt gold 45cm serpentine ne~laces vaJusd at $250,00 
13,1 10 kt 45 cm twls!ed curbchatn v,lued at $50.00 
14. t 10 kt I,D, bracelet valued at $315,00 
15,1 Stealing silver bracelet $75.00 
16.1 ruby & diamond ring valued at $220.00 
17.1 10kt gold skate pendant $125.00 
18,1 pair 10 kt gold eardngo valued et $I00,00 
t 9. f 10 kt gold opal pendant with chain worth $t 65,00 
20, r diamond heart pendant valued at $200.00 
21. f/lOth kt diamond ring worth $150.00 
22.1 10 kt gold Iwisted anklet valued at $35,00 
23, f 10 kt gold twisled brecele, valued at $100,00 
24. f 10 kt gold opal cluster dng valued at $425,00 
25, f menu 14 kt gold dng valued at $400 
26.1 10 Id gold ladies sapphire dng valued at $170,00 
27.1 14 M gold engagement dng worth $1695.00 
28, 1 14 Id gold wedding band valued at $375.00 
29. l 10 kt gold nugget dng worth $250,00 
30. I 10 kt gold sapphire & diamond ring valued at $400.00 
31. f 1Old gofd open heart peedant valued at $18.00 
32. I eroding silver charms worth $100,00 
33.1 10 M gold 45 cm cud~ed chatn wo¢lh $80.00 
34.1 10 kr gold 45 arn hasted chain valued at $50.00 
35. 1 10 kt gold 45 cm serpentine chain valued at $12&00 
36. 1 10 kt gold nugget dng valued at $250,00 
37. t I0 kt gold band veined at $80,00 
38. 1 10 kt gold opal dngworth $150.00 
40. a 10 Id gold dngs worth $195,00 
41,4 10 kt gold chains wedh $roo.oo 
42,1 14 M gold diamond solitaire valued at $235,0o 
If you know the Iden,ity of the person(s) responsll~e fat this theft over $5000,00. 
Crime Stoppers would like to hear from you. 
Crime Stoppers offers • ca8h rew8rd of  up to $1.0OO.00 for  
Information leading to an arrest  end charges  being laid 
against 8n Individual In this or other  unsolved crime, ff  you 
have any Information call Cr ime Stoppers at 635-Tips that'8 
635-8477. Callers wUl not bs required to reveal the)r Identity 
nor testify in court. 
Call 63  S-TIPS 
[ 635.TIPS-] .,¢l,(Nl,lqEnl.'l 
Jltimate Solution 
635-7835 
Electrolysis 
Permanent  Hair  
Remova l  for men & women 
Sandy  Smart  
E lec t ro log is t  
202-4650 LazeUe Ave. 
(Credit Union Buildin[~) 
,:!;i:: :; l /  i l l  
Report ( 
by I 
Eva-MQrie Sarlch 
,__I 
ll's n cod summer night. You're lying in your bed, abeut o toll asleep. 
Suddenly you hear o flnltering noise in the he free just out side your 
window. You hop up and race to see what's going on. There in the 
moonlight stands o great horned nwl wilh a dead robin in ils beak. 
How would you feel about seeing such a lhing? You may think it was 
exciting. You may be amazed lhat the owl could see Ihe sleeping robin 
and snakh it from its perch. Maybe you'd he glad that thai owl won't go 
hungry. But maybe you really like robins and would be upset to see one 
killed. You may even think lhe owl was cruel for doing what it did. 
Many people don't like to think about how owls, wolves, and other 
predators feed lhemselves. They don't want to think about Ihe blood 
and pain and deolh. ~ey may lhink lbol predators are frighlening, or 
lhot Ibese hunlers ore somehow"bad". 
Some people dislike predators because they eal animals thai ore 
usef, I Io us, or he~ouse lhey eat animals thai we like. A farmer may not 
trusl hawks because he's afraid lhey'II kill her sheep. And you may hove 
mixed feelings toward owls because they may atlnck robins right oulside 
your bedroom window! 
Many people don't care much about predators one way or the other. 
Bid Ihey still mny wonder, whal ore they good for? These people forget 
that wild animals aren't here for our good. We may like some animals 
because lhey happen 1o be useful 1o us. Or we may like lhem because 
they are beautiful or cule or friendly. But wild animals aren't here to 
make us happy or In do enything for us. "[hey are what they are and 
they do what Ibey do fer just one reason: In survive. 
If you wonl In learn more about bird of prey come to this Sunday 
nighis program, at 8 p.m., in the nmphilheater atLokelse Campground. 
See you in Ihe pork! 
'lk,~,~, ~11~: 
ap.m. 
n~m. 
8 No. 
]pm, 
ap.m. 
3p.n~ 
np~ 
Monday (Aug 19) 
ep.m. 
@ 
.Proem Sd~,,aule 
AN 15-19,1996 
Creaov Caroline Cdtt~" Come a~ong on the great search for some of the 
parks mallest residents) 
~ Come far a walk sk~KJ I~e Twin SFuce Trail and learn 
about he NstoP/of this dd growth f~est. (Mesl at the top of the ~'all neat he 
sewage dump sta~o~) 
"Wifd Water Wmtd" Come see and learn about some of the creafuras that live 
on. in and cear the lake. (Be wepared to get yozx &,el wet) 
"Eaoer Besw~ Natures Eno,nesr'l" Learn about our lecal residents the 
beaver (cadar'cenedea~)its habitat, and hlstoq. ' " 
Take a short'~p with us to ~ local Prov~nda] Park. Come 
fu a waJk to see the beau~M rock canyon. Can ~u spot any salmo~ spawning in 
I~e ~eek? M~ et the Into Cen~e near the picnic area at I~esnza Creel(. 
'Nlem~'= Lavz Park" Slide show and presentation. Nisga'a Lava Park is one of 
B,C.'s newest and interesting areso. 
"Jerry's RIn~mz Hl~ecv Hound" Come and have some fun teaming how to be 
a history hound w~th Jerff earn your hlstory hound atp..kor. 
Have you ever seen the local osprey st~en~y dive doynl into 
Ihe wat~ and come out with a 6ah in iis tal0~s? Come aed isam about h~s e~d 
othar birds of prey, 
• Vlelt th~ Old Man of Ihe Forest" Come and see the oldest bees in the forest 
and see if you can guess how old b~ey really ~'e. Meet at the e~anee sign 
e~ from ~ Sewage Oump Stetton. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON PROGRAMS PHONE VA-MARIE SARICH 
THE PARKOFFICE 798-2277 
 utomouve bupply  zore 
4736 Lazelle Ave. (Just behind McDonalds) TERRACE, B.C. 
"R.V." Supplies & Acces. "Raybestos" Brakes "From" Filters "Moog" front end parts 
"Blue Streak": Ignition "Walker" Exhaust "Monroe" Shocks "Armor All" cleaners 
"Champion", "NGK" & "Autolite" Spark Plugs "Turtle Wax polishes "Magna charge" Batteries 
We carry one of the of Automotive tools in the area! 
For all your Spr ing Tune-Up Needs  
i!;ii#;i!iiii~!i;iii!i:!i:;iii:? 
Come in for a coffee and browse ~1 
Man, - Fri ....................... 8 arn - 6 pm I~ i l  
 :il ................................. 
~1 ,, ..... ,Ope n 6daysaWeekT, , ; ;  ....... 
!i::!i~ :; ~i:~;i;iii!:~iiii!i; i 
Aug 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
**New Record 
MAX. ~ PCPN SUN 
21.7 9,8 5.3 
14.5 12,5 0.0 
16,8 10,8 TR 4.1 
24.4 6.5 0,2 11.8 
20.5 12,4 9,1 
18.5 9.7 TR 1.5 
19.2 11.1 0,8 4.6 
I.&SZ_YTa~ 
MEi. ~ SUN 
16.2 11.4 1,5 0,1 
16.6 13.4 2,2 0.1 
17,9 13,2 24,4 3.2 
16.0 9,5 0,6 3.4 
21.4 9,9 4,8 9.3 
23,1 8,3 11.9 
20.8 10.5 9,2 
~ s  ROAD CONDITIONS H 
here with it's increase traffic, Please be on the lookout for our 
dertaking works such as patching, mowing and brushing, 
I I  bridgework and crack sealing, Obey all signs and flagpersons and have a 
i safe summer. TO REPORT ROAD HAZARDS, CALL 1-800-665.5051, 
=~LBEEO.BJ~ 
MAX. YEAR BIN. 
32,6 1978 6.1 
31,7 1993 5.0 
32,9 1993 7.1 
32,8 1977 7,2 
32.1 1977 7.8 
33.9 1981 4.4 
34,4 1981 7.2 
YEAR 
1959 
1975 
1983 
1980 
1960 
1968 
1968 
P_BEQ~ YEAR 
6.9 1971 
9.2 1984 
15.0 1979 
14.2 1984 
71.8 1978 
10.4 1978 
25.5 1984 
BROUGHTTO YOU BY:  
NECHAKK.O~-  
NORT.COAST 
CONS' rRUCTION SERVICES / / /  /_ 
YOUr Roa/d Maintenance Contractor 
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-, Fish cops 
THE BOYS IN green are out in full force this summer, 
on the lookout for poachers and environmental aw 
breakers. These officers from the Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans have already held two road- 
blocks this summer, nabbing quite a few folks for 
overfishing, fishing without a licence and other infrac- 
tions. The officers have also caught anglers for not 
having their licences on them both while they were 
fishing, and when transporting fish. The fisheries of. 
ficers want to remind anglers that they must have 
their licences on them when taking fish home, not just 
when they're on the river. DFO officers will be making 
regular patrols in the Terrace and Kitimat areas 
through the summer. They will also be performing 
more random spot-checks and roadblocks in search 
of more law-breaking anglers. 
Defib units critical to survival 
Heart attack victims helped 
FIREFIGHTERS AND ambulance persozmel 
dealing with people having heart attacks have a 
new edge to help them out. 
Two automated external defibrillation units 
are now in use by the Terrace fire department 
and the provincial ambulance service. 
The fire department's one is based with the 
First Responder vehicle and is designed to be 
used in rugged circumstances and in all kinds of 
service in conjunction with service groups and 
businesses. 
Placing one of the nnits with the ambulance 
service now means two of its three vehicles will 
have one. 
Terrace fire chief Randy Smith says the two 
units provide a bridge between manual cardio 
pulmonary resuscitation delivered on scene 
prior to emergency personnel arriving and treat- 
conditions. • :": . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The one ba'sed with the ambulan~/~ei'Viee s .ment on.eel ' a person arrwes at a hospital; ...... i 
That!thdrhe~:~f?6aYe'is d scribed' ifi thi~ ,.,ehiiiii i 
more advanced and is to be used bY.the.ser- I 
vice's paramedics. 
The two units cost $13,500 money for which 
was raised by firefighters and the ambulance 
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Heart Association. 
There are four links in the chain - -  early ac- 
cess to emergency medical care, early CPR, ear- 
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In the Skeena Mall, Terrace 
ly defibrillation and early advanced care. 
"Clinical research as established that effec- 
tive emergency cardiac care outside of the hos- 
pital depends on strong limLs in the Chain of 
Survival that are closely interconnected," said 
Smith. 
"The rapid recognition of cardiac arrest, ac- 
tivation of the emergency nledical system, CPR, 
defibrillation and advanced cardiac life support 
are. a major determinant in the success rate of 
';t~ugt/ita'tioh attempts.' ..... '~ '" 
Smith said the acquisition of the two units wJli 
become more important as the area's population 
ages and as it becomes more attractive to people 
who retire. 
PRICES 
News in Brief 
Angling licence returned 
A FISHING guide is back in business after he success- 
fully appealed a fish and wildlife branch decision to 
withhold his angling licence. 
Stan Sowa of the Bear Paw Resort, south of Dease 
Lake, had his licence denied following a conviction 
earlier this year for guiding in a provincial park without 
a permit. Sowa, part owner of the resort, has had a 
lengthy dispute with provincial parks officials over 
pennitting. 
After that conviction, Sowa's licence was denied, es- 
sentially putting him and the resort out of the fishing 
business. 
"In this case, because of the convictions we decided 
not to issue a licence," said regional fish and wildlife 
manager Bob Hooton. "When there have been trans- 
gressions of acts or laws relating to the activities (of 
applicants), then we scrutinize the applications pretty 
carefully." 
But Sowa, in a three-hour hearing, used client and 
personal references to convince wildlife officials his 
dispute was with the parks branch and did not stem 
from any abuse of the wildlife resource. 
Rain record broken 
JULY PROVED to be a fairly typical weather month 
with the exception of a rain record set on July 18. Air- 
port weather office figures indicate 26.8mm of rain fell 
that day, breaking the previous record of 14.2mm of 
rain. 
"That 26.8 was just under half of the total 63ram of 
rain we received for the entire month," noted weather 
official Andy Sehmicdel. 
All in all July's various weather figures came in 
about average, despite a beginning of the month which 
featured very cool temperatures. 
The mean temperature (half of the temperatures were 
over this figure and half under) was 16.1 degrees com- 
pared to historical norms of 16.2 degrees. 
The sunny weather toward the end of the month did 
produce 28 per cent more sunshine than normal. 
Butt out, eh 
ONTARIO SHOULD keep its hands off our softwood 
lumber export business to the United States, says 
Premier Glen Clark. 
Clark's miffed that Ontario is trying to take some of 
the share now allotted to B.C. under a new quota sys- 
tem that came into place earlier this year. 
And he's worried that federal Liberal MPs from 
Ontario are working on their own government to ac- 
complish their goal. 
"I therefore ask for your assurance that there will be 
no interference by MPs in this process, and that final 
allocations will indeed be based on the history of ship- 
menUs .... " wrote Clark in a letter to Prime Minister 
Jean Chreticn last week. 
Skeena NDP MP Mike Scott joined in the criticism of 
the campaign by the Ontario Liberal MPs. " I f  residents 
of  British Columbia'see die federal government, domi- 
nated by MPs:fr0m Cenirai Canhda, o11~.e again putting 
regiofihl' ; id~ i~ and faih/e~ '6ii"tffe 'b~/CKbiirner~"dii.e 
consequences will result," he said in a letter to 
Chrotien. 
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Leaky canoe 
ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS minister John Cashore 
is standing with his feet at the edge of a large 
chasm, staring across at the rest of British 
Columbia on the contentious issue of land 
claims. 
While the vast majority of British Columbians 
may have some sympathy regarding native land 
claims, they don't understand what Mr. Cashore 
and his government and the federal government 
are doing. That lack of understanding is leading 
to a growing sense of unease at the prospect of 
dealing with land claims and it's giving Mr. 
Cashore a major headache• Senior negotiators in 
Mr. Cashore's ministry have stated their worries 
that despite intensive and extensive public rela- 
tions campaigns, there remains very basic 
knowledge gaps. 
How can Mr. Cashore forge ahead on signing 
treaties when nobody understands what is going 
on? How can he have any confidence in doing 
what he is doing without acceptance by British 
Columbians? 
All of this explains last week's orders given to 
an all-party legislative committee to go out and 
take the pulse of British Columbia. Short of a 
referendum (something which Mr. Cashore and 
his government won't do) this is the only way he 
has of determining popular opinion. 
Mr. Cashore calls it an education process. He 
calls it a way of finding out what British Colum- 
bia thinks of the main issues of self government 
and resource control contained in the tentative 
Nisga'a deal signed earlier this year. 
What he's really doing is market testing a pro- 
duct that's already been manufactured and is out 
on the shelves hoping to attract a buyer without 
knowing' if i t ' s  .what consumer~ wantm the' first 
:,':¢., ./rTfTr:",';';¢.'; ;~'-';~'~';;r qP.' V,~".,'I :'~7'" ~__.~ . .  
place. In other words, ~t s putting the cart betore 
the horse. 
The dangerous part of this is the tentative 
Nisga'a land claim• It contains the essential in- 
gredients of land, money, resource control, self 
government and third party resource loss that'll 
appear in all other treaties. The all-party com- 
mittee is going to use those themes as its starting 
point for gathering public opinion. 
Mr. Cashore says the findings of the all-party 
committee will form bench marks for future 
treaty talks yet won't delay the final Nisga'a 
talks starting this fall or any other land claims 
talks now underway. 
But what happens if the all-party reports back 
with discouraging news? What if it finds out 
British Columbians are unhappy with the scope 
and extent of what's contained in the tentative 
deal? Mr. Cashore then has the problem of 
balancing off that with the commitments he and 
his government have already made. And he then 
has to deal with the philosophical differences be- 
tween his government's actions and the rest of 
British Columbia. 
The Nisga'a entered land claims talks by using 
the phrase they own the land "lock, stock and 
barrel." When they signed the tentative deal this 
spring, Nisga'a Tribal Council president Joe 
Gosnell said the Nisga'a "canoe has landed." 
Should that canoe hit a couple of rocks going to 
shore and spring a leak, it won't be a very nice 
time for anybody. 
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Can't anyone help him? 
VICTORIA - -  Last Friday, 
George Furmanek appeared in 
the press gallery, asking to talk 
to me. He said something 
about being at his wits' end 
and ready to go to jail, if 
necessary. 
My time is at anyone's dis- 
posal, but somehow, I thought 
that this man needed a serious 
ear. I talked to George for 
several hours that day, and if 
ever there was a man with a 
problem, it was George. 
It would be easy to dismiss 
George as a victim of the 
proverbial system, but there's 
more to it. George is a victim . 
of political ineptitude, a 
bureaucracy that runs circles 
around its supposed political 
masters, and big business. This 
then is the story of a man who 
got royally screwed I by a!.! ~ 
three. 
Back in the eighties, George 
worked for West Fraser in Ter- 
race. When he saw that per- 
fectly good lumber was being 
fed into chippers, he became 
convinced that something bet- 
tar could be done with it. 
George had lived frugally 
and had some savings. He 
quietly bought all the lumber 
he could get his hands on and 
started a little value-added 
business, making stuff like pal- 
lets and crating material. In 
time, he employed three 
people. 
;ROM;THE CAPITAL 
HUBERT BEYER 
Blessed with a healthy entre- 
preneurial spirit, George 
thought of expanding his small 
operation. He researched pro- 
ducts. He researched markets, 
and eventually hooked up with 
the East Asia Company, which 
opened markets in Japan for 
him. 
He then shifted into high 
gear. He and a parl~er formed 
Hazeiton Wood Products in 
1988 and proceeded to build a 
new plant. Although lumber is 
a prized commodity in British 
Columbia, George managed to 
scrounge the necessary raw 
material from numerous 
sources .  
His off-shore customers liked 
his products and were prepared 
to buy whatever he could pro- 
dues. But then, the sources of 
lumber dried up. 
But in June of 1990, George 
was awarded a timber sale un- 
der the province's value-added 
program. It was to assure him 
of 86,000 cubic metres of tim- 
ber over the next five years. It 
was also to assure his 18, 
sometimes 23 employees, of 
their jobs. 
Unfortunatdy, George was 
over-extended, particularly to 
one of the companies that had 
supplied him with lumber - 
I-Iobenshield Bros. Logging at 
Kitwanga. 
At that time, the government 
could have saved George and 
the jobs of his employees by 
granting him some stumpage 
concessions and an accelerated 
rate of cut. The latter was par- 
tially approved, the former 
denied. 
There followed a lot of nego- 
tiations, none of which solved 
George's p'r0bl6~. Si l i~ ~d~, 
the bank has foreclosed on the 
Furmanek family home, repos- 
sessed the car and taken just 
about everything else that 
wasn't nailed down. And the 
education fund for the 
Funnaneks' three children is 
gone. 
With all that in mind, you 
can see why George was at his 
wits' end when he came to see 
me. 
This trip to Victoria was to 
be his last one. He thought 
he'd have one more kick at the 
can. It was to no avail. Some 
bureaucrat told him there was 
nothing the government could 
do for him. But he was the 
kind of guy the government 
was looking for. Maybe he 
cared to try again? 
As for his being willing to go 
to jail, he had originally in- 
tended to barricade himself in 
the bureaucrat's office. I talked 
him out of it and invited him to 
spend the night at our house. 
Just a small repayment for the 
hospitality I 've been offered 
every time I 've been in the 
noah. 
And now, I 've got a few 
questions for our esteemed 
government: Why do the major 
forest companies keep getting 
preferential treatment over 
small operators, even though 
they don't deliver anywhere 
near as much bang for the buck 
or rather jobs per cubic mdre 
of lumber as the small com- 
panies? 
Why does the government 
not guarantee small operators a 
bigger slice of the total annual 
harvest? And why are there 
hundreds of millions of dollars 
in the Forest Renewal Fund, 
waiting for the government to 
get its greedy hands on, when 
George, with a little help, 
could keep 20 families earning 
a decent income? 
Bayer can be reached at Tel:' 
920-9300; Fax: 385.6783; E- 
mail: hubert@coolcom.com 
Winning is t(: o complicated 
RIVERBOAT Days duck 
race is over for another year. 
Thank heavens my entry didn't 
win. Ever since I bought the 
ticket I 've worried how I 'd 
handle having my duck finish 
first. Now I can relax until next 
August. 
First prize, a trip for two to 
Mexico, was no problem; my 
husband and I still get along 
well enough to leave home to- 
gether without observers call- 
ing in the riot squad. Getting to 
Mexico was my dilemma. 
The only way I can handle a 
plane ride is to console myself 
as I step on board, "From here 
on, my fate is up to God and 
the pilot. Qua sara, sara." 
Thus far, Doris Day's philoso- 
phy has seldom encouraged me 
to repeat a flight. 
Even riding in a car, I don't 
feel safe. Especially if I 'm 
doing the driving. 
Then there's foreign foods, 
foreign customs, foreign lan- 
guages. • . And leaving home 
CLAUDETrE SANDECKI 
means the chance of breakins, 
theft, vandalism, arson, gas 
lcalc% lightning strikes, dogs 
digging out of the yard. The 
hazards are too many to risk. 
Just enumerating them 
diminishes the prospective 
pleasure of a holiday tour. 
Second prize would have 
been my choice. Two gold 
bars, anyone can use. They're 
tidy, easily converted into fig- 
ures safe in a bank account, or 
put toward buying anything 
one could want. 
Third prize ~ $500 to be 
spent at Safeway - -  was suffi- 
ciently generous to give a good 
return on the price of the tick- 
eL I wasn't sure, though, about 
the conditions ruling the shop- 
ping spree. 
Would you have to elbow 
your way past kibitzing 
customers and staff restocking 
shelves? Or would the store be 
closed so that you could shop 
alone like the Queen in Har. 
rod's7 
Was there a time limit? If so, 
I 'd have to pick items that 
could quickly be whipped off a 
shelf: cases of canned goods, 
bulk packages, family packs of 
meat. 
Could you fill only so many 
shopping carts? If volume was 
regulated, I 'd need to select 
concentrated items - -  aspirin, 
coffee beans, cheddar cheese, 
canned tuna, peanut butter. 
To not run short of storage 
space, whatever I put in my 
cart must need no refrigeration 
and musn't dry out, mould, 
sour, or soon become outdated. 
In all cases, I 'd have to buy 
only my usual, favourite items 
so I could use them up rea- 
sonably soon. 
Taking those points into an- 
count, I prepared a shopping 
list just in case an organizer 
phoned to tell me I'd won third 
prize. 
I listed coffee beans, sugar, 
cream of mushroom soup, 
canned tuna, pork and beans 
with molasses, pancake syrup, 
flour, Shreddiea, cheddar 
cheese, frozen juice, fresh 
meats, aspirin, raisins, dates, 
laundry detergent, and pow- 
dered milk. 
I didn't get around to arrang- 
ing the list so I could zip up 
one aisle and down the other. 
For that I need my husband's 
help; he does all our shopping. 
I'll file the list until next 
year. 
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Roa d to r ic e s 
Gov't, mine in ac s- dispute 
A COMPANY'S plan to build a road to a gold mine it 
owns in the Iskut Valley norfll of here has run into trouble. 
Prime Resources wants road access to its Snip mine by 
building an extension to a road that connects from Hwy37 
to the Eskay Creek gold mine it also owns in the area. 
But the extension Prime wants is included in another 
company,s proposal for a mine rightnext door to the Snip 
mine, 
And since that proposal by International Skyline for its 
Bronson Slope site is the subject of a provincial environ- 
mental assessment, government officials are saying the 
road plan must also be subject to the environmental 
review. 
That's not how Prime Resources president Ron Parker 
sees the situation. 
He  says the extension was approved by the province in 
1990 at the same time it gave the nod to the road to 
Prime's Eskay Creek mine. 
"This is only a connector road to two mine sites owned 
by the same company. It's not complicated. It's simple," 
said Parker. 
Cassiar Forest District manager Gary Miltcnbergcr dis- 
agrees, saying a Prime Resources application for a special 
use permit from the forest sewice for the road must more 
properly come under environmental ssessment regula- 
tions. 
That's also the opinion of Jackie Hamilton of the provin- 
cial environmental assessment office. 
"The road is still in the Bronson Slope review and that 
comes under the environmental ssessment act," she said. 
Those officials do add that the road can be disconnected 
from the Bronson Slope review provided Prime agrees to 
the same standard of environmental ssessment require- 
ments as would be required elsewhere. 
Prime wants a road to its Snip mine to save money it 
now spends on air freight and on having a hovercraft come 
in and out from Wrangell, Alaska along the Iskut River. 
Al~ough the idea of a road to the Snip mine and neigh- 
bouring properties has been talked about for years, costs 
have always talled the project. 
That changed when Prime bought out Cominco's con- 
trolling interest in Snip this year. 
The Snip mine has just three years of mineablc reserves 
left but work is going on to find more ore. 
"The longer the mine life, the more appropriate he road 
is,' ' said Prime's Parker. 
And  new ore being found at Prime's Eskay mine shows' 
initial signs of being compatible with the mill at the Snip 
mille. 
Beisg able to reduce the Eskay ore to concentrate atthe 
Snip mill would reduce costs of shipping elsewhere for 
processing, said Parker. 
"It simply makes ense to have access to the property," 
added Parkerof Prime's road plan. 
He  conceded that replacing the hovercraft with a road 
would also reduce nvironmental criticism being levied at 
the company. 
The hovercraft has been tagged by environmental nd 
other groups as a cause of damage to fish habitat along the 
Iskut River . . . . .  
Parker doesn't yet havea cost for.the 35kin Snip exten- 
sion and for several bridges needed but did note the road to 
Eskay cost an average $220,000 akilometre. 
Meanwhile, International Skyline's Sandy Martin said 
it'll be contacting Prime about its road plans. 
He said International Skyline needs a road if it is to justi- 
fy development costs on its Bronson Slope property. 
International Skyline has been talking to the provincial 
government about financing help for the road but has been 
told it must first come up with a viable mine pl'an. 
Martin said having Prime build the road would be 
cheaper for Skyline as it would then have to pay Prime a 
fee for its use than having to shell out the capital cost. 
VETERAN MINER Dick Lofstrom looks at ore inside the Snip gold mine's work- 
ings. New owners Prime Resources want to build a road to the Iskut Valley oper- 
ation. It would save on air freight and hovercraft expenses now being incurred to, 
service the mine. FILE PHOTO 
USE OF a hovercraft, originally from Australia, to 
service the Snip mine in the Iskut Valley is under 
fire from environmentalists. They say the vessel's 
travels back and forth from the mine and 
'Wrangell, Alaska on the Iskut River are damaging 
fish habitat. Government officials are looking into 
the situation. Plans by Prime Resources for a road 
leading in from Hwy37 would put the hovercraft on 
the beach, eliminating it from criticism. 
. . .  . . . . . .  • 
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Gold route dates back for many years 
A ROAD wanted by Prime Resources to its 
Snip gold mine in the Iskut Valley dates back to 
a plan hatched in the 1980s. 
Long regarded as a mineral-rich area, access 
to the Iskut was restricted to expensive air 
travel. 
In the 1980s miners and some politicians be- 
gan pushing for a road leading into the valley 
fro.~/Iwy37. 
An added incentive came from Alaska where 
its politicians envisaged a land connection to the 
area from their Panhandle. 
That lead to fears Alaska would benefit from a 
mineral resource boom, leaving the B.C. econo- 
my out in the cold. 
By the late 1980s a three-section road was 
mapped out and received the approval of the 
provincial government. 
The first section would lead into the valley 
from Hwy37 with a second section heading 
south to the frenzied staking area around Eskay 
Creek. A third section would lead off from the 
first to the Bronson area where Cominco was 
developing its Snip mine. 
Construction plans then hinged on govern. 
meat money and on the eve of the 1991 provin- 
cial election, the Social Credit government of 
the day promised $7 million to help build the 
first main route into the lskut. 
The Socreds were defeated and the newly- 
elected NDP government canceled the commit- 
ment. 
That left Prime Resources, by then in control 
of the most promising property at Eskay Creek, 
to go it alone. 
It subsequently built the main road leading 
into the Iskut and then the southern connector to 
its Esksy property. 
Although Prime did not recewe any direct 
government assistance, it did secure the timber 
rights along its construction route. 
And now Prime is will ing to pay for the exten- 
sion to the Snip.property which it acquired from 
Cominco earlier this year. 
Ron Parker, Prime's president, said limited 
access to its existing roads has worked well in 
terms of controlling traffic. 
That's allayed fears that another oad to a 
wilderness area might affect fish and wildlife 
resources. 
Parker also points out that the planned Snip 
extension would benefit other mining com- 
panies. 
He says Prime would charge those companies 
for the use of the road to help cover construc- 
tion and maintenance expenses, 
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The Mail Bag 
Porky gets his revenge 
Dear Sir:. 
The porcupine and his interest in trees, and paranoia 
of the forest service, has been studied more than the 
Kennedy assassination, and the conclusions are almost 
as numerous. 
The search goes on, and gets more expensive. The 
bill now for four years is half a million dollars u quite 
a sum to spend on the dullard of the woods just to see if 
he can be persuaded to eat leas trees (or switch to for- 
esters.) 
The forest service, you see, being superior to all, in 
this world and the next, still believes in their little 
book, and believes that all nature, even the Old Mother 
herself, can be crammed into that little book. 
Boys, boys, this isn't the way it works. The Old 
Mother makes the roles. You study them and then live 
by them, or read Robert Service The Law Of The 
Yukon "till I rise in my wrath, and sweep on their path 
and I stamp them into a grave." 
Porcupines, dull creatures that they are, have taken 
on the best the forest service had to offer, and beat 
them at this little game well. 
Favourites are raspberries, thimble berries. Salmon 
berries and other grasses liked by the rodent ribe. 
The trees are, for the most part, winter feed, when the 
snow covers anything else. 
The forest service has rigid rules about how many 
feet should be allowed between juvenile trees when 
they are spaced. They won't change those rules, or 
modify them to allow for natural mortality. A rule, you 
see, is a rule. 
So when trees are thinsed in a place full of porkiea 
and when porky arises one morning to find most of his 
dinner gone, he puts on his nappie and dines on the few 
that are left. This, then, breaks the rules of the book, 
and Don Quixote gets on his horse. 
If one porky eats 10 trees per winter, and there are 
10,000 stems per hectare, there is no problem. Thin the 
trees to 5000 stems, there still is no problem. That's ex- 
aggerated, for the boys, and I hope they get the point. 
You, sir, have reported that they now have the solu- 
tion to all the problems. Instead of leaving one tree 
every 13 feet, thin them out to one tree every 26 feet. 
The porky, without lunch, cannot make it from tree to 
tree. And he would be too afraid of predators in these 
open spaces. 
But wait. What are we doing here? Growing trees, 
right? So now we're going to grow only half the trees 
we could? But wait. Porkies are the best protected 
animals in the woods. They are the knight of many 
spears. 
Their only fear is from the fisher, the cougar, and old 
Gulo Lnscas, the wolverine. These animals can find 
him where ever he is. Open spaces invite attacks from 
the air and if an eagle took on a porky, he'd only do it 
once. 
But wait. Trees, conifers, grow best in tight com- 
munities, each supporting each other. Take out too 
many trees and the remainder become vulnerable to 
every windstorm. Too much light on the ground pro- 
duces the understory of raspberry, thimble berry, sal- 
mon berry, the perfect porcupine food. 
It seems the service cannot learn that when a tree is 
cut down, it cannot be stood up again. A new one must 
grow, and that will take 30 years. 
Now wait. You know that there is going to be natural 
mortality by porkies or whatever. Thezi don't thin the 
trees to 1000 stems per hectare. Leave twice as many 
trees per hectare to allow for this mortality. With any 
luck, the porkies will do the thinning for you. But wait. 
In the late 80's the porky pine populations were at an 
all time high all across northern B.C. Right now the 
little beasties are quite scarce in this region. This is 
called a cycle. High points and low points. All animal 
nature does it It's the law. Understand the law. 
Half a million dollars is a lot of money. Don't waste 
it doing some thing that has already been tried, and has 
proven to be wrong. 
Les Wntmough, 
Terrace, B.C. 
/ 
Just deal with it 
Dear Sir:. 
Permit me a response to William Savary's letter in 
the July 31 issue of The Standard - "It's still racist 
above all else." 
For more than i00 years the first inhabitants of B.C. 
were denied equal participation i  the economy and the 
political process in B.C. based on their race. Mr. 
Savary wants to "eliminate the current injustices that 
are presently being wrought Upon individuals of native 
ancestry." I note he does not mention past injustices 
but he does at least recognize that aboriginal rights are 
part of the Canadian constitution. 
His pmpossl is a little like one person beating another 
into the ground for a century for no other reason than 
their race and then holding out a hand and saying, 
"Now can we all be equal." Why would any First Na- 
tions person accept the status quo which that implies. 
Complex issues are not solved by simplistic solu- 
tions. The best way to correct injustices of the past is to 
deal with them. William Savary's olutions have not 
worked in any other similar situation. All they will do 
is make the problem more complex for our children to 
solve. 
Helmut Giesbrecht, 
IVKA, Skeena 
Manure? Yuck 
Dear Sir:. 
Re: CBC "IV July 26 Story on chicken manure as 
cattle feed. 
What will those feed lot experts dream up next? In 
the 70s it was wood Chips, in the 80s sheep carcasses 
and now, chicken manure. 
The newsclip very dcady shows somebody spent a 
lot of time to produce pellets to get rid of the smell 
with the comment, "You see, they (the cows) like it." 
Certainly, if you lock up those cattle and take away 
their natural posture, they will eat almost anything, 
hunger will do amazing things to humans or animals 
alike. Fortunately, I, as a low income consumer 
stopped eating high priced steaks and cheap hamburger 
some time ago. 
It makes me wonder if that practice is sanctioned by 
the British Columbia agricultural.department? I f  it is? 
Then certainly the B.C. beef industry is in trouble. 
Manfred Bader~ 
Terrace, B.C. 
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When you ; 
can,t breathe, 
nothing else 
" matters I .  
Nisga'a ob!ections.to dock 
won't rece,ve spec,al prnority 
NISGA'A TRIBAL Council objections to the proposed in- 
stallation of a stiff-leg and possible small dock in the Port- 
land Canal will be taken into consideration, but will not 
receive special priority, says a government offleial. 
The pemzit application was forwarded by fishing charter 
operators Ronald and Patricia McFadzan of Stewart. 
They want to install the stiff-leg and small dock as a 
starting point for a possible bed and breakfast operation on 
the canal that runs from the Pacific into Stewart. 
The Nisga'a Tn'bal Council objects to the proposal, 
saying the spot is too close to the Hattie Island fee simple 
site contained in its preliminary land claims deal signed 
earlier this year. 
The council also admits that it has its own economic 
plans for the area. 
But Ron Creber from the Ministry of the Environment, 
Lands and Parks says that the government is required to 
take the Nisga'a concerns into account when a decision is 
made regarding whether or not to issue the permit 
"We are obliged to look into the Nisga'a concerns," 
Creber says. "We are a signatory of the Agreement in 
Principle." 
The Agreement in Principle lays the foundations for the 
final agreement on land claims between the provincial 
government and the Nisga'a. 
"The bottom line is that until the f'mai agreement comes 
out, the Nisga'a want an interim protection measures 
agreement in place," says Crcber. "The one they had ex- 
pired. Now they want a new one." 
Creber insists that his mlnistry's concern about the 
Nisga'a opposition is not unusual, and that the application 
is not being stalled. 
"Anything that comes back from the public will be taken 
into consideration," he says. "The Nisga'a are just one of 
many interested parties.,' 
Whatever the lands and parks ministry decides, it will 
likely be ground-breaking. This type of situation has not 
come up before. 
"This is new stuff ~ the first treaty in 150 years," says 
Creber. "There's no clear government policy dealing with 
this issue yet.We have recognize that and work wlth it." 
Meanwhile, the McFadzans are being cautiously op- 
timistic ~ and patient. 
" I  know these things take a long time," says Patricia 
McFadzan. "But I want everything to be done legally, not 
half-assed." 
SNFEWAY 
FOOD & DRUG 
News in Brief 
Speedy trains 
CN'S PLAN to speed up its service by eliminating Ter- 
race as a crew change location means most of its trains 
will be going through town faster than ever before. 
The freight traIns can go as fast as 35 miles an hour, 
meaning it is important for vehicles to take heed of the 
safety barriers which drop at level crossings when 
trains are passing by. 
CN eliminated Terrace as a crew change location for 
its Smithers to Rupert section effective August 9. 
Striking a wrong note 
THE OWNER of a guitar stolen from a room at the 
Terrace Inn in the early morning hours of Aug. 10 is 
offering a reward for its return. 
The electric guitar is a Yamaha 1230 S Pacifica, has 
silver sparkles and whales and dolphins laminated on 
the body. Scratched into it is the owner's name. 
Anybody with information is asked to call the RCMP 
or Crimestoppers. 
Helmet ~need h eight ened 
RCMP are reminding cyclists of the need to wear hel- 
mets following an accident Aug. 8. 
A cyclist was taken to Mills Memorial Hospital after 
being struck by a vehicle on the corner of Lazelle and 
Kalum. The cyclist was struck after riding out in front 
of a southbound vehicle to cross tile street on the 
crosswalk. 
No charges were laid and the cyclist was not serious- 
ly injured. 
~ BRITI,ql I COLUMBIA 
LUNG .,kSS()CIAI'ION 
731-LUNG or 
1-800-665-LUNG 
/ 
paw ,r '~~ HyPOWER SYSTEMS INC. 
Engineering 
Project Management 
System Design and Manufacturing 
Vickets Oil Cleanliness Monitoring 
Full Cad Capabilities 
Consulting Services 
Hydraulic Schools 
On Site Custom Hydraulic Schools 
Specific Product Training Schools 
Service 
Field Service 
24 Hour Emergency Service 
Component Repair and Testing 
Parts For All Major Brands 
Installation, Flushing, and start-up 
System Troubleshooting 
In House Basic Hydraulic Training Schools 
F.'I[. N ~'" °" ~''" TM lacKERs 
HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT 
SALES- SERVICE  - DES IGN - FABRICATION 
3779 River Drive Phone: (604) 635-1800 
Terrace, B.C. Fax: (604) 635-1811 
V8G 2N8 
"Serving the Pacific North West" 
635-One 800 
/ 
> 
[ ClIIMF ~1~ ..;,,,,,,,,-,,.., 635.TIPS] 
FLYNN 
SCHOOL OF 
BALLET 
LAURA FLYNN,  TEACHER 
MEMBER OF: 
R, oy~t J~a&my oJ I~(~. 9 
Telephone: 638-2077 
3226A RIver Dr., Terrace, B.C. V8G 3P4 
i 
]Go Back to School With 
Basic beauty 
Pure and simple 
: an 8 oz. 
lower  
g l ing & 
l ing  Spray 
just 
.00 
ur  16 oz.  
]ydrat ing  
purchase .  
S IC_S 
HAIR  GALLERY 
4711 D KEITH AVENU E, TERRACE 
635-3729 
YOUR GROCE 
PURCHASE 
*ON A MINIMUM $50.00 PURCHASE WITH COUPON 
: .ou, o,oc..Y : 
i i  M IN IMUM $50.00  
i| r PURCHASE" I 
(Excluding tobacco, prescription 
I1| p and special event icket ill 
m purchase.) 
i I ~Ca2~u~atny~rs~::~pS:sf:wteyds:;~e~n~y~;dm~t::e~n;ac~upb;p~e~ddrchaws~thany~the r I 
coupon offer. No rainchecks. ~ IP -~L  
|| Coupon expires August 17, 1996. L~I I J  : 
I , s~~ I 
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NO OTHER SAFEWAY OR COMPETITOR COUPON WILL BE ACCEPTED. 
VALID AT YOUR LOCAL SAFEWAY STORE 
) 
• ) 
j~ 
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:i 
;i 
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WITH UPWARDS of 70 registered vendors, the 
Saturday farmers market is growing in popularity 
and in commerce. Organizers now want the city to 
make improvements to the location, 
Market seeks 
city blessing 
for facelift 
THE FARMER'S market here is so successful, 
organizers are asking the city to give the site a face lift. 
With upwards of 70 seasonal vendors, the local 
market is by far the most successful of any in the north, 
according to organizer Lynne Christiansen. 
Now they're asking for improvements to the gravel 
parking 19t off Day b Ave. that's,h0me to the market 
every Saturday morning. ~'>"  "~*:';~' ~" 
City councillors at the Aug. 2 recreation committee 
meeting said they would recommend a project o add a 
line of water faucets and electrical outlets to the lot be 
included in the 1997 capital projects budget. 
But they said a more expensive request o pave the 
lot likely won't be considered any time soon. 
The committee suggested the market's members take 
on the task of erecting benches or picnic tables and a 
covered notice board. 
It was also suggested that the site would be a prime 
candidate for some flowers or shrubs. 
Councillor Rich McDaniel called the market a plus 
for the city, but expressed suspicions that some vendors 
aren't erribly local and are coming in from as far as 
Smithers. 
Councillor David Hull wondered if the market wasn't 
beghming to compete with existing businesses. 
Christiansen defended the market, saying it's a tourist 
draw for the city. 
" I t  brings business to the downtown," she said. 
"Loads of people come from Rupert." 
MeDaniel contended that vendors are getting away 
cheaply. 
The organization has a collective business licence, 
and vendors pay $60 a season for a spot, or $5 a day. 
"This market is going so well I think it would be a 
good idea to capitalize on it," Christiansen added. 
designs, colours k , .~ .  
and sizes. ~ ~.  
4820 Halliwell, Terrace 403 
Public has chance 
to g ve op ntons 
on native claims 
ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS 
minister John Cashore 
hopes to give as good as he 
gets by having province- 
wide hearings on land 
claims. 
Speaking last week, 
Cashore said marching or- 
ders given the legislature's 
all-party select standing 
committee on aboriginal af- 
fairs are intended to gather 
public opinio n on the issue 
and to spread out more in- 
formation on land claims. 
The all-party committee 
will use the main issues of 
public knowledge on the is- 
sue. 
That's not terribly new 
news for C.ashore who says 
new groups of people are 
asking the same questions as 
issues affecting them come 
up. 
The minister deser~ed the 
hearings as the next best 
thing to holding a 
referendum on land claims. 
Calls for a referendum so 
that the public gets a say in 
land claims have been con- 
sistently turned down by the 
provincial government. 
the standing committee is 
made up of NDP, L~eral 
and Reform MLAs and is 
meant o be a non-partisan 
body. 
No hearing dates have 
been set yet but it's ex- 
pected a final report will be 
filed by next spring. 
That should be early 
enough for any information 
gathered to be used in up. 
coming tzeaty talks, said 
Cashore. 
There's even a provision 
for the hearings to be televi- 
sed. 
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LC 's 
Professional Typing 
LC's Professional Typing offers a large selection of profes- 
sionally designed & formalted documents. 
Resumes Cover Letters 
Reports Overflow Typing 
Desktop Publishing 
Top Quality Laser Pdntlng 
Call 635-7037 
" F I JGHTTRAINING 
* AIRCRAIq" RENTAI2~ 
• I)R.EFEIiRED RAI"ES I:OR MEMBERS 
Our goal is to provMe stable affordable 
training and flyingfi~r Terrace and area. 
WE FLY:4 SEAT CESSNA 172 ~- -  
Bristol Rd. a t the  Airport "~ 
635-6667 c~ 
self government, resource 
control and the like con- 
rained in the Nisga'a land 
claims agreement in princi- 
ple as a jumping off point 
for the public hearings. 
Cashore is quick to point 
out that while the hearings 
are keyed to the issues in the 
Nisga'a greement in princi- 
ple, they are not intended to 
focus solely on that claim. 
Rather, the hearings are to 
give the government an in- 
dication of where the public 
stands on the core issues 
surrounding land claims, he 
said. 
"As much as possible 
we're looking for a non- 
confrontational forum as to 
how education (on land 
claims) can happen," said 
Cashore. 
He did add that the 
government and other 
bodies, including the B.C. 
Treaty Commission, have 
pointed out that there is a 
gap between what the 
government is doing about 
land claims and the level of 
Cashore added that he's 
prepared to hear heavy criti- 
cism of the way the provin- 
cial government is handling 
treaty talks. 
But he says that's good 
news, not bad news because 
the government is giving the 
public a chance to have a 
say. 
Main themes coming from 
the public hearings will be 
used by the province to de- 
velop its negotiating posi- 
tions at future land claims 
talks. 
Cashore doesn't anticipate 
the hearings will hold up the 
final treaties talks set to start 
soon with the Nisga'a or on 
any other talks underway. 
When asked if what would 
happen if overwhelming op- 
position was recorded 
Cashore replied "that's a 
wonderfully speculative, 
hypothetical question. If in- 
deed that's the ease it's in- 
formation we'll have to look 
aL"  
Cashore emphasized that 
Are you coming to Prince George this weekend? 
RAMADA HOTEL 
~ (formerly The Holiday Inn) 
'- ~' EAT  1"i"0 
TRY OUR SUNDAY 
BRUNCH 
at TRADERS 
RESTAURANT 
10 am - 2 pm Adults 
$13.95 ' Children $8.95 
Waffles and 
Omelettes 
Downtown Prince George 
444 George St., Prince George, B.C. 
Call Direct For Reservations 1-800-830-8833 
*Subject to availability **Based on 2 children eatinq from our Kids Menu for a weekend : 
........... DOUBLE 
YOUR 
G.S.X. BACK 
We are AXING the TAX (G.S.T.) ...not onve...but twice 
on Thursday and Friday, Aug., 15 and Aug., 16. 
• Luggage 
• Summer Seasonal Items 
• All Sewing Accessories 
• All Hair Accessories 
• All Music 
• All Stationery 
• All Greeting Cards 
• All Party Goods 
• All Pictures and Wall Clocks 
• All Pets and Pet Supplies 
• Electronics 
• Health Aids 
• Health & Beauty 
(Dept. 02) • Candy (Dept 16) • Hardware (Dept. 44) 
(Dept. 03) • Jewellery (Dept 17) • Housewares (Dept, 45) 
(Dept. 04) • Bath & Kitchen Furnishings (Dept 30) • Fishing Supplies (Dept. 46) 
(Dept. 05) • Window Furnishings (Dept 31) • Home Furnishings (Dept, 47) 
(Dept, 07) • Floor Coverings (Dept32) • Home Imporvements (Dept, 48) 
(Dept, 08) • Bedding (Dept33) • Snacks (Dept, 49) 
(Dept. 09) • Toys : (Dept 34) . Cameras & Batteries (Dept 51) 
(Dept 10) • Books • i~ (Dept  35) ' Small Appliances (Dept 54) 
(Dept 11) • Sporting Goods (Dept 39) • Auto Accessories (Dept 56) 
(Dept 12) • Cleaning Supplies .............. (Dept 40) • Auto Parts (Dept 57) 
(Dept 13) • Glassware/Giftware (Dept 41) • Videos (Dept 68, 83) 
(Dept 14) • Camping Supplies (Dept 42) • Paper Supplies (Dept 69) 
(Dept 15) • Horticulture (Dept 43) • Cosmetics (Dept80) 
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BUSINESS REVIEW 
Cable competition okayed 
B.C. TEL officials are tri- The CRTC still has to 
umphant after last week's determine at what point 
federal cabinet decision to B,C. Tel has stopped sub- 
allow the phone company to sidizing local phone service 
compete against cablevision with long-distance profits. 
providers. Once that point is passed, 
The CRTC had first turned 
down B.C. Tel's application 
for  a broadcast licence that 
would allow it to provide 
cable television signals 
through its phone lines. 
But Ottawa overturned 
that decision and paved the 
way for full-blown competi- 
tion between phone com- 
panies and cable companies 
for telephone and cable TV 
markets. 
Also at stake are emerging 
markets like Internet ser- 
vice, home banking, home 
shopping, video- 
confereneiog, and on- 
demand video. 
It could mean more choice 
and lower prices for con- 
sumers as soon as late 1997. 
B.C. Tel will have the green 
light to start selling cable 
TV service; and cable oper- 
ators like Terrace-based 
Skeena Cablevision can 
start providing telephone 
service . . . . . . .  
Both companies are rapid- 
ly getting ready for the com- 
ing head-on competition. 
Okanagan Skeena Group 
last year laid a $1 million 
fibre optic ring around Ter- 
race, 
m~d B.C. Tel is now com- 
pleting a570 kilometre fibre 
optic line running from Ter- 
race to Prince George. 
That $10.8 million project 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  for completion 
by November. 
ROLLING FIBRE: B.C. Tel crews 20 miles east of Terrace continue to lay fibre 
optic cable that ~Nill ink the area to the rest of the province's fibre optic network. 
The line from Prince George to Terrace is to be finished by November. 
Room tax sell job starts 
A TWO-PERCENT tax on hotel room agency The room tax would hopefully top 
up that and provide a $100,000-plus budget 
to promote the area. 
Two of the seats on the tourism council 
are being filled by hotel operators - -Doug 
Barrett of the Coast Inn of the West and 
Yvotme Danroth of the Wild Duck Inn. 
The city hopes that partial control will 
give the accomodations industry comfort 
that they'll get a payoff for accepting the 
tax .  
Other representatives on the council in- 
prices won't go into effect here unless a 
majority of local hotel operators agree to it. 
A newly formed Terrace Tourism Council 
plans to put out a petition to local hotel, 
motel and bed-and-breakfast operators to 
gauge their opinion of the idea. 
Sally Poppleton, the new council's staff 
worker, said they're hoping to get a few 
more things in place before they do that, so 
they can demonstrate hat the accomoda- 
tions sector will get value for the tax. 
Among their plans is a photo/information clude Sally Poppleton, Glen Saunders, out- 
album with pictures of local hotels and their going Chamber president Barb Kerr, and 
rooms, prices, and descriptions. Visitor info city economic development officer Ken 
Veldman. 
The move is expected to free up econom- 
ic development officer Ken Vddman 
who had carried out some of the tourism 
promotion work --~ to concentrate on eco- 
nomic development. 
City councillors felt that he tourism func- 
tion should be put in the hands of the 
people who are most directly affected. 
centre staff could then phone and make 
reservations on behalf of tourists. 
The money collected from the room tax 
would bankroll the local tourism promotion 
budget, which the City of Terrace decided 
it would spin off to the Chamber of Com- 
merce. 
The city is turning over its $45,000 
tourism promotion budget to the new 
One Stop Shopping... 
The convience of a corner store with the time saving 
of a laundromat all at one convenient  location. 
• un i ty  r ' roouc[s Open 7 Days a week 
• Grocer ies  HOURS: Men - Sat. 7 - 11 p.m. 
• Pet  Food Sunday 8 - 10 p.m. 
"Eagerly awaiting to serve you with our prompt & courteous staff" 
)!:i~ I 
: :  ALL 
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In Store specials! :: I On Sale 
[ - Come Home For Value 
lid 
Out & About 
Housing starts hit 51 
THIRTEEN new house starts in July boosted the year's 
total to 51 so far, and put Terrace back on a record '96 
construction pace. 
Building permits issued to July 31 were worth $18.8 
million - -  marginally above the $18.5 million to the 
same point in 1995, the city's biggest constrnetion year 
ever. 
The month's total overall saw 31 building permits 
worth $3.5 million issued. Single-family and multi- 
family residential construction led the way, with very 
little commercial or industrial activity. 
Lots of lots 
MORE THAN 200 listings of Crown lots for commer- 
cial, industrial, recreational or residential uses are 
available for purchase or for lease. 
Details and contact numbers are contained in the 
summer Crown land marketing catalogue available 
from government agents and regional ands ministry 
offices. 
WE'RE ON THE MOVE. COME AND JOIN US 
There  is a "Can  Do"  a tmosphere  at  Q .M.S .  
WE AIM TO PROVIDE: 
• an opportunity for students to thrive in a school which delights in their 
unique strengths, talents and abilities. 
• small class size that facilitates a close teacher student and parent 
relationship. 
• teachers with enthusiasm who thrive in an atmosphere where they 
can make a difference. 
• A unique equestrian program on campus for the recreational beginner 
and the more serious rider., 
• A solid academic foundation leading to a rigorous preparation for 
university. 
• 10 National and Regional Scholarships from $3,000.00 to half tuition 
for Grades 6-12. 
qhe Head of School,, Dr. Stephen M. Johnson, welcomes ~Iou to 
"come Join Us" 
QUEEN MARGARET'S SCHOOL 
K-3 co-ed, 4-12 girls, Day and Boarding 
660 Brownsey Avenue, Duncan, B.C. V9L 1C2 
Tel: (604) 746-4185 Fax! (604) 746-4187 E-mai/..q.ms@cowichan,com . . . . .  
: : :2:!!:i 
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Two Teen  Combos 
fo, $ 79 9 p,u, 
If you want a great, deal on a great meal, just visit your nearest A&W 
tonight, and get two'l'een~ Combos for just $7,99,That's two of our famous 
Teen Burgers, two regular Fries and two regular 
A&W.Root Beer®,.. together for one great, 
low price, But only untilAugust 18th, so hurry in, 
See the Bear,, 
Monday to Thursday 4pm to 9pm 
Keith Ave Skeena Mall 
© 1996 A&W Food Services of Canada Inc. 
=, Painting the town yellow 
WORKERS WERE OUT painting curbs and lines on our roadways last week, 
proving that the streets of Terrace are, in fact, divided into lanes. 
Locals doubt 
Rupert airport 
bridge concept 
A TASK FORCE on north- 
west transportation is trying 
to dispel fears that it will 
embrace construction of a 
$100 million bridge to the 
Prince Rupert airport. 
The bridge issue which 
is seen as critical to Prince 
Rupert's future - -  is viewed 
as a potentially expensive 
white elephant by some 
skeptics in Terrace. 
Some eity councillors here 
have already said they'd be 
upset if the bridge goes 
ahead at great cost 
maki,lg the airport on Digby 
Island more viable while 
the province stonewalls on a 
cost-free deal to hand over 
lands surrounding the 
Terrace-Kithnat irport. 
Andrew Webber, the 
Kitimat.Stikine r gional dis- 
trict's economic develop- 
ment officer, told members 
of the Northwest Trans- 
portation Corridor Task 
Force which appeared here 
recently that the bridge issue 
could make the panel's 
work difficult. 
Webber said the challenge 
of the federal task force is 
"maintaining its 
credibility" given the con- 
siderable pressure being ap- 
plied in Prince Rupert for 
the costly bridge proposal. 
" I f  that sits in there as a 
wonderful idea then the 
credibility of all the ideas 
are going to be suspect." 
" I  fear that whatever good 
that comes out of this will 
falter quite quickly." 
Don Krusel, co-chair of 
the task force and president 
of the Prince Rupert Port 
Corp., said the panel is hear- 
ing many presentations 
about many different ideas, 
and they'll all be judged on 
a cost-benefit basis. 
He also added that he's 
been told by Rupert officials 
worRhlg 
proposal that their report 
will justify the project and 
show the benefits outweigh 
the costs. 
Krusol said early indica- 
tions are the savings of not 
rum|ing a ferry to Digby Is- 
land could top $10 million a 
year, and that the other 
potential developme,lt and 
economic spinoffs associa- 
ted with the idea could 
make the giant bridge quite 
feasible. 
"We recognize the 
credibility has to be there," 
Krusel responded. 
" I  don't thi|~k this task 
force will be supporting 
something that doesn't have 
clear analysis that supports 
that kind of expend iture." 
Terrace airport manager 
Darryl Laurent suggested a 
clear regional vision is 
necessary for the task force 
to succeed. 
"The biggest thing hold. 
ing up development has 
more to do with the people 
living here than any external 
agency," he said. "The 
communities that live here 
Terrace, Kitimat and 
Prince Rupert - -  can't agree 
that today's Tuesday." 
"We have to agree on 
certain fundamental issues 
instead of fighting over 
every bone or crumb that's 
tossed by someone." 
Oldy seven people at- 
tended the Terrace meeting, 
most of them government 
bureaucrats or Repap em- 
ployees. 
The task force is to submit 
its plan to federal trans. 
portation minister David 
Anderson by Dec. 1, and it 
could be made public early 
in the new year. 
Its work is aimed at 
determhdng the northwest's 
untapped potential, and how 
on the bridgo :itcouldbe unlocked through 
transportation changes. 
Daily ferry service in and 
out of Prince Rupert and 
aim at the cruise ship busi- 
ness have emerged as two 
key ways suggested of bol- 
stering tourism in the 
region. 
James Gilham even sug- 
gested ferry service to 
Kitimat would help keep 
tourists in the area. 
One old ides that was 
resurrected was Dave 
Parker's 1990 suggestion of 
opening up a toll highway 
through the Telkwa pass. 
Kitimat resident Anthony 
Yao said it would provide 
an extra circle route for 
tourism, and that the grade 
is only three per cent - -  ! eas 
than the existing highway 
through the Hazeltons. 
Gilham noted the Lakeise- 
Telkwa route was surveyed 
in the 1890s for a proposed 
Kitimat-Omineca railroad, 
and said it would cut off 
about an hour and a half of 
travel. 
Highway improvements to 
Prince Rupert and further 
north have been key to the 
economic success of the 
Terrace area in the last 10 
years, says Terrace conom- 
ic development officer Ken 
Veldman. 
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Government has a plan 
to keep northern seats 
THE NUMBER of northern ai party is ruled by a a difficult thing," he said. added that range doesn't 
B.C. MLAs in the B.C. Vancouver-based Howe "You might have half of seem broad enough to ade- 
iegislature may be preserved Street cabal that couldn't Terrace having to go to quately represent both the 
by a proposal tabled last care le~ about the needs of North Coast to visit their sparse north and the densely 
week by the NDP. the province beyond the MLA." populated urban south. 
A legislative amendment Lower Maitdand," Gies, He also suggested Skeena "We would of course 
proposed by attorney- brecht said. could see further enlarge- argue that it's nmch easier 
general Ujjal Dosanjh Adding six more seats is ment to the north and east, to serve 50,000 people who 
would give the Electoral expected to allow more possibly out as far as I-Ious- live within 10 square blocks 
Boundaries Commission the ML/Ls in rite burgeoning ton, than to serve 50,000 people 
power to increase the num- Vancouver suburbs, while Giesbreeht said courts who arespread out over half 
bet of seats in the hoUse keeping f i i~tof  the i~ i0 f  have= upheid the plas-0r- of northern British Colum- 
from 75 to as much as 81. 
Without an increase in the 
number of seats, a nmnber 
of northern co|tstituencies 
will likely be eliminated in 
the next round of boundary 
re-drawing - -  to be com- 
pleted by the hldepcndcnt 
conunission by early next 
year. 
Rapid population growth 
in the Lower Mainland is 
making the north appear 
over-represented in com- 
parison. 
Provincial law states that 
each constituency must be 
within 25 per cent of the 
average constituency popu- 
lation. 
Liberal critics are slam- 
ming the move, saying the 
public is not interested in 
paying for another six 
politicians in Victoria. 
Liberal leader Gordon 
Campbell also suggested the 
increase is intended to pro- 
tect NDP seats in the north 
and interior. 
Campbell had pledged in 
last May's election to 
reduce the number of MLAs 
to 60. 
Skeena MLA Helmut 
Giesbrecht hammered 
Campbell for his opposition, 
saying the Liberals would 
have northerners travel 
hundreds of miles to meet 
their MLA. 
"Unfortunately, the L~er- 
the province essentially the minus 25 per cent role, but bia," be said. 
same.  
Giesbcecht warned there 
could still be significsnt I 635.TIPSI riding boundary cha ges in C I : I I M F N  
area, =S, IO I ) I ) I : I t !S  thls'If North Coast needed i 
more people would you add 
a portion of Terrace? That's 
Times are changing,.. 
so are we/ 
ICG's hist(ny goes back 58 years and we are ,as committed today aswe were ill 1938 tO 
Sut)ply Canadians with clean bumirtg propane. To niake sure we ;ire doing our best for 
you, ICG is rnakirtg some charlges. ICG is teaming uI) with local businesses tMt Sell 
propane appliances, \Ve will continue to be a deliendal)le source of prolnme, and local 
companies will have an exciting new busilless opportunity. Overall, you the customer, 
will still receive xpert service fronl local dealers and reliable propane delivery from It(;. 
This is just one more way [(;G is changing, to serve you bettel: 
Your local services: 
ICG Propane Delivery, Service 
and General inquiries: 
635-9158 
Auto Propane and Cylinder Fills: 
Thorl]hill Husky 
3097 Hwy. 16 East 
635-3717 
III1@@ 
PROPANE 
ICG Ke 3 lock will remain open at this 4516 Keith Avenue location. 
T,7_gqPRIMERICA 
Financial Services 
PETE ARCADI  
Bus: (604) 635-7800 
Res (604) 638-8505 
By Appointment Only 
f 
J 
'. " ~  I f  you see  
.. lB.,, # " #~ • 
w i l d f i r e  th i s  s u m m e r  ca l l  1*  B 00  • 663  • 5 5 5 5  
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B uYOUtS complicatep.o.,.,,, _K, Jngs id. pay thebUyoumerger . .  I RADELET & COMPANY Barristers & Solicitors, Vancouver, B,C. • . COMPANIES • TRUSTS • TAXDISPUTES 
advocating an open b,ddmg" system w_.oUlda.be offered to the Kit, mat amalgamation t would free up more money to James  W.Radelet  
of filling the positions in the new district. .... Phone 604-689-0878 Fax 604-689-1386 
They'd start with the superlntendent's pose- "Basically it would be the annhilation of all Chris`insert said the Terrace board has been 
teen, let people apply, and then decide who's 
best for the job. Unsuccessful candidates could 
apply for lower positions or take buyout prove. 
sions. 
But so far, King said, Terrace trustees have 
refused to calculate the costs of eliminating 
their administrators and trade that inforination 
the employee groups in Kitimat and a few sur- 
vivors will fit into the existing Terrace system." 
An education ministry consultant who was 
also at Thursday's meeting assured King the 
province is looking at the issue ofbuyout provi- 
sions. 
IGng is hopeful the government will introduce 
with Kitimat. ~ , a blanket policy of buyouts at amalgamating 
"Kitimat wanted to and Terrace didn't want 
to talk about it," he said. 
He said Terrace was "still hedging" after 
Thursday night's meeting in Kitimat, preferring 
to leave the tough decisions until after a plazmed 
Aug. 27 meeting with education ministry offi- 
cials where they hope to ~t  more instructions 
on how to amalgamate he districts. 
The delays are breeding paranoia in Kitimat, 
where trustees uspect he Terrace board wants 
to stall until a new amalgamated board is 
elected in November• 
The two boards have already agreed the new 
Coast Mountain School District #82 will be 
represented by three Kitimat trustees, three Ter- 
race trustees and one each from Thom- 
hill/Lakelse, Stewart aud the Hazeltons. 
Kitimat observers point out that means six 
trustees from the former District 88 versus three 
trustees from the former District 80. 
All the Terrace school board has to do to get 
its way, they conclude, is to stall until Decem- 
ber and then outvote the Kithuat trustees. 
"They want to keep their people exactly the 
way they are and whatever new positions are 
districts to ensure school board amalgamation is 
carried out on the basis of what's best, rather 
than what's cheapest. 
Failure to do that, could lead to bizarre antics 
between amalgamating districts, he said. 
" I f  that's the case why doesn't Kitimat write 
six-year contracts? Would that be fair? Then 
Terrace would raise theirs to seven. Well, some- 
where the lanacy has to stop." 
Chris`insert agrees the buyout issue is a com- 
plicating factor, and says he'd welcome a 
government move to simplify the matter. 
He also tried to calm fears about the Terrace 
board's plans. 
"It is not our intention to stall this until Dec. 
1," Chfistensen said. "And I am sure the 
provincial government is not going to allow that 
to happen." 
He said a secretary-treasurer hasto be in place 
to swear the new board of trustees in come De- 
cember. 
And he noted a progress report has to be made 
to Victoria by Sept. 20. 
The two districts have enough money to oper- 
ate separately until next June. But a speedy 
willing to meet Kifimat at any time, but thought 
it would tend to be fruitless until Victoria hands 
down more of the rules of how amalgamation 
should work. 
As for the two districts' styles of operation, 
Christenseu agreed Kitimat has a greater degree 
of consultation. 
"We,re not opposed to continuing that," he 
said. "We're not sure how well we can get this 
to function in a much larger district." 
He said opening up decision-making to 
stakeholders sounds good, but isn't necessarily 
fzir to people in Stewart who have a hard time 
getting to meetings in Terrace. 
"We can't even get a trustee to come to the 
meetings," noting the Stewart board scat has 
been vacant he past year after ministry efforts 
to appoint someone there were unsuccessful. 
King argues that's a poor reason to restrict 
other communities' options. 
"That's to say we should end democracy be- 
cause not everybody votes," he said. 
Most of the workers who lose their jobs 
through amalgamation are expected to be at one 
of the two board offices. 
But terminated board office administrators 
could bump down into individual schools and 
classrooms, indirectly affecting teachers and 
disrupting classes, said the Terrace District 
Teachers' Union's Cathy Lambright. 
"It could be a major disruption," she said. 
"Any time there's any kind of uncertainty it's 
certainly going to be difficult for people." 
Canceled hospi nal test 
angers woman pa=n 
A TERRACE woman who hoped the test results would CT scan earlier in the spring "I  feel there should have 
went to Mills Memorial put her on the road to a and then eight weeks for the been some recognition of 
Hospital for a routine mode- solution to her back pain but July 23 appointment, that so I had least could 
cal procedure but was from wondering how Mills Van't Kruis says there's have had the myelogram," 
turned away says the facility can cope with fewer beds no way anybody should she said. 
is in trouble, than ever before, have to wait for that length 
Dibble van't Krnis has " I  know I wasu't an emir- of time. At the very least, van't 
had treatments for chronic gency case that day, but " I 'm more conviuced than Kruis continued, she should 
back pain for years, what if there were an emir- ever there is a two-tier have been called the day be- 
Her scheduled July 23 gency? If the accidents had health care system in the fore the July 23 appointment 
myelogram/CT scan was, taken up all the beds, what province - -  one for down and told there was no room 
she hoped, a step toward an would have happened if south and one in the north," for her. 
eventual solution to her there was another prob., shes aid. She had scheduled her 
pain• lem," she says. Van't Kruis adds that she personal and professional 
Because of possible side could have made arrange- affairs for the procedure and 
effects from the procedure, "To me it's almost ments for the procedure to was forced to make adjust- 
van't Kruis was required to criminal that a hospital serv- take place in Vancouver but ments to compensate. 
slay ovenzight for observa- ing a population of over that it would have been very "I  heard at the hospital 
tion. 20,~0 has been reduced to expensive, that this was the first time 
But when she showed up, little more than 30 beds," Van't Kruis also questions this had happened and it 
she was told two motor she said. the need for her to have to won't be the last because of 
vehicle accidents the pre- The scheduled July 23 ap- stay overnight, the cuts," she said. 
vious day had taken up all pointment in itself marked a Previous tests she had un- Van't Kruis did have her 
available beds. wait of almost 12 weeks dergone did not result in appointment reseheduled to 
So van't Kruis was sent since van't Ka'uis and her complications and she lives Aug. 2 and she's now wait- 
home without knowing physician embarked upon close enough to Mills that ing for those results. 
when the procedure would finding a remedy for her should anything have hap- Van't Kruis has written 
be re-scheduled, pain. pened, she could have been the hospital and its govern- 
That leR van't Kruis She had to wait three quickly returned to the hos- ing board. The board meets 
angry, not only because she weeks for the results of a pital, again Sept. 19. 
ANDRE RIBEIRO EDITION 
With VTEC engine and other race-bred advances, the new SI Coupe also 
sports CFC.free air conditioning, AM/FM stereo cassette and 6 speakers, 
dual alrbags (SRS), power sunroof...plus 
I upgraded performance tires B nun,bored Limited Edition plaque 
I I  t rue  per [er rant |go  lnag  w l ' teds  [ ]  f loor I l la ls  ~ rood  f l~ [IS 
B special exterior I.D. [] rear spoiler with tail light 
DESIGNED ON THE RACEWAY. . .  
REF INED FOR YOU!  
~ i~ER]0  ~ HNSTONE EDITION 
Experience sports car handling and stability with more room and comfort, 
plus great looks accented by...all these extras 
Ill upgraded performance ti,es I I  nambrred l.imtted Edition plnque 
III true performance mag wheels I floor mats & mud flaps 
B special exterior I,D. 
NOW IN L IM ITED QUANTIT IES . , ,  
A RACEWAY GRAI)UATE!  
CX HATCHBACK 
:~'~;TE*ST DRIVE ANY '9 6 HONDA & BE AUTOMATICALLY ENTERED 
100 Sweeplllknl prlZel IVl i l lble to be won. Apples. vllue el eech ptiza plCkage Sgi! IwRh i lrf l le lnd lccommodallon St043). Prllel will b l  l l lo¢|tlld on I dl,llr-Ily.delle, bil lS. Oonllct yout Ioonl de l l l ,  for 
det l l l l  OI IlOCltion. Cblf l¢, l  of winning depend on number of prizes iIIoclled 1o, Ind eligible entries received by e|ch Dealer. No purchlle neCUllry. Seleclld latr ln l l  must correctly ln lWlt  time.limited 
l k l l l . t l l tMg question. C0ntelt Clalel AOgUlt 20,199S. rult contest d l l i i i l  nley bl  oblllned b, wrllng to Hlrneld & AlSO¢litll, MlrkeUng, 001.1290 Homer Street, Vencouver, B.C. v6e 2YS 
4838 HWY 10 W, TERRACE o,l,,,~z 638-8171 
........................... BUILT WITHOUT COMPROMISE. 
l l l~*  ~ll,'/llr~['~'Lg~n~l'Jlll~EiiG.p , , , i i~ ~ ,~t~'h ,~ I , I . i  I 'tI4 iFl,,.,?lilei~.ta,/.l~blll~,lll l i f t ,  t ] , i~ ,  ~111thq314/lillTri~i[iliIi]~lla~.[liiJli~[*l ~'il~[~l[*iljllldl~L~l~tlI~k~lldllli~[lll)lll 
BRITISII COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
731-LUNG or 
1-800-665-LUNG 
_< 6tacit CAR 4e#o ^  
/ 'Oo. 
Sunday, August 18 
Time Trials 1:00 pm 
Races start 2:00 pm 
Hey Kids! Ride in your favourt ie stock 
car during intermission. Don't forget to 
bring your he lmet!  
SPONSORED BY: 
AUTO MAGIC TIRE 
2nd Annual Terrace 
TUFF TRUCK & MUD BOG 
COMPETITION 
Sunday, August 25, 1:00 pm 
Pre-Registration 
is necessary 
forms available at: 
Cedarland Tire, Kalum Tire, 
Northwest Auto Repair, 
& Auto Magic Tire 
You BE THE JUDGE 
The sidewalk grew by Claire Bernstein 
by 6 inches. 
"Elizabeth, how is the road construction 
coming along? The girls are dying to play 
bridge in your marvelous garden." 
"Well, if you really want to play, come 
over, if you can stand the noise of the drill- 
ing, the horrible dust and the haunted house 
decor with those white sheets over all the 
furniture." 
"What about the garden? That's where 
we always play. Your garden is so magnifi- 
cent. If we have to choose between the 
haunted house decor or noise in your heav- 
enly garden, we'd all pick the garden." 
"All right, come at 3 Friday afternoon. 
The foreman said the road construction may 
be finished then and the sidewalk put in." 
On Friday, Elizabeth's friends headed 
straight for the garden and sat down at the 
bridge table already set out. Elizabeth was 
shuffling the cards. 
"Oh, Elizabeth," raved Beverly. "Your 
garden is the most heavenly in the whole 
world. It's too bad the rest of the people in 
town can't see it because of your tall fence." 
Elizabeth dealt he cards. "You're so right 
that fence is tall. I treasure my privacy. I
don't want people peering over at me." 
"One heart" 
"Pass" 
"Two hearts," 
Before Elizabeth had a chance to bid, a 
voice came from the direction of the fence. 
"May we take a picture of the garden for 
the local paper. Our readers would love to 
see your garden for the first time," 
Elizabeth spun around. "What's going 
on? How can passersby see over the fence 
Based On Actual Court Cases 
into the garden?" 
She rushed over to the fence. 
She looked at the man from the paper. 
Then she looked down. He was standing on 
the sidewalk. 
Elizabeth stomach sank. 
"My privacy. I've 10st it. That sidewalk is 
six inches higher than it was. Now everyone 
can look over." 
She rushed back to the bridge table. 'Tin 
sorry, ladies, this game is over. I won't play 
with everyone peering over my fence. I'm 
going to sue the city for invading my priva- 
cy. They'll have to pay for a higher fence." 
In court, Elizabeth was hoping mad. 
"Your honor, the road construction reduced 
my privacy. I have a right to privacy. They 
can't build the road and sidewalk six inches 
higher and let people peek into my yard. I 
had to build a higher fence. Make them pay 
for it." 
The City argued, "Your honor, the roads 
had to be repaired. The construction was 
authorized by law. The city had no legal duty 
not to breach the privacy of this lady's pro- 
perty. If she doesn't want anyone to see into 
her yard then she should pay for the fence. 
Don't make us pay." 
Should the City pay? YOU! BE THE 
JUDGE. The look below for the court's deci- 
sion. 
SPONSORED BY  
LAWYERS 
"Helping People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
• Criminal Law 
• Divorce & Family Law 
• Child Custody 
• Personal Injury 
• Adoptions 
• Impaired Driving 
• Immigration 
• Wrongful Dismissal 
• Wills 
• Small Claims 
638-1764 
Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
The city was not liablc. This was an act authorized by law, done under a public 
trust and for a public benefit, done properly and without negligence, It was not a 
nuisance to interfere with a view by an act that was otherwise lawful. 
YOU! BE THE JUDGE is based on the facts of the case and the law of 
Manitoba,, Claire Bernstein is a a lawyer and syndicated columnist. Copyright 1995 
Haika Enterprises. bSJ-10 
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COMMUNITY 
EVENTS B2 
SHEELAGH MEIKLEM 
Pages to ponder 
S 
UMMER appears to have 
come and gone: we've had all 
the fun we are going to have 
this year. Fall and winter 
loom ahead: we struggle to find mean- 
ing in this weather cycle of the North. 
What's it all about, Alfie? Can we live a 
rich and meaningful life despite the 
weather? 
The Re-Enchantment of Everyday Life is 
a book by Thomas Moore that deals with 
that issue, without the weather angle. His 
premise is that soul is an essential in- 
gredient of life and to achieve soul requires 
the use of a new therapy, called enchant- 
ment. 
To bring soulfulness to everyday life in a 
realistic way, the therapy of enchantment 
aims at letting the soul sing and create a 
beautiful life. The most enchanting places 
on earth may be far less than perfect yet 
still charm us. The same is true of people. 
Eccentricity and imperfection can be more 
enchanting than perfection and normality. 
Another book along the same lines is 
Simple Abundance: A Daybook of Com- 
fort and Joy by Sarah Ban Breathnach. 
This book takes you day by day through the 
year with hints and homilies designed to 
help bring new meaning and joy to your 
life. 
Deepak Chopra has written several books 
on this topic. The Seven Spiritual Laws of 
Success is concise and easy to read. It is the 
least repetitive of his books. 
First T/zings First by Stephen g. Covey 
is a useful book for people in need of time 
management techniques, The key to a suc- 
cessful ife is balance between all the fac- 
tors in your life, being able to achieve your 
goals and still put people 'ahead of achieve- 
ment. This is an in-depth guide to enable 
you to do this. 
As a demonstration f the old saying "the 
more things change, the more they stay the 
same", read The Decline of Pleasure by 
Walter Kerr, published in 1962 but still ap- 
propriate today! 
Sacred Pleasure: Sex, Myth, and the 
Politics of the Body by Riane Eisler is a 
scholarly exploration of love and power e- 
lations throughout history, how gender is- 
sues have changed and wrought change in 
both good and bad ways. 
An interesting book about a man in search 
of greater meaning is Into the Wild by Jon 
Krakauer, the true story of Chris McCand- 
less who gave away all his worldly posses- 
sions and headed into the Alaskan wilder- 
ness with only a small rifle and a ten pound 
bag of rice. The tragic results were prevent- 
able. But who can say that he did not 
achieve his goal? 
If you are curious about humans as a 
group, the library has a strange book called 
The Compass in Your Nose and Other As- 
tonishing facts about Humao~. Did you 
know that the eye muscle gets the biggest 
workout of any muscle in your body, 
moving about 100,000 times in 24 hours, 
the equivalent of walking fifty miles. Or 
that 11,000 years ago, the largest city on 
earth had a population of 150 people. 
For mystery lovers: a series about a detec- 
tive who opted out of the rat race to search 
for life's deeper meaning in Florida. The 
author is Carl Hiassen, some of the titles 
are Double Whammy, Tourist Season, 
Powder Burn and Strip Tease. tlis most 
memorable character is a man known as 
Skink who lives in the wilds and specializes 
in road kill barbecues. He had been the 
governor of Florida, the last honest man un- 
the corruption around became too great 
to bear so he retired into the wilderness. 
T.S.Eliot said: 
We shall not cease from exploration 
And the end of all our exploring 
Will be to arrive where we started 
And know the place for the/'trst time. 
The library is a good place to start your 
exploration. 
m Riverboat 
Rawk 
A BLAST: Riverboat Days' Concerts 
in the Park celebration treated locals 
to one great act after another. 
Counterclockwise: Members of the 
Prince Rupert rock band Bacon (top 
and top left) wowed the younger set 
with an impressive collection of 
original alternative rock tunes; Deb- 
bie Toovey (left) added a gospel note 
on Sunday afternoon; The ever- 
popular Low Budget Blues Band 
(bottom left) transported the 
audience back the the 60s; Hoods in 
the Woods (bottom right) kept toes 
tapping to the classic rock beat; and 
no concert in the park at the Jim 
Ryan Bandshell would be complete 
without Jim Ryan (below)leading the 
Terrace Community Band. The 
weather threatened to rain, but the 
cool air was just the ticket to keep 
most park-goers comfortable. It all 
had many wishing for more frequent 
outdoor concerts. 
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C ITY CEb E 
MUSIC 
A VOICE RECITAL - - Jen -  
nifer Zucchiatti performs works 
by Mozart, Debussy and Rom- 
burg at 7 p.m. on August 26 at 
the Pentecostal auditorium. Ad- 
mission is free. 
RICK TIPPE - -  Canada's 
newest country music sensation 
- -  hits the stage at the R.E.M 
Lee Theatre here on Wednes- 
day, Sept. 11. Tickets $20 at 
Uniglobe Travel. 
• KARAOKE NIGHT is 
every Thursday and Sunday at 
George's Pub in the Northern 
Motor Inn, every Sunday and 
Monday at Hanky Panky's aad 
every Friday at the Thornhill 
Pub. 
i 
MOVIES 
• INDEPENDENCE DAY 
continues at both 7:15 and 9:30 
p.m. with Will Smith, Jeff 
Goldblum, and Bill Pullman. 
The movie plays until Aug. 22. 
Ending Thursday night is 
MULTIPLICITY at 7:00 p.m. 
only with Michael Keaton and 
Andie MacDowell, as well as 
FLED with Laurence Fish- 
bume and Stephen Baldwin at 
9:15 p.m. only. 
Starting Friday 
A Starting Friday and playing 
Aug. 16-22 is Eddie Murphy in 
THE NUTrY PROFESSOR. 
It plays at 7:00 and 9:15 p.m. 
Continuing next week is INDE-. 
PENDENCE DAY at 7:15 and 
9:30. 
ETCETERA 
• TERRACE ART ASSOCI- 
ATION presents a Summer 
Members Show featuring a dis- 
play of artwork by local artists. 
Come take a look at the wide 
variety of medias and subjects. 
Gallery hours are Wed-Fri, 12- 
3 p.m., Fri. evenings, Sat. from 
12-4 p.m. and Sun. from 1-4 
p.m. 
Make the 'Scenel Call 638- 
7283 or fax to 638-8432 to add 
your event to the Standard's 
free entertainment listings. The 
deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for 
the following week's paper. 
NEW COUNTRY sensation Rick 
Zippe plays the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre here Wednesday, Sept. 
11. Tickets are $20 at Uniglobe 
Travel. 
THIS WEEK 
THE ROSSWOOD COUNTRY 
FAIR will be held on Saturday, Au- 
gust 17 at the Rosswood Community 
Grounds, Children's Games, Horse- 
shoe Tournament, Exhibits & Potluck 
Dinner. The fair starts at 8:00 a.m. 
CALLING WORLD TRAVEL- 
LERS: Past overseas volunteers with 
CUSO, WOSC, c ry  or CCI are 
asked to come and share your experi- 
ences and offer support for a new Ca- 
nadian Crossroads International candi- 
date on Friday, Aug. 16th at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Terrace Public Library meeting 
room. Anyone interested in Canadian 
Crossroads also invited. For further in- 
formation, contact Liz Ball at 635- 
2117. 
FOR THE SUMMER 
HERITAGE PARK is perfect spot to 
bring guests, and show them a little 
about Terrace history. Hours this 
mouth are Wed. to Sun., 10 a.m. to 6 
p.m. For more info call 635-4546. 
LOGO CONTEST - -The  public has 
until August 16 to get their submis- 
sions in for the logo contest at The 
Family Place, the new family access 
centre at 4553 Park. The winner will 
receive a gift certificate to a local 
bookstore. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
WEDNESDAYS 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS meets 
Wednesdays at7 p.m. and Saturdays at 
7:30 p.m. at 4542 Park. For more info 
call 638-6114. 
TERRACE CENTENNIAL LIONS 
meet every second Wednesday at lunch 
at the Coast Inn of the WesL For more 
info call Robert Oliver at 638-0913. 
THE KINETTE CLUB OF TER- 
RACE, a service club for young 
women, meets every second Wednes- 
day of every month from Sept. to June. 
New members are needed. Call Fiona 
at 635-1854 or Debra at 635-3262. 
SCOTTISH COUNTRY dancing 
happens every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. 
in the Knox United Church Hall at 
4907 Lazelle Ave. For more info call 
635-5163. 
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS Coffee 
Group meets every second Wednesday 
at the White Spot at 10 a.m. Call Judy 
at 635-3258 for info, 
SINGLE PARENTS SUPPORT 
THURSDAYS 
SKEENA VALLEY CAR CLUB 
meets the fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7:30 p.m. at A&W on Keith. 
Call Bob at 635-9214 for info. 
CHRONIC PAIN SUPPORT 
GROUP meets the third Thursday of 
every month at 2 p.m. in the Skcena 
Health Unit Auditorium. The group 
fights pain with education, laughter, 
sharing and caring. For more informa- 
tion, call Pat at 635-5078 or Diane at 
638-8587 . . . . . .  
j . :  
KINSMEN CLUB of Terrace meets 
the first and third Thursday of each 
month until June. The Kinsmen seek to 
build and maintain a first class com- 
munity. For more info call Bruce at 
635-6316. 
LIVING WITH CANCER Support 
Group meets the second and fourth 
Thursday of every month from 7:30- 
9:00 p.m. in the Stepping Stone Club- 
house at 3302 Sparks St. For more in- 
formation call Diane at 638-0296. 
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) 
meets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Skeena Health Unit auditorium. 
Weigh.in at 6 p.m. For more info call 
Joan at 635-0998. 
THE TERRACE BRIDGE CLUB 
meets the second and fourth Thursday 
of every month. They get started Oct. 
14 at the Legion. Call Pat at 635-2537 
or Ethel at 635-5046 for more info. 
TERRACE HIV INFORMATION 
SUPPORT Group (T.H.I.S.) meets the 
third Thursday of every month at 7:30 
p.m. in the Mills Memorial Hospital 
board room. Contact Carrie at 635- 
4885. 
MONDAYS 
POST-PARTUM SUPPORT 
GROUP meets Mondays till July 8 
from 10-11 a.m. at the Skeena Health 
Unit. There is a $2 fee for child care. 
For more into call 638-2200. 
TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS 
meet the first and third Monday of 
each month. New members welcome. 
For more info call Ray at 635-3589 or 
Les at 635-9405. 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL FAIR As- 
sociation meets the second Monday of 
every month at 8 p.m. at Thomhili Jr. 
Secondary in the I~rary. 
KERMODE BEARS DANCE 
GROUP meets every Monday and 
Thursday night from 7-8 p.m. at the 
BIG BROTHERS & Big Sisters hold 
a board meeting the third Monday of 
every month at 3237 Kalum St. at 7:30 
p.m. They're looking for volunteers 
and board members. Contact Lois at 
635-4232 for more info. 
ARE YOU HAVING trouble seeing 
your grandchildren7 Call Marge at 
635-7421 for info, 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital Auxil- 
iary meets the third Monday of each 
month in the board room .at 8 pau 
tion program hosts this seated stretch- CANCER SUPPORT GROUP meets 
ing class from 1-2 p.m. at the Skeena every second Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at 
Health UnitAuditorium at 3412Kalum 3302 Sparks. 
St. Call Anne at 638-2272 for more 
info. 
MISS TERRACE PAGEANT com- 
T 'AI  CHI FOR SENIORS is held mittee meets the second Tuesday of 
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 8:45 a.m. at every month at the Terrace public li- 
the Happy Gang Centre. For more info brary. 
call Jean at 635-3159. 
SHAMROCK 4-H CLUB meets 
TERRACE TOASTMASTERS meet every third Tuesday at 7 p.m. at Cassie 
the first and thkd Tuesday of each Hall Elementary. Call Laurie at 635- 
month at 7:30 p:m. at the Coast Inn of 9401 for more info. 
the We'sL' Lear, public speaking in a .... Everyone is welcome. 
ALZHEIMER AND DEMENTIA 
support group meets at 1 p.m. on the 
last Monday of the months at the Ter- 
race Mental Health Centre. Call 638- 
3325 for more info. 
TUESDAYS 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
meets every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Caledonia high school. For more info 
call Jim Ryan at 635-4089. 
...... positive and enc0di'aging enviromnent. The Terrace Standard offers the 
New members and guests are welcome. What's Up community calendar as a 
For more info call Linda Tanner at public service to its readers and com- 
638-1856. munity organizatiom. 
DAIKO J l  SOTOZEN CENTRE 
hosts Zazen meditation every Tuesday 
evening at 7 pm at the centre. For isfo 
phone 635-3455. 
SCHIZOPHRENIA SOCIETY meets 
the third Tuesday of every month from 
September toJune at 7:30 p.m. at Step- 
STRETCHING CLASS - -  The Min- ping Stone Clubhouse, 3302 Sparks St. 
istry of Health community rehabilits- For more information call 638-2202. 
This column is intended for non. 
profit organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
clu2rge. 
Items will run two weeks before ach 
event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on tim Tlutrsday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions Mlould be typed or 
primed neatly. 
Building a 
financial 
relationship OO0 
A good relationship with a 
credit un ion is a valuable asset. 
Like any other relationship, a 
good relat ionship is bui ld on 
trust. We work to earn your  trust 
with good advice, good invest- 
ments and  good service. 
You earn our trust with a 
well managed chequing account 
and a good pay  back history on 
your  loans. 
The relat ionship grows the 
more we work together 
With each addit ional  service 
you use wi th  us  we get to know 
you better and vice versa. 
That's how relationships are 
GROUP meets Wednesday afternoons Kermode Friendship Centre. Anyone made. [ [ 
at 1 p.m. at the Women's Centre. For interested in dancing please come [ [ 
more infocail 638-0228. out.Eiders are needed for drumming. I [ 
For more mfo please call Benita at - I [ 
LF~BIAN DROP- IN  happens noon 635-7670. Terra{.e' & District" " Credit" " Un ion  I I hour on every third Wednesday of the [ [ 
month at the Terrace Women's Centre ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURPLE 46"0 Lazelle A entic • r a e . . . . .  2~ I I . . " 3 " v ", ev, c pn .o3>/  n,~ 
Ask forEhzabethorMana, meets the 2nd and 4th Monday of ~ [ [ 
every month at 7:30 p.m, at the Elks " [m ~,~ ~-~, ,A I ,~-~,~ ~-,~ a T ,~,  1 TM ~ [ [ 
TERRACE PROFESSIONAL Hall. Cal1635-5121for more info, V V~ L )~J .  | Jl I~ J  I(  } %/| )11 l iE*  I I 
~ m::ethvleY r meeotnmthg ~ee~i~dr iW:dc~e~; BIRbTHe~RI, GoHmTmesV°lnunt;:rSalteeeltin m the  c red i t  un ion  advantage:  we are a prof it  sharing, member  owned institution 
thTTerraceYxan from noon to 1 p.m. basis. Call Lind, at 635-6849 or Bet~ e r i t  
Contact Joyce at 635-9660, at 635-5394 for mfo. | 
I 
• Four  of a kind 
FACT 
#.11..i 
ARTISTS FUCKA Humphrey, Maureen Worobey, Gall Turner- 
Sears and Randy L Penner opened their studio over the August 
long weekend as part of the local arts community's art tour 
event. Those taking advantage of the artists had an opportunity 
to view finished works, works in progress and to chat with their 
creators. Organizers this year arranged for a bus for those in- 
clined to let somebody else do the driving. A variety of studios 
were opened up for the occasion. 
More enthusiasm needed 
AT THE MARKE 
LYNNE CHRISTIANSEN 
I 'D LIKE TO update 
everyone on the 
municipality's potential in- 
volvement with the Farmers 
Market. 
I met with councillors on 
Friday, Aug. 2/96. The 
response from them was less 
than enthusiastic. 
Alderman Rich McDaniel 
admits that in the 13 years 
the market has been run- 
ning, he has never been 
down to the market. I feel 
there is little interest on the 
city's part. 
I tried to impress upon the 
council what a unique situa- 
tion we have in Terrace. Just 
earlier in the same week, I 
talked to 10 different market 
organizers from 100 Mile 
House north on a conference 
call. 
They are running with 8 to 
12 vendors. Needless to say, 
they were "blown away" 
when I told them that we 
5ave "70 seasonal vendors. 
These northern markets 
also have a problem grow- 
ing enough produce, Their 
farmers grow hay and grain. 
They are actually consider- 
ing bringing produce in 
from the Okanagan for their 
local vendors to sell. 
Terrace has a very unique 
situation, in that we are able 
customers from Rupert, 
Kitimat and Smithers. 
We are a tourist attraction 
as well. I f  our local produce 
is competing with US 
growers, I see that as a good 
thing. 
Alderman MeDaniel feels 
that any upgrading to be 
done to the market site 
should come out of the 
vendors' pockets. He feels 
the vendors are getting off 
cheap and it wouldn't hurt 
them to pay more. 
My point is that we are 
trying to keep the rates rea- 
sonable to encourage 
vendors to come out. After 
all, this is what draws 
people to the market - -  the 
number of vendors and vari- 
ety and quality of wares. 
The other problem, with 
the farmers market paying 
the bill for enhancing the 
site is that it is not our prop 
erty. It's the city's. 
Any permanent construc- 
tion would belong to the 
city. The city could use the 
lot for extra parking daring 
the week. It could be used 
for other community func- 
tions. 
The things we were asking 
of the city don't amount o 
v.ery much, the paving of the 
lot being the major expense. 
The city has certahdy been 
very free with its paving 
programs this year. 
We requested some elec- 
trical outlets, water foun- 
tains, tapes, and a few pic- 
nic benches. We requested 
we be involved in any city 
tourism promotions. 
Some of the maple see- 
dlings on Terrace mountain 
could be transplanted along 
the border of the market. 
The tulip bulbs that I 
donated to "George Little 
Park" (and incidentally, 
someone decided to plant at 
the municipal hall instead) 
could be planted at the front 
of the market. 
Community spirited indi- 
viduals have brought this 
market along to what it is 
today. It wouldn't cost the 
city very much to show a 
little support for such a 
great market. 
However, after my meet- 
ing with council I feel that 
the interest in our market is 
not there. 
The bottom line is, they 
may put some water and 
electrical outlets in. There is 
a possibility of paving 2 or 3 
years down the road, but it 
doesn't sound very hopeful. 
to grow fruit attd vegetables 
this far north. At one thne 
agriculture surpassed the 
logging industry in this area. 
To other market 
organizers, our Skeena Val- 
ley Farmers Market is very 
impressive indeed.' But ob- 
viously, our local council is 
not so impressed. 
It was mentioned that we 
don't have the tax base that 
other merchants do and that 
we may even be competing 
with these other businesses. 
I f  the mayor and council 
were a little more astute 
they would realize we bring 
business to the downtown 
core every Saturday morn- 
ing. Not just locals but also 
Tippe kicks off fall concert lineup 
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Street smart kids 
TERRACE SCHOOL studenta re to u~dergo street proof- 
ing thanks to a co-operative effort by local groups. 
They're combining to bring up two trainers early next 
month for an intensive five-day training session meant for 
adults who ~an then pass the knowledge on. 
Strea Proofing our Kids is a nationally-recognized 
program designed by a former corrections officer experi- 
enced in dealing with sexual assault offenders. 
Street proormg is aims to teach children and young 
people to be aware of what's going on around them and to 
develop assertiveness kills to safeguard them from harm. 
And afterward, the Terrace Women's Resource Centre is 
hiring a person who'll spend six months giving the course 
to Kindergarten to Grade 10 students. 
The women's centre is the lead local agency bringing up 
the trainers and is getting the assistance of the RCMP, 
School District 88, the social services ministry, the correc- 
tions branch and the City of Terrace, explains women's 
centre worker Carol Sabo. 
"There's no charge for adults taking the trainer's course 
and there won't be a charge for students taking the course 
afterward," she said. 
Subo said the program is relevant for students in dealing 
with people they know, with peers and with older students. 
The trainer's course takes place Sept. 9-13 and more in- 
formation is available by calling Sabo at 638-0228. 
CANADA's newestcountry ets are $20 at Uniglobe Arts CentreforTerrace. they're also working on 
music sensation kicks off Travel. One other confirmed date lining up a number of other 
the Terrace Little Theatre's That and a number of is Sept. 25, when Alex performers. Among those 
fall season of benefit con- other concerts organizers Houghton, Marlene Mac- they're trying to get are 
certs, have in the works will fur- Donald and Meg Lunney Mae Moore, Farmer's 
ther bolster the Terrace will join forces for a special Daughter, Leigh Sterling 
Rick Tippe plays the Little Theatre's new build- performance, and Buffy SL Marie. 
ILE.M. Lee Theatre on ing fund for construction of 
Wednesday, Sept. 11. Tick- a new 250-seat Performing TLT's Gordon Oates says Stay tunedl 
Canada has one of the highest 
rates of multiple sclerosis in 
the world, 
Hultiple Sclerosis 
Society of Canada 
i -800-268-7582 
Bell Pole would like to thank the following businesses for their 
generous contribution to our golf scramble: 
Burdetl Distribulors (1977) Ltd. Fountain'fire 
BE Automotive & Induslrial Supply Western Equipment Ltd. 
Independent Industrial Supply (Terrace) Ud. Elan Travel 
Terrace Co.operntive Association 
Skeenu Valley Golf & Counlry Club 
Speedee Printers 
t~RF Ventures 
Industrial Reproductions Ltd. 
C.EE. Equipment 
TERRACE DIVISION 
BELL POLE CO. LTD. 
Rooslmasfirs 
Northern Drugs 
Kermodei Beverages 
Home Hardware 
Terrace Tolem Ford 
5630 WEST HIGHWAY 16 • P.O. BOX 280, TERR, 
TELEPHONE (604) 635-6295 F,~ 
Come try the new sensation of Alpha Massage at B0nnie's Cut 'n Curl 
Need to relax after a stressful day 
at the office? - '  . . . .  
Got sore muscles from over 
extending yourself on the sport's field? 
~. Feel the need for dry sauna to 
cleanse your pores and stimulate your 
metabolism ?
iiiiiiiiiii~iii:~ii Any0 ne having S:e~l~ ~dohe: b l / :~"s ty i i~b~ :,.~fig!:~i~!i~ ~:~!~V~! i~!~ ~ 
entered In a draw for: " 
One FREE 30 mtn A lpha  massage  sess log~,~ 
The Alpha t" Health Environment Capsule is a self-contained unit which can give you personal gains by 
significant losses in Weight, Stress, Pain, Toxins, Mental Fatigue or Anxiety. 
The Alpha "~ Environment Capsule has helped p^^-' .......................................... 
better, Feel better and Live better. 
Dry heat ~auna to cleanse the skin, beautify the 
complexion and stimulate the metabolism. 
For more information call Diane at 63,,-,,,,,,, . . . . . . . . . . .  
Bonnie's Curl 
4717 Lakelse Ave. ':~ " 635-3637 
LEARN TO FLY! 
GROUNDSCHOOL 
Classes Start: 
Monday, Aug. 12 
For more information or 
to register call 
Kermode Flyers 
Association 
635-6667 
How are 
we doing? 
When we fall short of your 
expectation, please tell us, 
When a newspaper story does 
not seem to reflect fairly what 
was sakl, let our editors know, 
When we are unable to solve 
your complaint, we encourage 
you to submit to the: 
B. C, Press Council 
900 - 1281 W; Georgia St. 
Vancouver B;C, V6E 3J7 
Tel/Fax: (604) 683-2571 
The B.C. Press Council was 
cr,.~.td in1983 as an independent 
review board to protect the public 
from press inaccuracy or unfairness 
and to promote quality 
journalism. ~ 
Live in the fast lane 
I 
FIREHAWK 
SVX RADIAL 
eeoeoeeeoooeeoo  ~eeeooeoee*  
TOP PERFORMER 
u i t  zgv RATED ALL SEASON 
' F tPes tone  
gl r It:: ~- r J~ 'k - - f i |  i:: Ill I 
"No Hoss~ Tdnl Offer" ,,,rIIF/A~- ~ 
fi,e guo=tee ~l l lg l3 [  
Out ind~W.hQd~. ' , 'AII l I J I f~ 
¢~0~ner F0tedi0n polky r ~ 
Cedarland Tire Service Ltd. 
4929 Keith Avenue. Terrace, BC 
If We Sell It... We Gu,~rantee Itl 
635-6170 
KAL TIIH WITH OVER 130 LOCATIONS IN BE & ALBERTA 
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H E RE"  N THE R I 
HENRY AND ELVA WULFF celebrated their 70th wedding anniversary last year, Henry passed away six 
weeks ago at the age of 91. 
Henry Charles Wulff 
remembered by many 
A LITTLE MESSAGE 
this week going out to 
many of the long time 
residents of Terrace who 
will remember Henry 
Charles Wulff. 
Mr. Wulff, who was 
born in Madison, South 
Dakota on Sept. 6, 1905, 
passed away suddenly at 
home in Kelowna on June 
20, 1996 at the age of 91. 
by his wife of 70 years, 
Elva Irene. 
They had three sons 
Henry Charles Jr. (Joyce), 
Harold Jack (Marge), and 
Edward Alexander. 
Mr. Wulff also leaves 
behind 14 grandchildren, 
21 great-grandchildren 
and five great-great- 
grandchildren, and one 
sister - -  Eleanor Beaten. 
Earlier, Mr. Wulff and 
his wife Elva Irene 
celebrated their 70th wed- 
ding anniversary together 
with family and friends. 
Mr. and Mrs. Wulff, 
when living in Terrace, 
ran the business Acme 
YVONNE MOEN Funeral services were 
held on Monday, June 24 
Rooms on Little Ave. at 11:00 a.m. in the 
from 1951 to 1959 and chapel at First Memorial 
they always had the Do- Funeral Services, 1211 
minion Bridge crew stay Sutherland Ave,, 
when they were in town. Kelowna with Reverend 
Mr. Wulff is survived Jack York officiating. 
Harley winner's ticket a gift 
A LOCAL man is riding 
a brand new Harley all 
because of a raffle ticket 
he didn't buy. 
Dave Stranger's name 
was drawn Aug. 3 for the 
bike courtesy of an an- 
nual raffle sponsored by 
local Shriners and the 
Harley Owners Group 
(HOG). 
Although Stranger 
didn't buy a ticket, one with the service organiza- Monaghan. 
was purchased in his tion's Riverboat The FLHT Ultra Classie 
name by a person whose Ceremonial convention in is valued at $20,000 and 
vehicle he worked on. Terrace over the River- 2,600 tickets were drawn 
"He didn't want pay- boat Days weekend, for the event. 
ment so Gail Greaves The winner then came Proceeds from the draw 
bought the ticket as a down to the ball where he for the Harley go to the 
thank you," said draw was escorted to the head Shriners' hospitals for 
organizer Paul table, children and to the 
Monaghan. "He came down on K.itimat and Terrace 
Stranger's was drawn at Cloud 9. I don't think he pediatrics wards. 
the Shrinerball connected drove. He floated," said Shriners and HOG 
members first combined 
forces for a Harley draw 
in 1993. 
This year's Riverboat 
Days parade featured all 
of the motorcycles that 
have been won since 
then. 
Monaghan's anticipat- 
ing that tradition will 
continue next year with 
Stranger's Harley. 
Ladies Fashions & Accessories 
4605 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B. C. 
VSG 1S3 
Teh 635-6966 
Fax: 635-4740 
FARMS LTD. : •: 
Phone: 638-0777 Fax: 638-7857 
•:17.:• 
i:i: 
.< 
[] Schoo l ' s  out! 
YOUNGSTERS ABOUNDED as the Salvation Army's vacation bible school wrapped up recently. The 
summer has seen a number of daily vacation bible schools being held by various churches in the area. 
Around Town 
Lucky ducks 
GERTRUDE WAGNER was the big Terrace 
Rotary Club wild duck race winner the August long- 
weekend when her duck crossed the finish line first. 
She won a seven-day cruise for two to the Mexican 
Riviera. 
Guy Lyneh's pockets are a bit heavier thanks to 
two, one-ounce bars of gold when his duck placed 
second while Bruce MacRae's anticipating a full 
grocery buggy thanks to a third place finish worth a 
$500 shopping spree at Safeway. 
The ducks are dropped from a helicopter in a side 
channel of the Skeena River. Proceeds go toward var- 
ious Rotary causes. This year the club was a con- 
tributor to the purchase of two defibrillator units for 
the Terrace fire department and provincial ambulance 
service. 
Author, author 
A LOCAL woman has had a poem published as part 
of an anthology of literary works. 
Tilly Roders' piece entitled The Friend appears in 
"Under the Harvest Moon" put out by the National 
Library of Poetry. 
Roders has been writing for eight years and her 
specialty is biography, the environment and humour. 
i 
DENTURE SPECIALISTS 
We deal DIRECTLY with the Public. 
New Dentures In 24 hrs., 
Repairs and Relines Sameday Services 
3 Generations - 54 yrs, experience. 
1-~C ECKLAND 
H. DENTURE CLINIC 
[] 206-4650 Lazelle 635-1288 • 
C @r 
- b NDtI  And C Prep 
OF JOY The Door'wUa;S oU°13°p'portunity 
Name: 
George Williams 
rte of Birth: 
6 at 6:53 pm 
3 oz. Sex: Male 
:he G', Azak 
[. Williams 
Name: 
~.lexandra 
ne of Birth: 
~6 at 8:24am 
fez. Sex: Female 
annon & ten 
hinsky 
Baby's Name: 
Montana Fay Murray 
Date & Place of Birth: 
July 12, 1996 at 8:45 am 
Weight: 8 lbs 9oz, Sex: Female 
Parents: Jasmine Clifford & 
Travis Murray 
Baby's Name: 
Cody Gordon Hansen 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 16, 1996 at 6:51) am 
Weights: 9Ibs I 1 oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Theresa &Trevor Hansen 
Little brother for Rebecca 
Baby's Name: 
Morgan Coral Belanger 
Date & Time or Birth: 
July 9, 1996 at 10:58 pm 
Weights: 9Ibs 1/2 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Jodi & Guy Belanger 
Sister for Brooke & Taylor 
Baby's Name: 
Shelby Christian Scotll 
Date & Place of Birth: 
May 2, 1996 at 5:40 pm 
Weight: 4 Ibs 4 1/2oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Sheri & Kevin Wourms 
tat grandchild for l,es & Dianne Wourms 
Let your children 
try our playtables 
while you shop 
in our store. 
1-800-661-2990 • Skeena Mall. 635-5236 
Unlock The Door To A Better Future. Increase Your Options. 
Prepare For Employment. Prepare For Entry Into 
Natural Resources, Vocational, University, Career, and Technical 
Programs at NWCC or at other Colleges and Universities. 
Academic and skills upgrading, from basic literacy to grade 12 
equivalency, is available in Terrace. Students can choose a single 
course or a full program and can attend in the daytime or in the 
evening; 
Fundamental Math 020, Intermediate Math 030, Intermediate English 030 : i 
: Advanced English 045, Advanced Math 040, Advanced Biology 040, 
Advanced Computer Studies 040, EEP Evening Program 
: ; i  " : : ; : i  I 
: 71 :i: 
. . . . .  _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
DAVE TAYLOR 
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Sports 
Galore 
FROM FISHING to soccer, slo-pitch to drag racing, the 
1996 Riverboat Days had something for everyone in the 
sporting community. 
Children of all ages enjoyed the fishing derby, as lots of 
fandlies plied the waters looking for the elusive big one. 
Meanwhile, the slo-pitch tourney went off without a 
hitch and the youth soccer challenge brought young people 
from all over the Northwest into town to enjoy the 
festivities. 
The Terrace Speedway also had some roaring fast action 
and the Seniors Mile showed some speed of its own. 
All told, a great weekend for sports. 
CHRISTY PARK played host to teams from all over 
the Northwest his past long weekend for the River- 
boat days Soccer Challenge. There was lots of hot 
action, including some great goaltending. 
Super soccer 
challenge 
MORE THAN a dozen soc- 
cer teams converged at 
Christy Park on the B.C. 
Day long weekead, as Ter- 
race hosted the ammai 
Riverboat Days Youth Soc- 
cer Challenge. 
The event brought teams 
from all over the northwest 
to the city for some high- 
level competition. Visiting 
groups came from as far 
away as Prince George, the 
Queen Charlottes and 
Ketchikan, Alaska. 
Our Terrace teams fared 
well at the tournament, tak- 
ing the Under 14 division 
title and playing competi- 
tively ill all matches. 
In  fact, the Under-14 boys 
simply blew away the com- 
petition. The boys outacored 
their rivals 45-3 over four 
games. They had two 
shutouts and scored 13 goals 
a game, ithree games in a 
row. Their offensive 
prowess was simply un- 
matched. 
The Queen Charlotte boys 
placed second in the Under 
14 division. Meanwhile, 
Prince George took the Un- 
der 12 tournament ti le, with 
Kitimat coming in second. 
In the Under 16 division, 
it was Kitimat U16 plachg 
first, while Smithers came 
in a close second. And the 
Under 16 Girls title went to 
Prince Rupert, with 
Smithers again making it a 
close second-place finish. 
For complete Riverboat 
Days Youth Soccer Chal- 
lenge results ee page B6. 
THE SENIORS mile was held during Riverboat days, 
and it was a close one this year, That's Scott Mcll- 
moyle tearing up the pavement on his way to a 
second-place finish. Mcllmoyle finished just four sec- 
onds behlnd the winner, Dave Liscomb, Ted Hamer 
was the first senior to cross the line. He came In third, 
MAYOR JACK Talstra, MLA Helrnut Glesbrect 
and Dave Warner of Terrace Youth Soccer were 
all on hand to officially open the Christi Park 
Clubhouse this past long weekend. 
( , lubhouse  
oi: ens 
THE TERRACE YOUTH Soccer clubhouse is finally 
open, finishing off the Christy Park soccer field project 
that began nearly 15 years ago with a potato field and a 
dream. 
Years of volunteer work and fund-raising have elevated 
the park from its humble beginnings to a first-class facility. 
The clubhouse, which holds a canteen, washrooms. 
changerooms, storage and a meeting room, was built over 
the last year for a total cost of some $260,000. The bill was 
covered through donations, volunteer work and a provin- 
cial government granL 
THE 12TH annual Slingers Race has become a 
Riverboat staple. Bartenders and servers from the 
Terrace area were challenged to obstacle courses 
and relay races to test their skills, 
RIVERSIDE PARK was the site of great softball action over the Riverboat Days. 
Players from Terrace and Prince Rupert battled it out for pride and prize money. 
Slo-pitch tourney 
delivers heated 
competition 
THE RIVERBOAT Days annual slo-pitch 
tournament was held on the B.C. Day long 
weekend, with 17 teams competing for 
more than $5000 in prize money. 
The weather was cool and cloudy for the 
most part, but the sun came out for the final 
championship and consolation rounds. 
Those finals saw the Thornhill Motors team 
dhnb to the top to claim the tournament 
title. 
In the final match-up, Thonthili Motors 
took on another Terrace team, Westpoint 
Rentals, in a gripping championship round. 
The first game saw Westpoint go down to 
Thornhill Motors in a very tight match. 
Thornhill squeezed by with a 8-7 victory. 
The second game was not so close. 
Thornhill batters were hot, and Westpoint 
Rentals couldn't keep up. Thomhill Motors 
finally took it all with a 10-2 victory. 
Ill the consolatioii round, Terracc~s c0ke 
Classics beat out the Oceanvicw Rebels of 
Prince Rupert for top spoL 
This year's tournament was another suc- 
cess, according to organizers who were es- 
pecially hnpressed with the level of compe- 
tition. 
"It turned out very successfully," says 
organizer Richie Mallett. "The competition' 
was really tight, with lots of close games." 
Mailer says that there were no problems, 
and that the teams displayed good sports- 
manship. 
"Plus we had great officiating," he says. 
"The mnpires did an excellent job." 
For a complete rundown of the tourna- 
ment results, see page B6. 
THE FIFTH annual Northcoast Anglers children's fishing derby was held on the 
Riverboat Days weekend. The contest was open the whole weekend to youths 15- 
and-under. That's 13.year-old Chris Back with his prize-winning 431b chinook. 
Second prize wont to 12-year-old Chad Stanley with a 421b chinook. Other win- 
ners were five-year-old Kelly O'Donnell, 14-year-old Greg Nutma, 13-year-old 
Tyler Montague, and three-year-old Brayden Taekema. 
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A winning team 
THAT'S THE Thornhill Motors slo-pitch team, 1996 Riverboat Mixed SIo-pitch 
tournament champions. Pictured here is Phil Webb, Bill McAllister, Don McColl, 
Don Wiley, Troy Farkvam, Richie Mallett and Eric Smeysters in the top row. 
Darcy Mallett, Stacey Buteau, Jackie Thomsen, Marilyn Brown, Jennifer Ken- 
hey and Shawna Matheson are on the bottom. Missing from the picture is Marie 
Desjardins, Bob Dempster, Usa Payne, Sonja Braman, Frank Marelli and Shel- 
ly Haynes-Marelli. 
Hockey hopefulls 
could face long 
waiting list 
THE TERRACE Minor Hockey League is 
filling fast, and organizers are already 
worried about possible lengthy waiting lists 
in some age-groups. 
Due to limited available ice time, the Ter- 
race Minor Hockey' Executive decided to 
cap each division, thereby limiting the 
number of players. 
Association president Brian Downie says 
that's the only way for each group to 
receive its fair share of ice time. 
"What we did last year didn't work," 
says Downie. "The kids didn't get enough 
achieve maximum team size, without com- 
promising too much quality ice time for 
each player - -  a difficult job with only one 
ice rink. 
"It's pretty obvious how badly we need 
more space," says Downie. "We're really 
cramped." 
In June, the Second Sheet of Ice Society 
asked for bids from three private contactors 
for a new facility. A committee consisting 
of the city council, regional district and 
Second Sheet Society is reviewing the 
proposals this week. 
ice time because there: were too 
players.' . . . . . . . .  ~ 
So this year, registration forms were sent 
to all the players involved last year, giving 
them priority. And by the July 31 deadline, 
many divisions were near capacity. 
Now it's first-come, ftrst-serve. 
"I  know that there are lots of kids out 
there who, for some reason, haven't regis- 
tered," says Downie. "We're going to end 
up with some disappointed people." 
Downie says the association is trying to 
many . !, Downie says he hopes:to get the mechan- 
, ics to put the Woject o referendum together 
by the fall. 
"Conceivably, if all goes to plan, we 
could be building the second sheet by the 
spring," Downie says. "But there are 
several hurdles to jump before that hap- 
pens." 
Terrace Minor Hockey is holding a 
registration day on August 17 at the Terrace 
arena for plafers who are not yet registered. 
= Smashing couple 
3,C. SUMMER GAMES bronze medalists Chuck and Diane Cey show off their 
hard.won medals. The Ceys were part of the Zone Seven group that had its 
best showing ever in tennis at the B,C. Games. The two athletes won bronze in 
the Doubles Mixed Masters division. 
Sports 
Scope 
Memorial race results 
IT WAS Memorial Race Weekend at the Terrace 
Speedway August 3rd and 4th, with lots of fast action. 
On Saturday, 77 Gord Klassen took the A Hobby 
trophy dash, while 76 John Cloakey won the heat and 
main. Meanwhile, 77 Elizabeth Cloakey took the B 
Hobby dash, heat and main. 
In the A Street dash, it was 869 Jason King taking the 
checkered flag, with 919 Fraser Sutherland winning the 
heat. Clint Preston, 227, won the main. In the B Street 
trophy dash, it was 051 Walter Osborne with a win, 
while 024 James Michalchuk won the heat and main. 
In the C class, 227 Vicky Johnson took the dash and 
main, with 024 Margo Normandcau winning the heat. 
Sunday action saw 77 Gord Klassen win the A 
Hobby heat and main. Raulie Holman, 16, won the B 
Hobby heat and 77 Elizabeth Cloakey took the main. 
Cioakey also took the A Street main in car number 227, 
with 406 Randy Chalifoux winning the heat. 
Ia the B Street heat, 406 Clans Wolnowski was the 
wilmer, and 351 Rick Meyers won the main. And in the 
C class, it was 406 Morwyn Wolnowski winning the 
heat, with 227 Vieki Johnson taking the main. 
The winners of the Memorial Race were Darcy 
McKeown in the Hobby class, and Claus Wolnowski n 
the Street class. 
Golf tournament 
GET OUT ON the greens and enjoy a round as the 
Skeena Valley Golf Club hosts the Ev's Mens Wear 
two man alternate shot tournament this evening. 
Tee off time starts at 5:30 p.m.. Cost is $25 per per- 
son, but entrants receive a $20 gift certificate. More 
than $1500 in prizes are also up for grabs. All proceeds 
go to work on the back nine. Call the club at 635-2542 
for more information. 
Wacking weekend 
THE TERRACE Hiking Club is heading off on an 
exploration hike from Shannon Creek to Ridge Top, 
August 18. 
This is a bushwacking overnight rip. There is no 
trail, so this will be a difficult hike. Jorma will be lead- 
ing the group. Meet at the library at 8 a.m. For more in- 
formation, call 638-0783. 
The Hiking Club is also holding a meeting today. The  
meeting and barbeque will take place at High Lake. 
Those interested should meet at the library at 5 p.m. 
Volleyfest fun 
CHECK OUT the newest Olympic sport! The 
Seventh Annual Terrace Volleyfest beach volleyball 
tournament is set to begin August 16 and 17. 
..This mixed tournament will feature some blisterinl~ 
four on four volleyball, with two men and two women 
on each side. All games are to be played at Furlong 
Bay, Lakelse Lake. 
AIIstar fastball 
TEAMS FROM Smithers, Kitimat, Prince Rupert and 
Terrace will compete at the TOC Corn Northwest 
Allstar Men's Fastball Tournament this weekend. 
There will be round-robin play Saturday, followed by 
semifinals and finals on Sunday. 
The action starts at 10 a.m. Saturday, at Riverside 
Park.  
Skaters registration 
THE TERRACE Skating club is holding a dress and 
skate swap, and registering for the Fall and Winter on 
Saturday, August 17. 
Everything takes place on the lower level of the 
arena, from 10 a.m. till 2 p.m.. 
For more information call Brenda at 635-5340, or 
Lana at 638-8098 befor 9 p.m. 
FAST, ACCURATE KEYS 
Complete Locksmith Services 
Locks keyed ~L.oG.  
Lock Installed i.~ w~]" ;~[ '~ ,  ~ . .  • '. ,~ ,  , j 
Locks Master Keyed ~ ~ , ~ ]  
Journeyman Locksmiths "~ '~ '~J l i '  "~|  
~, ~a~;~2.,=,. " ....
Phone: 635-5549 ~'~~'m 
Fax." 635-'19'18 ~ '~=.~"~ 
Terrace 
Minor Hockey 
Association 
[REGISTRATION & SWAP] 
.~ATI II~I~AV 
Score Board 
Terrace Youth Soccer Association 
Under 9 - -  August 6 
Surveyors 6 Elkers Auto 3 
Totem Ford 5 Philpots 4 
Centennial Lions 4 Inland Kenworth 1 
Under 10 - -  August 7 
Co-op 4 RGS Terrabytes 2 
Caryle Shepherd 4 Warner Bandstra 3 
Skeena Cellulose 4 Shoppers 1 
Under 12 - -  August 8 
Overwaitea 7 A & W 5 
Cedarland Tire 7 DaSilva 0 
Sight and Sound 7 Copperside 4 
Under 14 - -  August 6 . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Tilden 6 Tolsec 0 
Terrace Builders 7 Kerby and Sons 6 
Under 17 - -  August 7 
Coxford Constrictors 10 Takhar 3 
Bandslm 6 Bavarian Inn 1 
Riverboat Days Soccer Challenge 
Under 12, August 3 
Prince George 7 Kitimat 0 
Prince Rupert 3 Terrace 2 
Smlthers 6 Terrace 3 
Prince George 5 Prince Rupert 0 
~Umat 4 Prince Rupert 1 
Prince George 7 Smithers 0 
August 4 
Terrace 1 Prince George 4 
Kitimat 2 Smithers 2 
Prince Rupert 1 Smithers 3 
Kitimat 5 Terrace 1 
1st Prince George 
2nd Kitimat 
Under 14, August 3 
Aiyansh 1 Q. Charlottes 5 
Terrace 6 Hazelton 0 
Aiyansh 2 Hazelton 3 
Terrace 13 Ketchikan 1 
Ketchikan 4 Q. Charlottes 8 
Aiyansh 0 Terrace 13 
August 4 
Terrace 13 Q. Charlottes 2 
Hazelton 4 Ketchikan 4 
Aiyansh 0 Ketchikan 2 
Hazelton 3 Q. Charlottes 7 
1st Terrace 
2nd Q. Charlottes 
Under 16, August 3 
Terrace 5 U15 Kitimat 0 
U16 KilJmat 8 Q. Charlottes 0 
U15 Kitimat 7 Q. Charlottes 7 
U16 Kitimat 2 Smithers 1 
U15 K]timat 4 U16 Kitimat 5 
Smithers 1 Terrace 0 
Auqust4 
Terrace 2 U16 K]timat 3 
Smithers 6 Q. Charlottes 3 
U15 Kitimat 1 Smithers 7 
Terrace 8 Q. Charlottes 2 
1st Kitimat U 16 
2nd Smithers 
• Under 16 Girls, August 3 
Prince Rupert- 3 U14 Terrace : 0 
Smithers 7 U16 Terrace 0 
Prince Rupert 2 U16 Terrace 1 
U14 Terrace 2 Smithers 3 
August 4 
Prince Rupert 2 Smithers 1 
U16 Terrace 0 U14 Terrace 0 
1st Prince Rupert 
2nd Smithers 
Riverboat SIo-Pitch 
Round Robin final standings 
Division A 
1st Thornhill Motors (Terrace) 
2nd Rudcn (Terrace) 
3rd Jugheads (Terrace) 
4th Braves (Smithers) 
Division B 
1st Westpoint Rentals (Terrace) 
2nd NC Timber (Rupert) 
3rd Oceanview Rebels (Rupert) 
4th Bunnies (Kitwanga) 
Division C 
1st Mulligan's Homerun (Terrace) 
2nd Surf Club Raiders (Rupert) 
3rd Back Eddy Pub (Terrace) 
4th Hummdingers (Kitwanga) 
Division D 
1st Terrace Builders 
2nd Maverick Foods (Rupert) 
3rd Coke Classic (Terrace) 
4th Bay Lake (Terrace) 
5th Old Timers (Terrace) 
Finals: 
Consolation 
1st Coke Classic 
2nd Oceanview Rebels 
3rd Jugheads 
4th Back Eddy Pub 
Championship 
1st Thomhill Motors 
2nd Westpoint Rentals 
3rd Maverick Foods 
4th Surf Club Raiders 
C Division 
1st BayLake 
Follow all the 
Soccer Standings 
[ :~7:-':--~n on the web at I~] I  www.kermode.net 
E Another 
J L ' I IOL  from.. .  
............................ ' ~ ' ~ ~  RGS Internet 
Your community Internet provider. ! 
Call 635-3444 to get connected. ] 
] ~!J(:::i::]l~ i i~..~ : I n te rnet  
........ il I I I ]ill~i : 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a s lat  ho l iday fal ls 
on a Saturday, Sunday  or  Monday,  the dead l ine  is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all d isp lay and classif ied ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. VeG 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid 
by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in 
ads please have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard 1 insertion- $6.50 (~tax) $22.83 for 3 inches 
W.Advertiser 1 insertion $7.50 (+tax) *Additional at $6.64 
Both Issues (consecutive) - $11.00 (+tax) per column inch. 
ADDITIONAL WEEKS - $5.00 ea. No copy change - consecutive 
issues. *Additional words (over 25) 15¢ each per issue. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$10.39 per column inch Pickup $3.50 Mail out $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$22.83 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $11.90 per column inch 
*Additional at $6.64 per column inch 
For  regional  coverage place your  ad in the weekend 
ed i t ion  of the Weekend Advert iser.  
10~ REAL ESTATE IO. REAL ESTATE 
CTION D 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Misc 
80 Wanted Misc 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. HeipWanted . 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates Iheraforo and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit. classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expln/of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send odginal documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that he liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advedlsement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the Incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address  
Phone  Start  Date  I-3 V ISA  CJ MASTERCARD 
CLASS IF ICAT ION.  Cred i t  Card No. Exp i ry  Date__  
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
6 
11 
7 
12  
17  
E 
8 
13  
18  
4 
9 10  
14  15  
16  19  20  - $6 .50  
6 .65  6 .80  6 .95  7 .10  7 .25  
7 .55  7 ,70  
TERRAC~ 
S3:kNDARD 
7.40 
Clip & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St.. Terrace, B.C. VeGI 5R2 
10, REAL ESTATE 
7,85  R .oo  
For  longer  so,  , lease use  a soparnte  shoot 
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
10. REALESTATE 10. REAL ESTATE 
JUST  L ISTED 
Located in Boulderwood Trailer Court. 
$39,500 MLS 
Call Laurie or ~ p ~ ~  
Shaunce at 
635-5382 
I "~B 
=, . . . . . .  ?]'.i, 
I 
[Ca l l  
-- l re l iab le  serv ice  today!:~: l ~,,~i!:  J
QUICK POSSESSION 
3691 Hawthorne Avenue 
Impressive comes 1o mind as you pull up to this bright and modern family 
home. Features include: 
• oak country kitchen • walk in bay windows 
• full four poe ensuite in Master • partialbasement with 4th bdrm 
• Iotsofstorage 
Best doll: near new and priced In SELL at S!  59 .900  MLS 
ROOM TO ROA  
3931 Sonde Ave 
Unique wilh lois of character besl describes Ihis home. Check this list of 
wonts; 
• spiralstaircase • vaultedceilings & window seat 
• lots ofnaturallight • patio door opens onto cedar deck 
• fullbasement offers workshop, family room, 4th bdrm 
• largelot, paveddriveway,, carport 
Listed al $156,500 EXC 
Ava i lab le  Immediate ly  
Your own lot and a 14x70 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom, mobile home 
all for $79,000. Gas furnace, stove, fridge, dishwasher, new rugs. 
Peaked shingled roof, new septic system. This home is in very 
good conditon. 
3925 Simpson Crescent. 
To view call Ron at 635-6128 
.... Cute & cozy 2 bedroom bun- 
galow on large lot includes 
appliances plus single garage. 
0nly $126,900 MLS 
~ Large family home featuring 5 ! 
~ bedrooms, family room, 
~ ~ i ~  attached garage, quiet street. 
~! :~, ,~ ................................................... Only $153,900 MLS 
Main floor 1500 sq. ft. developed with 8 offices plus reception. 
Good parking. $1550 per month including property taxes. 
Available immediately. EXCLUSIVE 
350 sq. ft. main floor on Lakelse Avenue. 
Available immediately. 
$,500 per month gross. EXCLUSIVE 
COMMERCIAL  , INDUSTRIAL -  
7 bay freight erminal plus office space on 3+ acres. 
$2700 per month MLS 
Call Steve Cook today! 
3-0047 ~ Pager 638-2923 
1st TERRACE REALTY 
638-0371 
A~ o /Co~ b,a~l~ A,~r~*~ d Co,redo 
1 YR, old rancher home on 2 
acres. Comes w/ 6 appliances FOR SALE by builder, new 
24 x 32 attatched carport 24 x home, 2 bdrm, carport, deck, 
32 attatched shop, w/12 x 10 3/4 acre treed lot in town. Call 
garage door, 3 bdrm, 3 full 635-2892. 
baths, den, oak cupboards, INVESTMENT PROPERTY 
semi finished bsmt. 12 x 16 zoned R2. w/fixer upper house, 
wired & insulated storage shed. corner lot. On Haugland & 
For appt. to view 635-2862. Braun, for app. to view call 638- 
$269,000.00 abe. 0417. Asking $120,000.00. 
180 ACRES park-like setting 
subdividable. 2 revenue homes, 
Creek runs thru. $439,000.00. 
Call 249-5279 for more 
information. 
2 BDRM house on quiet street 
very close to town. Beautiful 
yard, fruit trees, paved drive 
way. Asking $95,000.00. 4816 
Park Ave. Call 638-8032. 
3 YEAR old home in new 
subdivision near Uplands. 2 
baths, n/g, full basement, 
carport. Call 635-4410. 
317 ACRE hobby farm 16 miles 
from Smithers, very private, 
crown land on 3 sides, creek 
runs through property, 100 
acres in hay, 60 acres cleared, 
several fenced pastures and 
also some timber (value 
undetermined), full basement, 5 
bedroom home, vaulted ceiling', 
oak kilchen, very nicely finished 
up and down. All with an 
incredible view, $389,000. 846- 
9041. 
40 ACRE farm. Unfinished 5 
bdrm. house, 2 bathrooms, 
barn, 6 acres in hay. Grat view. 
847-8422 eves, 842-5197 leave 
messaqe. $65,000. 
ATTRACTIVE 4 bedroom 
house in Mountainview 
Subdivision on a quiet street. 
Close to schools; recent 
renovations include new line; 
carpels; rear deck and more. 
Comes with all appliances. N.G. 
heating plus finished basement. 
Call: 845-7421. 
BEAUTIFUL LAKE front 
property on Burns Lake. 1 1/2 
acres. Two homes - 1 larger 2 
storey older house, well 
maintained - 1 5 yr old house, 
ultra modern - large shop 60 x 
30 - heavily treed and nicely 
landscaped - Very private, 5 
rain walk to downtown. 
Presently used as a bed & 
breakfast. 1-604-692-7482. 
BEAUTIFUL LAKEFRONT 
home. Three bedroom. Tranquil 
setting with fabulous views. 
More lhan 800 feet of low sandy 
beach, Francois Lake 1-604- 
695-6545. Burns Lake. 
WELL MAINTAINED home for 
sale, 3910 Terrace, St. Walk to 
Uplands School. 1200 sq, ft., 
2+1 bedrooms, 2 baths, 
fireplace, new roof, recently 
finished basement. 114x132 lot, 
fruit trees, very private fenced 
backyard, carport, garage, large 
shed, sundeck. $166,500. 635- 
3384. 
HOME ON 5 acres, 1 year old, 
3 bdrm, 2 baths, 1288 sq. ft. 
with full basement, garage & 
sundeck. 3 miles from town. 
Call 635-7250. 
Contemporary home with dramatic decod This beauti- 
ful home features cathedral ceiling in the living room 
with step up bay window, large country kitchen with 
pearl oak cabinets, eating bar, large dining area, 3 
bedrooms, and 2 full baths complete the main floor. 
Finished basement with I bedroom and a 3 piece 
ensuite, family room, exercise area, and an office. 
Heated double garage, garden shed, and large dock. 
$209,900 MLS 
4102 Temple Avenue 
4929 Olson Avenue $ / /9 ,900  MLS 
* 1,280 sq. ft.- 3 bdrms 
* N/G fireplace 
* Updated kitchen 
* Carport, country style deck 
H 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
4728 Walsh Avenue $98 ,500  EXC 
* 793  sq. f t . -  2 bdrms 
* New vinyl windows - new lind 
* New kitchen & bath 
* 4 appliances - garage 
Sheila Love 635-3004 
~/ '2~ OF TERRACE 
JUST LISTED 
3670 NAWI"HORNE AVENUE 
Qualily construded custom home has many extras throughout, kitchen 
offers n recipe for success with its pine cabinets, ceramic tiling, track 
lighting, and an abundance of counler space. Spacious family room 
and formal living areas have southern exposure wilh loads of windows 
to provide lois of natural light. Four good sized bedrooms up, throe 
bathrooms, and a great location make this home aflradively pdcd of 
$189,900 MLS 
LAKELSE LAKE cabin, 3 
bdrm, 800 sq. ft., clean, well 
maintained south west corner of 
lake. Deeded. 70 x 246 lot. 
Private sale, $115,000. Call 
635-2715. 
° 
LAKELSE LAKE cleared lot, 
Beam Station Drive, Near Mail 
Box point. Offers. Phone 632- 
3366. 
LAKESHORE. 5.02 acres. Log 
house. 3 br, 2 floors, 900 sq. ft. 
each floor. Mostly wooded land. 
On Francois Lake. Good beach 
area. 1-604-695-6583. 
LAKEVIEW: TINTAGEL area, 
1232 sq. ft. home on 2.7 acres. 
Hardwood floors, 4 bedrooms, 2 
baths, full basement, excellent 
drilled well. $124,900. Call 692- 
3743. 
~ONE YEAR old homo'"on 
...... bench. 4 bdrm; 2 baths/n/g 
fireplace, half fin!shed 
basement. New home warranty. 
View lot. Call 635-4730 or 635- 
0930 leave message, 
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY. 
Two lots in Vernon, B.C. 
on Belleuve Dr. Power, 
water and sewer. Will 
sell for property tax 
amount. For both 
$103,700. 846-9041. 
LARGE HOME Horseshoe, 
possible 6 bedroom or legal su- 
ite. 2 1/2 bath, fireplace, work- 
shop area, gas & electric heat, 
attached garage. Berry & fruit 
trees, RR5 zoning. By appoint- 
ment only 4916 Lazelle Ave. 
Call 635-3238. 
LG. ROOMY, 5 bdrm house. 
Stove, fridge all drapes. N/g 
heating and hot water. Close to 
parks school and hospital 
$145,000.00 firm. Call 635- 
5259. 
RIVER FRONTAGE, mobile 
home on 5 acres, located on 
Clover Road near auto wrecker, 
undeveloped building site, 
privacy and great view. Asking 
$115,000 abe. 635-6940. 
SAVE REAL estate fees. 
Hobby farm, 1 acre prime 
growing area in New Remo with 
own well, 2 mobile homes (with 
snow roofs). 1 presently rented. 
Several out buildings'incl', large 
metal storage shed, chicken 
coops, pig pen, root cellar, large 
commercial greenhouse plus 
smaller one (needs some 
work).638-1175. 
4837 McConnell Avenue 3526 Cory Drive 
• Choice Io(olion " New subdivision 
• Custom built • 1,260 sq fi 
• Four bedroom • Three bedrooms 
• lhree ~lhs • Two beths 
• 15' x 20' shop • Full basement 
Reduced to S259,000 EXC $194,900 EXC 
m RF/MBC 
OF TERRACE 
Dick Evens 635-7068 
] SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE! 
i 4903 Slraume Ave 4317 Birch Avenue 
Family Home View Home 
$157,500 EXC $265,000 EXC 
g 
5024 Agar Avenue 3526 Cory Drive 
Needs Repair Brand New 
! $79,900MLS $194,900 EXC ... i 
4701 HamerAvenue 4901 LabelleAvenue 
.3 Acre Lot Caledonia Subivision 
$169,900 MLS $179,000 MLS i 
3503 Gordon Drive 4824 Tuck Avenue 
Executive Home Renovated 
$259,000 EXC $174,900 MLS I 
4636 Scoff Avenue Airport Hanger ~ 
Starter Home Lease Lot 
$116,000 MLS $99,900 MLS l = 
4702 Scoff' Avenue Condo Aparhnents 
In-law Suite Two Bedrooms i $195,000 E×C From $44,900 EXC 
3825 Pine Avenue 3506 Kal ~u =,fzlBmt 
Large Lot ~(~ !] i~"  I -_. 
$1o5,9oo MLS = i 
Call .... 
John Evans ' or..,,,,,,o.. 6~1B-14OO 
I : i IMMt :~ i IM jY ' . t~: i : FMAY,  t ' ,nt~j i r iy , .~:~: i f l t r jy :~:d [] 
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OPEN HOUSE Sat. 1-2, 3287 
Crescent St. 3 bdrm house in 
Thornhill, recently renovated, 2 
car garage, 150' x 117' lot, 
partially finished full bsmt. 
$170,000.00 phone 635-6891. 
OWN OVER an acre of land 
• and a beautiful new home on 
Tchesinkut Laker 3 bedroom 
home features: open floor plan, 
includes all appliances, 2 
balconies, 1344 sq. ft., 1 t/2 
baths. Spacious oak kitchen, 
carport, large storage shed, no 
wasted space (lots of closets), 
hardwood flooring, incredible 
view. $209,000. to view call 
695-6916 (leave message) 
Burns Lake. 
"LARGE HEATED shop" + 3 
bdr t 1/2 storey home - over 
2000 sq.ft., hot tub, sauna, built 
in appliances, 3 baths, security 
system, etc. Large landscaped 
lot. 638.1208. 
14X68 MOBILE home. 3 br. Eat 
in kitchen. No tax on this unit. 
B.C. registered. $21,900 
delivered 604-692-7295. 
14X70 TWO bedroom mobile 
home, will except RV as down 
payment, located on a pad in 
Thornhill. #8-3117 Clark. Asking 
$46,900. Phone 638-7610. 
1975 GLENDALE 12x66 mobile 
home; two bedroom; good 
condition; must be moved. 
$17,500: Houston 845-2160. 
1977 COLWOOD 14 x 70 
mobile home. 3 br, carpeted, 5 
appliances. Patio door. Shingle 
roof. Excellent condition, very 
clean. $19,500.00 1-403-967- 
2898. 40:COMMERCIAL 
SPACE FOR RENT 
1978 14 x 68 mobile home, 
excellent condition, c/w washer, 
dryer, fridge, stove, $24,000. 
Delivered to Terrace 638-0839. 
CLEAN 12X56 TRAILER, RSF 
wood heat, two large porches, 
must be moved, $10,000, 638- 
0638. 
1981 14X70 2 br asphalt roof, 
front kitchen, built-in counter 
top range, built-in oven. 
Diningroom. New carpet in 
livingroom. Walk-in bath off M. 
Br. with oval garden tub. 
Excellent condition $27,900. 
14x70 3 hr., asphalt roof, 
gyproc walls, new carpet, new 
lino. $23 900. 14x68 3 br, new 
carpet, new lino, $21,900. Free 
deliverv1306-694'54551 
1984 , 2 br .  14x68, 4 
appliances, Mobile in great 
1 BDRM appartment on site 
management. No pets. Ref. 
required. 638-7725 
4 BDRM suite in a 4 plex. No 
pets. Damage deposit required. 
Reference also required. Avail, 
Sept. 1/96. Call 635.2932. 
AVAIL, SEPT. 1/96 2 bdrm 
home near hospital, non- 
smoker, no pets. $750.00/mo. 
plua damage deposit. 
References required. 635-2116 
for appointment. 
AVAILABLE SEPT, 1/96 to non 
smokers, very clean 2 bdrm and 
condition; $24,000.00 deliveredl storage room mobile in Sunny 
1981 14x70, 3 br;, 4 appliances, Hill Trailer Court, 2 appliances. 
new carpet / l ino.  $22,500.00 $650/month. Call 635-2126 be- 
delivered. 1-403-458-6398 fore 8:00 p.m. 
Jerry/Joanna Seyfert anytime. LAKEFRONT COTrAGE, 
1993 14X70 mobile home, Lakelse Lake. (highway side). 
Vaulted Ceilings, 5 appiiances, Suitable for self reliant single 
drywall interior, 3 bdrm. 2 -  6 x person or couple. Natural gas 
12 porches & 1 patio. Asking 
$73,000. firm. Phone 635-5148. 
2 1996 2 bdrm S.R.I, 
manufaclured homes. 
Completely set up in family 
park. Call 635-7447, 
1 BDRM suite suitable for 1 
person n/s, n/p, utilities 
included, hospital area, 2 
appliances, available immed. 
$550.00/mo. Call 635-9058. 
2 AND 3 bdrm trailer for rent. 
Sorry no parties and no dogs. 
Please leave message at 635- 
4315. 
2 BDRM log cabin on 20 acres. 
In Jackpine flats, available 
Sept. 1/96. $900.00 per mon. 
Call 638-0760. 
3 BDRM 14 wide mobile home 
situated on private lot. N/g heat. 
Avail. Sept. 1/96 _ For 
appointment to view phone 638- 
1885. $850.00/mo. 
3 BDRM executive duplex. N/g 
heat, 5 appliances, 2 fireplaces. 
$1000.00/mon. Avail. Aug 1/96. 
For appointment o view phone 
638-8084 or 638-1885. 
heat. Renter will be responsible 
for maintenance. $500.00 
per/too. Security deposit 
required. Available Sept. 1, 
847-3738, after 5 pm or after 
Sept. 1. 
LIVE WITH Naturel Rural 
property available for long-term 
rental on the Southside of 
Francois Lake. Beautiful small 
lhree bedroom home, garden, 
workshop and fenced paslure 
available if desired. Ideal for a 
semi-retired individual or 
couple. References will be 
required. Preference will be 
given to applicants wishing to 
trade rent tor carpentry work. 
Please fax references to 604- 
692-3872 attention Marlene. 
NEW 4 plex available Aug. 
15/96. 2 bdrm, 5 appliances, 
n/g fireplace, mini-storage. 
$850./mo. For appointment o 
view 638-2071 evenin.qs. 
RENTING SOON, new 3 bdrm 
condos, 1320 sq. ft. 2609 Braun 
St., Terrace, B.C. 5 appliances, 
blinds, on site mini storage 
included, Non smokers, no 
pets, references required. 
$875./mo. Apply to 184 B-4th 
Street, Kitimat, B.C. V8C 2K1. 
ROOM AND board available in 
country home. Hwy side in Usk. 
Food, hydro, laundry facilities 
incl. $600/mo. Call 638-1943. 
3 BEDROOM newer home ng 
KERMODE PARK home sales heat, large yard, garage 
located accross from weigh basement, no pets pls, ref. 
scales, featuring modular required $1000.00 per/mo 638- ROOMMATE WANTED to 
homes and 14 x 70 mobile 0797. share main floor of house, 
homes. Call 635-5350. 
MOBILE HOME 12x60; two #8 SPONG meat grinder working non smoker preferred, 
bedroom for sale. 1969 $20.00. Power rower deluxe $450. includes utilities, call 638- 
Glendale is located in Granisle. 884 S.I.C. adjustable tension. 0227. 
Must be moved. Asking: Retail at $250.00. Make an ROOMMATE WANTED to 
$10,000. Ca11:845-2710. offer. Call 635-1685 in the share new 14 x 70 2 bdrm. 
evenings, trailer. N/s, references required. 
$350.00/mo. Call 635-7125. 
SINGLE MOTHER of two child- 
ren is looking for roommate to 
share, 3 bedroom home, fenced 
yard, good location, N/S, & re- 
sponsible. Call 798-2288. 
SLEEPING ROOM in private 
home. Thornhill area. Use of 
kitchen and utilities included, 
working person only. 
$350.00/mo. Call 635-1553. 
Summit  Square  
Apar tments  
1 & 2 Bedroom Unit~ 
Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets. 
,%. , ~)  ~? FOR 
MORE LESS 
* On-Site Professional 
Manager 
* We Pay Heat & Hot Water 
* Mini-Blinds 
* Laundry Room Facilities 
* Carpets Throughout 
KULDO COURTS 
632-2450 
VIEWPOINT APTS 
632-4899 
KITIMAT, BC 
5000 SQ. ft. warehouse with 
dock level loading. For more 
information, call 635-2801. 
IL I  L'I I~1 L1 L~ q L'I Lll311.~ I~ LI I.~ I.~ t.'1131L,11~ i. L~ ~ 
OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE 
OFfice space 0f450 square feet I~ 
is available for lease in the 
ALMARUN BUILDING, 
3219 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. 
FOR INFORMATION CALL 
635-7191 I~ 
i1.'I k'l Lq L'IL-I ~ L'I q I.q tq Iq tt iU~.LL3 U LLI.~L~I ~ 
70,  FORSALE , 
(MlSCi):/ 
45' TRAILER 8'6" wide. Not 
certified. $5000.00. Call 635- 
2 CEILING fans with lights one 
insulated stainless sleel 
chimney pipe, one stainless 
steel T-joint. Call 635-1534 for 
more info. 
5 SPEED transmission new 
condition fits 1987 Nissan 
Pathfinder V6 $800. Scale, turn 
of the Century IBM balance 
type c rotary dial. Very nice 
condition. $500.635-5407. 
BINET AND kitchen table w/6 
chairs $1700.00, couch & chair 
w/end tables $600, washer and 
dryer $300.00. Call 635-4615. 
CANOES FOR sale. Made of 
Western Red Cedar, durable 
fibreglass, epoxy resin, trimmed 
out with real oak. Selling at very 
reasonable price. Do-it yourself 
kits are available in many 
different styles. Phone 638- 
1701. 
DRILL YOUR own well. 
Percussion drill rig mounted on 
International tandem, Will drill 
6" or 8" casing down to 300 ft. 
or more. No Sunday calls 
please 847-9748. 
EVENING PRIMROSE OIL. 
Suffer from symptoms of PMS. 
Menopause, Skin Irritation 
Rheumatoid Arthritis Diabetic 
Neuropathy Exceesses of Alco- 
hol. Research shows Evening 
Primrose Oil has beneficial el- 
fects on all of these problems. 
For information and ordering 
call or write Sunshine Distribu- 
tors Box 1571, Burns Lake, 
B.C. V0J 1E0. Phone (604) 
692-2362. 360 capsules, 
500mg, 10% GLA, with vitamin 
E 39.85. Price includes GST, 
shipping & handling. GST 
#896931151 Made in Canada. 
FOR SALE prefabbed wood 
constructed back yard sheds. 
Also garages, joey shacks, 
workshops etc. Phone Dirk 
bakker 638-1768 eveninqs. 
GUITARS AND amps for sale. 
Trades welcome. Now dealing 
in Takamine. Bill's Guitar Shop. 
632-4102. Call today. Fax 639- 
9879. 
HtW. OLD crop square bails. 
$2.00 ea. Must be removed by 
Oct. 31/96. Farm sold. 
Cummins Ranch Hwy 18 West. 
S. Hazelton. Call 842-5316. 
IKEA COUCH $70.00, double 
bed $75.00, 10 spd. bike, good 
condition $60.00, mtn. bike, 
good condition. $85.00. Call 
635-4208. 
MORTGAGES BASED on 
Equity in Real Estate or 
Mobiles, not Income or Credit. 
Intel Financial (11 years in 
business) 861-1526. 
MOVING SALEI Chest freezer 
15 cu. ft. $250, double bed 
$100, downhill skis $150, 
computer table $100, small 
dining table $75, drapes, 
toaster oven and morel 635- 
9011 ; 
ORDER STEPHEN Lyman's 
Umited edition print "Sunset 
Fire" between Aug. 14 to Sept. 
27. $345. Cdn. For details call 
Wayne 1-604-692-3434. 
SALE: LEIGH Morgan ladies 
and WOW kids fashions, 3 
racks of summer clothing priced 
to clear at 30% off. Call Cindy 
635-1849. 
SKYSTAR MINI massagers. 
Stiff and sore from camping? 
Muscles cramped form being in 
a boat all day? Arthritis acting 
up? Order the Skystar Mini 
Massagerf The go anywhere 
massager. The go anywhere 
massager. Operates on a single 
AA battery. 4" long 4 
interchangeable heads, smooth 
for skin, too rough for hair and 
scalp. Fits in a purse or pocket. 
Feel the strong vibrating pulse 
anytime, anywhere. Send a 
cheque or money order for 
$13.95 to Skystar, c/o Wm. 
Hardy, #906-1855, 3rd Ave., 
Prince George, BC V2M 5KR. 
Phone/fax: 562-5049. Canadian 
funds, all costs included. Money 
Back Guaranteel Free brochure 
of other products. P.S. Lovers 
love SkTstarl 
FRESH SEAFOOD 
HALIBUT • SHRIMP 
SOLE • COO 
CHATliAM SOUW SEAFOOD 
Tel/Fax 638-1050 
m i i i  i 
BUY OR SELL 
Tupperware 
KAREN MATTEIS 
635-7810 Pacific 
FOR SALE 
By Sealed Bid 
Contents of Triangle Motors 
in downtown Hazelton 
Complete package of spe- 
cific items. 
Contents list available 
Business open for viewing 
August 20, 1996 
1 p.m. to 8 p.m. 
Sealed bids must be in by 
August 23, 1996. 
For more information 
contact Dave Andrews 
16/37 Community Futures 
#204-4630 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 $6 
Phone: 635-5449 or 
DIESEL LIGHTING planV 
generator with electric sta~. 
3000-7000 Wa~s phone 604- 
639-3476 or604-632-4655. 
WANTED STANDING timber 
with or without land. No agents 
please, 604-330-4433. 
WANTED TO buy single 
canopy bed: Steel or wood 
(white) Call 638-7978. 
PEPSI KERMODEI 
BEVERAGES 
Kermodei Beverages (Terrace) is now selling 
beverage equipment. Visi coolers, can vendors, 
syrup dispensers, ice machines, pre-mix 
dispensers, bar guns etc... 
For more info call Bruce 
Tel: 638-1211 • Fax: 638-1252 
Toll Free: 1-800-66:1.-0134 
0701. 
FROM THE GROUND UP 
,.: .... HOME IMPROVEMENT GUIDE ...... 
Let These Professionals And Discount Suppliers Help You With Your Home Work! 
GIVE SOMEONE 
A SECOND CHANCE. 
Discuss organ donation 
with your family and sign 
a donor card today. 
THE KIDNEY R)UNDATION 
OF CANADA 
The Colour 
nect ion  Des igns  
"Leading the way in home decorating" 
Blinds, Drapes, Bedspreads, Cermnic Tiles, Wallpaper, Upholstery 
Fabrics, Custom Area Carpets & Interior Decorating Services 
635-7466 
-- . ' r .  
. . . .  - Se.zv-/ces X,td. 
Complete 
Insurance 
Coverage  ,-~==,,..-. 
• Home & Tenant 
635-5232 
'.#~.~ '" . .~a~, t .~~~ . \ '~-d - .~~M~l~" / J~  ~.~i~,'~.~;~ Located in The Co-op Mall 
~"  t ;~ .  " ~ " ~ *  L_ ~- - - '~~~~~l~g:~;  ~,~..\~:~4~.~ , New Location: 4459 Lakelsc Ave. (Formerly Darlene's Antiques) 
! ' - ' :~-~+~: :~: :  ° "~ '~" '~ SPECIAEr IES  LTD I~HI IV ld lU I t :~  e t  111(9 I- Inlsnlno ~ I$#edailstsinClenalngMlffeattng, 
~;'"~;':~;:~'~ ......... '~"~0";"6"~";":'~1'~I~-¢'(, ~ 12 ~ty/?s Of ~ys. tom H I "Ventilation attd Cooling Systems 
~ ~ ~ M a d e  Mantels I~1 I *Chimney~*Fuma(~s*DuctCleaning 
L ~ ~ I t t~~~ U~, / - IUOU ~ J "DryerVents*Mttcl~ulattonRemoval 
FI1N~HEOFA,REA D~ING ~ . . . . . . .  r / P.O, Box 382, Terrace, B,C. 
' L,V,.~ I [--~' 4423 Railway 
l .,oo,: j~__~ , .E..~ Terrace, B.C. V8G1L9 Ill I f f f l  tlJ i Servmes 
t, roreJPl,ns tn tl~s Ph: (604) 635-2801 ~ l  I I ~ ~  Serles far you to u|ew J 
0a otw o./7~e ,asterJ0e "%. ...... =,.. ] Fax: (604) 635-3612 ~ I STUMP REMOVAL 
r ,,,o: Estimates ~"~'~t l l  il Larry & Dabble Smith ¢,. _ 
. . . . . . . . . . .  KITCHENS 6a8 1"7 K 
([LLIHI"SIGNAP, JRE~ANAC ~81NL:I$ [ J - / U U  
House Plans Available Through FOR YOUR CARPENTRY NEEDS Robes 
MEMBER OF TIM-BR.MARTS LTD. 
 ce Im 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 
635-6273 
Mark Henry Contracting Inc, 
New 
Construction 
Renovation 
Roofing 
Cert~ed Tradesmen 
Doing Top Quality 
Workmanship 
GUARANTEED 
Ph. 635-6891 
CUSTOM CONCRETE 
Patios, driveways, sidewalks, steps 
SPECIALIZING IN EXPOSED AGGREGATE 
Telephone 
Free Estimates (604) 635-9258 
r I - - I  BFRIGIDAIRE For a[( uour decoratina needs 
lill I Panasomc . Carpet J ~ • Ligh:Oting Fixtures I m a g i n e 
rml I F:~F=tl R~. ~ • Linoleum r ~  ~i" • Hardwood The Ultimate In Home Theatre 
| I I )L.-JI I MAYI'AG ~ • Ceramic Tiles w~v~'~ • Window I IN  ANY ROOM 
| ' 'w~' JE IM IN I -A ,  IR  I "  Area Rugs - r~f~,~ Coverings = Talk to Sight & Sound About 
"The Appliance Experts" I ~ l / i r~lT  1 ~rAvp" @ CUstom 
, . . . *v R DECOR 
Home Audio Installation 
I TY JL Totem s Countqwide FumHure & Appliances , , "7""="  ' ' ' "  4708 K.eith Ave 
| ~4501LakelseAve, 638-1158 1"800-813-1158 635 5333 
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I190: LIVESTOCK 
WANTED: BOARD for 8 to 10 
head of horses from October 
thru June, Contact: 845-7468 or 
1-604-633-5200. 
WANTED: GOLF CLUBS, left 
handed. Good quality, per/miter 
wei.qhted Call 635-2562. 
1983 FXSB. Shovel head Harly 
Davidson, bike runs excellent & 
in excellent shape. Lots of 
chrome. Asking $12,000.00 
obo. Day 624-9601. Evening 
624-9002. ASk for Rick, 
1969 CHEV Nova 350 v-8, 2 
barrel, stock, clear coat finish. 
No rust. Runs great. $4000.00 
obo. 1-604-692.4215. 
1984 CADILLAC Deville lime. 
White 4.1 L. Fully loaded. 
Asking $6500.00 obo. Call 635- 
8214; 
1986 SUBARU front wheel 
drive wagon. Good reliable 
transportation. Some rust. 5 
spd. $2000.00. Call 635-2449. 
1986 SUNBIRD, 5 spd, 66,000 
kin, sunroof, $2500. obo. Call 
635,9588: Leave messacle 
1986 TOYOTA Tercel 121,000 
kin. Excellent condition, 5 spd, 
2 door, hatchback asking 
$3600. Phone 638-7223, 
1987 CHEW Cavalier, auto, 
A/C, 4 cyl., 94,000 kin, good 
condition, new starter, battery 
and muffler. Asking $2500 635- 
3048. 
1990 FORD AEROSTAR all- 
wheel drive 4.0L automatic, ex- 
cellent condition, 86,500 kms, 
seatbed, air-cond, cruise, roof 
rack, $10,500. 1982 Volvo 
240DL 4dr sedan automatic, 
182,000 kms, good running 
condition, $2500. OBO, 635- 
9011. 
1990 SAFARI 2 wheel drive 
good condition, new tires, Must 
sell $5,000 OBO. Call 635-6379 
days or 635-1794 after 5:00 
p.m. 
1992 PONTIAC Lemans for 
sale. Low miles & very well 
maintained. Asking $6,500 
O.B.O. Call 635-3720. 
1993 CHRYSLER Sun Dance. 
4Door auto;, 4 cyl, c/w a/c, 
cruise, new tires, 55,000 km, 
$9500. Call 632-2905 ere. 
1993 FORD Taurus, GL, white 
4 door, loaded, excellent 
condition. $11,500. obo. 635- 
1238. 
EXCELLENT CONDITION, only 
21,000 km. 1991 5L Mustang 
LX, hatchback, sunroof, am/fm, 
Calypso Green. $13,000 obo. 1- 
604-692-3554. 
100. TRUCKSFOR 
. SALE: 
1941 CHEV pickup. Good 
shape, suitable to drive. 847- 
3574. T~ERRACE I 
1975 GMC van customized 
interior. Excellent running 
condition. $2500.00 obo. Call 
635-3544. 
1976 CHEVY van, low mileage 
(76,000 miles)well maintained, 
one owner. Phone 635-9466. 
1979 GMC pickup, 4x4, winch, 
excellent running condition. 
Ready to haul sktdoos w/flat 
deck. $5000. 635-5537. 
1985 FORD F250 4x4 c/w Ig. 
camper in good condition. 
(50,000) kms. $7500. 1983 
Ford Ranger 6 cyl. propane 
conversion w/ canopy 165,000 
kms. $2700 Ph. 635-5996. 
1987 NISSAN Pathfinder SE- 
V6; 105,000 kin. Excellent 
condition with lots of extras, 
$10,000. Call: t -604-845-3576. 
1988 GMC Jimmy 4x4, a/c, p/I, 
p/w. $6000.00 firm, Call 635- 
i 7342. 
' 1989 FORD Ranger, 5 speed 
i burgundy w/matching canopy, 
no rust, 140,000 km, regular 
cab, $4,000 OBO. Call 638- 
1701. 
1989 JEEP YJ Islander $9,900 
obo, 140,000 km, 6 cyl., 5 sp., 
hard top and doors, soft top and 
doors, bikini top, wind jam, 
saddle bags, bike rack, cd 
player, call 635-3494. 
1990 EXTENDED, Areostar, 
tinted glass, cruise, tilt, am/fm. 
Stereo, standard, diamond coat 
finish, scotchguarded, 3L, V6, 
lifetime rust check, 638-1576. 
1992 FORD F250XLT 4x4, die- 
sel, extended cab, auto, A/C, 
tilt, cruise, etc. Running boards, 
aluminum box liner. Clean & 
comfortable, $21,000.00 obo. 
Call 638-2072 or 638-0929. 
180. PETS 
1992 JIMMY blazer 4x4, fully 
loaded. Only 44,000 km, 
extended warranty until 1998. 
New tires & muffler, Asking 
$19,300.00. Call 624-9846 
(Prince Rupert). 
1994 F150 4x4 5 spd 300 6 cyl, 
special edition, no off-road, 
48,000 kin, warranty left, 
Kenwood Stereo, near new 
Toyo's, excellent condition. 
Sacrifice $14.950 obo. 847- 
5057 or 846-9642. 
1985 21 ft, Frontier 
Motorhome very low mileage; 
so a model; sleeps 6; awning; 
excellent condition, Asking 
$20,000 firm Call 845-2216. 
1986 31' Terry taurus fully 
equipped, ec, sleeps 9. Must be 
seen to be appreciated, Call 
Jerry at 635-3783. 
DEALER FOR Northern Lite & 
Somerset campers & canopies, 
All sizes including import & 
14' FIBERGLASS boat with 
trailer. 8 hp Chrysler motor, 25 
hp Evinrude motor (needs 
work). $1800/699-8567. 
15 1/2 ft zodiac c/w, 50 hp 
johnson jet, & leg, w/2 props, 
console, electric start, trailer, 
anchor, extra fuel tank. Storage 
bags, phone 635-2279, after 
6:00 pm. 
16 FT. Drift boat, new condition, 
trailer, $3000. 635-5537. 
21' CAMPION Hardtop, Merc 
leg, 10 hp outboard, radio, 
sounder, ice box, down riggers, 
charts, ready to fish. 
$12,500.00. Ph. 567-9470. 
21' CAMPION skeena. 
Excellent condition. New marine 
survey. Salt water cooled, 
sleeps 4, 188 hap. 302 V-8 
Mere cruiser, 25 hap evinrude. 
Replacement value over 
$30,000,00. Asking $18,000.00. 
Call 635-9442. 
26' MARATHON Riverboat. 26 
hrs on new 460, 340 hap. 
Comes with travelling canvass, 
2 stand up enclosed canopies. 
15 hap. Honda outboard, 
electric downriggers, Eagle 
9000 fishfinder, heavy duty 
tandem axel trailer. Asking 
$23,000.00 obo. Call 636-2546 
(Stewart). 
27 FT. Aluminum Boat, flat 
bottom, Volvo, Penta Diesel, 
155 hp, 280 drive, 140 gallons 
fuel tanks, canvas top, cruiser 
25 mph, cost 50C/mile to 
operate, on tandem trailer, 
$15,000. Phone Klaus at 638- 
1852. 
CANAVENTURE 16 1/2' full 
canvas top, 90 hp merc motor 
with powertrim, runs very good 
condition $6500. 845-7316. 
KAWASAKI 550 Jetski. New 
handlebars, ride-plate, scoop- 
grate. Excellent condition, 
comes with trailer. Asking 
$3900. Call 635-2402. 
LIKE A cabin on the lake? Try a 
houseboat. 28x10, sleeps 4, on 
trailer. All conveniences. 20.B. 
At skins Spillway Campsite. 1- 
604-694-3510. Burns Lake. 
ZODIAC TYPE inflatable boat, 
13 feet aluminum floor, 25 hp 
Yamaha outboard, eletric mo- 
tor, trailer $4500. Call Craig 
635-7700 after 6 p.m. 635- 
3639. 
1982 FIAT Alia FD crawler 
tractor; very good condition. 
Comes with semi U blade (tilts) 
and like new panko brush 
blade. $32,000. Phone 1-604- 
695-6904. 
2 CATS, OC3 4500.00, 350 jd. 
Bucket, blade 9500.00, 2 
aluminum boats with trailers, 
rigged for fishing. 22' starcraft, 
20' Herring craft. Will take bids 
on both or trade for machinery. 
12' Fiberglass Travel trailer. 
2200.00. 1-604-697-2474. 
FOR SALE or rent 4x4 
backhoes, 10 loaders, tilt 
trailers, single axel dump 
trucks, fork lifts, Iowbeds, 
compactors, water trucks, 
excavators, tail gate sanders. 
Call V/c, 604-493-6791. 
JONSERED MINI chain saw 
mill. Comes with Jonsered 2095 
saw, Like new condition. $3000 
firm. Call 635-5377 Terrace. 
OWATONNA SWATHER 
$1,000.00; I.H. 10' Seed Drill 
$1,500.00, Agratec Bale Stook- 
er $175.00; Single Axle Farm 
Trailer $800.00; Tandem Axle 
16' Deck Trailer $3,000.00; 
1973 Allis Chalmers Backhoe 
Rubber Tired $8,500.00; Fibre- 
glass Boat, trailer, 70 HP O.B. 
Depth Sounder $3,900.00. 
Ph.695-6382 
CKC REGISTERED Rottweiler 
pups. Both parents Canadian 
Champions. H ips  O.F.A.'d. 
Certified. Excellent emperment. 
Show and pet quality available. 
560-5355. 
Got a complaint 
about the press? 
.,, let the Press Council know 
Formed at the initiative of the 
newspaper publishers in British 
Columbia, we are a non-judicial 
review board which hears 
unresolved complaints about 
the press. 
The Press Council seeks to 
ensure fairness and accuracy 
and promotes quality journalism 
while protecting the flee flow 
oflnformation, 
B,C Press Council 
900 - 1281 W, Georgia St. 
Vancouver B.C. V6E 3J7 
short box trucks. Also dealer for Tel/Fax: (604) 683-2571 
Double Eagle Boats, Fin, I ~1~1 I 
available. Ph: 567-2937 or 567- 
2820 or write Box 1187 
Vanderhoof. B,C,, V0J 3A0. 
GUARDIAN DOGS for 
livestock, family or property. 
Maremma puppies, 8 wks 
$360.00 ea. Anatolian x 
Maremma puppies 11 wks. 
$350.00 ea. Australian 
Shepperd x Maremma puppies 
7 wks $150.00 ea. All pups 
dewormed and vaccinated. 
Phone or leave message at 
842-6678 M/It Swanson 
Grandview Ranch. 
MARRAND REGISTERED. 
Registered German Shepherd 
pups. Parents O.F.A,'D 
Champions. Pet, show, 
companion or obedience. 
Guaranteed 604-392-2555, 
eveninqs, Williams Lake. 
MARRAND REGISTERED. 
Registered German Shepherd 
pups, show, companion or 
obedience. Guaranteed 604- 
392-2555, evenings, Williams 
Lake. 
MISSING. LARGE male dog. 
Akita, Rag & tatooed. 110 Ibs. 
Brindle/ black/ grey stripes. 
White chest. Very friendly, Last 
seen Ft. Fraser. Reward ansers 
to Jos, Sadie missed. 1-604- 
695-6981, 1-604-562-6832, 
voice mail. 
REG. BORDER Collies - pups 
for sale f rom champion 
bloodlines - excellent stock 
dogs. Black & White with heavy 
coats. All pups deformed and 
vaccinated. $350. Phone or 
leave message at 842-6678, 
M/It Swanson Grandview 
Ranch. 
TWO 5 roDS. old CKC 
registered female Norwegian 
Elk Hounds; house broken and 
leash trained with shots and 
tattoo. $250 each. 846-5526. 
12 YEAR old bay T.B. gelding, 
16 hh. Placed and won to 
Basic. III dressage under 
amateur rider. Flat work anly 
847-9102. Brood mare wanted. 
13 YR. old Red Roan, A.Q.H.A. 
Gelding. Skipper w/bloodlines, 
Good ranch horse. $5000.00 12 
yr. Sorrel. A.Q,H.Q. gelding, 
Doc/Leo bloodlines. Excellent 
penning horse, $3500.00. 
Experienced riders. Yearling 
black/ white reg. paint good 
bloodlines. Other reg. 
Quarterhorse brood mares. 
Various prices, 1-604-694- 
3448. 
15.2 HH Chestnut Gelding 
Appy/ Arab X Easy keeper, 
honest, x pony club 12 yrs. 
$2000. O.B.O. Like new 3 horse 
angle haul Goertzen horse 
trailer, tack room, travels 
excellent. $6000.00 O.B.O. 
846-5300. 
5 YR old black/ grey Arab 
Gelding. 15 hh trained Western. 
Excellent reining prospect. 
Would prefer show home. 
$3000, 846-5583. 
. . ,  i 
9 YR Arab mare. 15.5 hh. Very 
pretty, comes to whistle, needs 
experienced rider. Call 996- 
7902 after 5:00 P,M. 
FOR SALE: English and 
western saddles and a variety 
of tack. Good prices. For more 
tnfo. call 635.7250. 
HANDMADE 16" western 
saddle. Sam Stagg style. Made 
by Horsefield-Telkwa 2000,00 
firm. 1-604-699-8507. Brand 
newll 
HORSE & Tack Auction 
Sunday, Sept. 8, 11:30 am. 
Consign your horses and tack 
earlyl Phone BC Auctions 604- 
992-9325 Quesnel. 
REGISTERED AND 
commercial hereford cows and 
heifer calves for sale. Peter and 
Anneke Gattiker 846-5494. 
THREE PERCH - Appaloosa 
mares. Lots of experience. 
Eveninqs. Toplev 696-3242. 
LIVESTOCK: 15Y old 
Appalosa/Quarter mare and 16 
y old Quarter/Arabien gelding 
Price: $1200.00 ea. or best 
offer. 1 Western saddle, like 
new, $500.00 Phone: 695-6405 
daytime asked for Fred or leave 
a message. 695-6647 evenings 
after 8 ore, 
LLAMAS, LLAMAS, llamas, 
geldings, males & bred females, 
for sale for more information 
contact worth western llamas 
Ranch, Terrace, BC Ph/fx 604- 
638-0662, 
HAY FOR sale: round bales of 
Alfalfa mix, in the field, Ph: 
(604) 567-9668 (Vanderhoot). 
LARGE SQUARE bales of hay, 
Alfalfa and Alfalfa/ grass mix. 
Will deliver, ph. (604) 567-4896 
(Vanderhoo0. 
OTTO W. Grundmann Tree 
Farm, 5024 Walsh, West of 
Pheasant St; clearing stock 
15%. Discount all potted items, 
Roses, fruit trees, nut trees, 
ornamentals, scrubs, hedging, 
conifers. 
PLENTIFUL PRESERVES, 
jams relishes, chutneys, award 
winning antipasto. See us every 
Saturday at the Farmers Market 
or phone 635-3259 or fax 635- 
0186. 
FOUND AT Elks Park. One (1) 
adult's jacket, two (2) chiidrens. 
Jackets at kids day in May. 
Phone 635-5258 to claim. 
FOUND DUAL cassette deck 
on Hwy. 37 by weigh scales if 
you can identify it. 638-6366. 
FOUND- bage at airport. Tues. 
Aug. 6. ID Contents. Phone 
Betty at 635-2325. 
LEFT FISHING rod below 
Thornhill Creek bridge. If found 
Dis. Call 635-3098. 
PSYCHIC 
ANSWERS 
UVE & PERSONAL 
RATED #1 IN  CANADA 
EVANLY RAYS TAlK 
LIVE 1 ON 1 
LOVE ~ GIFTED 
MONEY :UILATE 
CAREER PSYCHICS 
! -900-451-4055 
24 HRS. $2.99/min - 18+ 
THE GARAGE SALE GUIDE 
j k~g~ 
i i  .... 
|, ,.,. I I ....... 
. . . . .  I -  I I 
J 
#326 01d Lakelae Lake Rd, 
(In Jackplne Flats) CommunltyAu0¢. 
Sat,, Aug 17 from 9:00 am- 2:00 pm 
Mufti f~i ly garage saleH For mare information rail 
638-0322 
4727 Wilson Ave, 
Sat., Aug 17 from 9:00 am- 1:00 pm 
Put Your 
Garage  Sale 
on the Map 
for  Only 
OO 
Stop  by  our  o f f i ce :  3210 CL INTON STREET 
(BEHIND DARLENE'S  ANT IQUES)  
by 4 :00  p .m.  F r iday  for 
Wednesday  pub l i ca t ion  
IN  THE TERRACE STANDARD ONLY 
STANDARD 
COMMUNI1Y NEWSPAPERS 
A S S O C I A T I O N  
British ColNmHa and Yukon 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
OPEN HOUSE Aug. 
10&11. See the economi- 
cal Polysteel building sys- 
tem in Revelstoke. Home 
under construction. Follow 
signs from corner of Hwy 
1 & Hwy 23. Hosted by 
Mounta ins ide  
Construction. (604)936- 
9111. 
AUTO 
F250 4X4's, Explorers, 
Jeeps, Diesels. All makes, 
all models, lease, returns, 
trades. O-Down, good fi- 
nancing. Free delivery. 
Phone for free approval 
ask for Grant 1-800-993- 
3673. 
NEW OR Used Car or 
Truck all make leasel l  
Payments from $199 
/month. ~ Down. No cred- 
it, bad credit. We deliver 
oac. For pre-approval 1- 
604-880-4127.  Trades 
welcome. 
SACRIFICE,  NEW '96 
Dodge 4X4, Club-Cabs, 
Gas or Diesel. Lease of a 
l i fetime. Fleet prices. 
Marty Kozak 464-3941, 
525-0408. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS. 
Government assistance 
programs information 
available. For your new or 
existing business. Take 
advantage of the govern- 
ment grants and loans. 
Call 1-800-505-8866. 
$150,000/YR POTENTIAL 
as information broker. 
Canada's fastest growing 
franchise now available In 
B,C. Home based, full 
training & support.  
Investment required, 
Limited territories, 1-800- 
763-5627, 
Network  C lass i f ieds  
These ads appear in approximately 100 (~ O 7 K community newspapers in B.C.and Yukon %U £.., ,~J 
and reach more than 3 m II on readers. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
REVOLUTIONARY NEW 
Products. Calgary firm in- 
t roducing exclus ive 
European products to 
Canada, We are seeking 
distributors and dealers. 
High profit. Exclusive 
areas sti l l  avai lable. 
Phone 1-800-351-3648. 
CABLE COMPETITOR. 
Earn up to $5,000 per 
rnonthl Canada's Premier 
direct to home cable 
satellite provider is ac- 
cepting applications for 
dealers throughout 
• Canada. Complete train- 
ing & support, Financing 
OAC. 1-800-277-6680. 
Quote 6174. 
$250,000/Yr  Profit. 
Newest Business 
Opportunity.  Product 
solves pollution. Own dis- 
tr ibutorships. Call Rick 
Cahll (604)342-5421. 
COMPUTERS OUTSOLD 
TVs for the first time last 
yearl Over 40 million peo- 
ple now subscribe to the 
nternet World Wide. Sell 
them your product or ser- 
vice. It's easyl Find out 
how. Discount Internet 
Advertising 1-800-869- 
6931. 
BUSINESS 
PERSONALS 
GENTS DISCREET 
Adult entertainment by 
mail-order: personal pho- 
tos, fantasies, videos: Call 
toll-free 1-800-93.KAREN 
or write'. Karen, Box 670- 
GB, Kelowna, B.C. V IY  
792. (19+). 
COMING EVENTS 
PAST LIVES, dreams and 
soul travel, Discover your 
own answers to questions 
about your past, present 
and future through the an- 
cient wisdom of Eckankar. 
For Free Book call "-800- 
START YOUR own cruise LOVE-GOD, EXT.401, 
and travel business.  COMPUTERS 
Licensing fee: $4950. In- NEW 586X133 PENT 
cludes 1 week Caribbean Class. Internet ready full 
Cruise, Air, Training,  multimedia including mon- 
Software & more, Details: Itor 2 year  warranty.  
David 1,800-555- $1,699 or $60, per month 
SHIP(7447) or Van, 606- O,A,C. (604)734-7377 or 
1747. Toll-free 1-800.471-1131, 
for 25 words 
$ 6.00 each 
additional word 
To place an ad call 
this paper or the BCY- 
CNA at (604) 669-9222 
EDUCATION FINANCIAL SERVICES PERSONALS 
HELl-LOGGING - TRAIN 
for an exciting, high pay- 
ing career in the forest in- 
dustryl Helicopter logging 
ground crew training 
school now offering com- 
prehensive 4-6 week pro- 
gram. For information call 
(604)897-1188. 
COUNSELLOR TRAIN- 
ING Institute of 
Vancouver offers corre- 
spondence courses for 
the Diploma in 
Counselling Practise be- 
ginning this month For a 
brochure phone Toll-free 
1-800-665-7044. 
A NEW Career? Trained 
a partment/condominlum 
managers needed - all 
areas, We can train you 
right nowl Free job place- 
ment assistance. For in- 
formation/brochure call 
681-5456, 1-800-665- 
8339. 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
ATTN: WOMEN/Men, 
Earn extra income, 
Flexible hoursl $200-$500 
weekly.  Call 7 days 1- 
407-875-2022 Ext,0038 
H27. Directory for sale, 
xxxx 
JOB SURVIVAL 
Strategies, Doing your 
best? Job going badly? 
Layof f s /downs lz ing?  
Computer izat ion? The 
Phoenix Group 
Consultants can helpl 
Affordable in person 
phone consultations, 1- 
800-503-4555, 
EQUIPMENT 
SELL OR Rent Crane 
Trucks, T/A water trucks, 
A62 loaders, fuel trucks, 
4X4 backhoes, com- 
pactors, tilt trailers, S/A 
dump trucks, graders, ex- 
cavators.  Call Vic 
(604)493-6791, 
CONSOLIDATE ONE 
easy payment. No more 
stress. No equity-security, 
good or bad credit. 
Immediate approval, im- 
mediate relief. National 
Credit Counsel lors of 
Canada 737-6285, 951- 
1073, 1-888-777-0747. 
Licensed & bonded. 
FOR SALE MISC, 
VIDEO GAMES. We buy, 
sell, new, used games. 
Super -N in tendo ,  
Nintendo, Genesis, 
Saturn, Play-Station, 
3DO, Game-Gear, Game- 
Boy. Free price listl Toll- 
free 1-800-463-7529. A,J. 
Video Games, Saskatoon. 
HOMESTEADER OUT- 
DOOR Furnaces: large 
firebox, ashpan, grates, 
insulated, metal clad, radi- 
ators, pumps, piping, 
complete infloor heating 
accessories. Homestead, 
Box 160 Winkler, 
Manitoba, R6W 4A4. 
Phone', 1-204-325-4253, 
Fax: 1-204-325-8685, 
HELP WANTED 
H.D. MECHANIC 
Required for CASE-IH 
Dealership. Experience 
required, competit ive 
wage, benefits. Contact: 
Ivan 864-2273, Fax: 852- 
8606. Central Valley Farm 
Equipment, Box 549 
Abbotsford, B.C. V2S 
5Z5. 
LEGAL SERVICES 
MAJOR ICBC Injury 
Claims. Contesting wills 
and estates. Joel A. 
Wener, trial lawyer for 28 
years. Call free 1-800- 
665-1 138, Contingency 
fees, Simon, Wener& 
Adler. 
PERSONALS 
HEAVENLY PSYCHIC 
Answers. Serving over 50 
million readers and multi- 
talented psychics, Free 
astrochart with your first 
readlngl Relationships, 
Future, Career. $2.99/mln 
18+ 24 hours, 1.900-451- 
3783, 
CLA IRVOYANT PSY- 
CHICSt Master the power 
to choose your future. 
Truthful ,  accurate an- 
swers by authentic psy- 
chics. Problems solved, 
dest iny awaits:  1-900- 
451-3778, 24hrs. 18+ 
$2.99/min. I.C.C. 
CANADIAN ENCOUN- 
TERS. Meet your match 
1-900-451-5370 Ext.648. 
Local singles want to con- 
nect with you. Min. 18 yrs, 
$2.99/min. Call now for 
Love and Friendship. 
CANADA'S MOST Gifted 
psychics have answers to 
your problems or ques- 
tions about health, love, 
relat ionships, money, 
lucky numbers. 
$3.49/minute.  18+. 
24hours. 1-900-451-4336, 
REAL ESTATE 
BEAUTIFUL BABINE 
Lake (B.C.'s largest). Only 
6 condos left (from 
$19,900-studio) ,only 9 
"view" 3br townhouses 
(from $39,500).  Don't 
miss out, call 1-800-671- 
4475. The Grande Isles 
Resort Ltd. 
RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
TOP DOLLAR Paid for 
1980 or newer RVs. We 
will pay you Immediately 
for late model, good con- 
dit ion, clean RVs. 
Woody's RV World, 
Calgary, 1-800-531-4695, 
1-403-240-1212. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
STEEL BUILDINGS: 
"Cheaper Than Wood". 
Quonset -S t ra lghtwa l l  
quonset, Structural Steel 
Buildings. B.C. Company, 
we won't be undersold. 
Service and satisfaction 
guaranteedl  Western 
Steel Bui ldings 1-800- 
565-9800. 
STEEL ROOFING & 
Siding; Warehouse 
"Direct" Clearance; First 
Qual i ty 36" wide, 29 
gauge, Painted and 
Galvanized panels; 
'Seconds' 47¢ p.s.f. All 
building accessories avail- 
able, Metalmart {604)769- 
6967. 
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FUN LOVING couple seeks 
female Thank you for all your 
responses to our ad. We are 
still, however, looking for single 
young lady to share a 
relationship with. We are very 
active• ~ our work and social 
life. Taking time out for family 
and friends is very important, 
and travelling is also a big part 
of our lives. If this sounds like a 
lifestyle that might suit you, 
please respond to Box 486, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A2. 
GIRLS! GIRLSI Girlsl 
Exciting!!l Passionatelll Talk to 
them live! 1-900-451-5302 Ext. 
2742 $3.99 per minute, Must be 
18 years. Procall Co. 602-954- 
7420. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
SEVEN MONTHS: From the 
seventh month until term she in- 
creases in length from 13 to 20 
inches and nearly triples in 
weight. She experiences the 
four senses of vision, hearing, 
taste and touch. This little per- 
son now has only to await the 
miracle of birth. Terrace Pro- 
Life Box 852 Terrace 635-9552. 
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ACCOUNTING SERVICES for 
small businesses. Financial 
slatements, payroll- including 
revenue canada remittance. 
T4's, accounts payable and 
H~ 
AND STROKE 
FOUNDATION 
Box 22, 
IMPROVING Terrace, B,C, Major Credit Cards 
YOUR VSG 4A2 Accepted 
ODDS 
AGAINST Marjorie Park Your donation is 
CANADA'S 638-1167 tax deductible 
#1 KILLER 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address an~ the name and address of the next-of- 
kin, for an acknowledgement card. 
HIGHLAND 
DANCING 
Register now for fall 
instruction. 
Beginners to Advanced 
Kandy (Cameron) Dilley 
Member of H.D.T.A. 
Ph: 638-2099 
SINGLE MALE seeks female receivables. GST returns. 
canoeing partner 21-40 for budget development. Contact: J l ~  
summer paddling and possible Crest J. Wakaruk pbone/fax For Lease 
relationship• Sense of adven- 635-4229. I I I d l lB~ I NewOffice/Warehouse 
tureessential, plus own vehicle ~ ~  I I I I  I l I IBBB i  I Complex 
-weneed two. Respond to file or sink-reglazo it! Color I I I  I l I l lBBW I 2,000 or 4 ,000 sq. ft. units, 
23, 321o Clinton Street, Ter- changes and chip repairs 
race, B.C. V8G5R2. available. Ask about our I I I  I I I IBB I~ I storefront, warehouse  with  
summer specials. 562-8766 or I I I i l l l l  I OH door, mezzan ine  
567-4171. I I I  i i l lmm I option, NG heat, parking. 
BiPect Psychic ~ I I I I I I IBB I 5oo8 Poh~eAvenue 
Linlc s somegarages'and woodworker,furniture.Sheds, NoWillrenovation'jobrepairtoo I i I ; - - ;N  . " - - ' ; . . ' . '~  I Phone 635-7459 
(Save 1-900SURCHARGES) small, very reasonable rates. I Office/Warehouse 
Free 5 min. Info call Free estimates. Call 638-1701. | II i ~="="~"")"""'~"" J 1,728 Sq.Ft. 
usual toll charges may apply to ~ I II ~ ~l Storefront, offices, Sunshine C0ast B.C. Canada to sell 'Our Baby Impressions' 
Great Pr°fit and ta~ write'°"s' I I f:  :: i:: ' .::iJ O~ areh°use' 
Micheal Protected area from Burns Lake C/W door,  NG heat, 
(604) 885-9147 thru Smithers. $8,000. )or best [ I | ~ . . ~  / Keith & Kenney Street 
offer) Call: 1-604-896-3437. Phone:  635-7459 Coast Books 886-7744 
Visa]MC 290, BUS INESS 
.OPPORTUNITIES 
HEAR YE! 
HEAR YE! 
"Pooky Bear" sassy as she is lurns 
"30" 
on Monday, Aug. 19. Karh, your 
Mond0y blows will be laken (are off! 
TERRACE 
GUTTERMAN 
SPECIAL IZ ING 
in 5" continuous 
aluminum gutters, 
soffit and fascia 
installations. 
FREE ESTIMATES 
SERVING TERRACE 
& KITIMAT 
P i a n o  
Instruction 
~J  
SYLVAHA DROMAH 
Comprehensive plano studies for beginners 
N O R1" ERDN " / ~LABS I~ILT 
WATER & 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
TESTING 
1-800-990,9522 
Prince Rupert 
~.~,A; . ,  LCOME~"  
GON 
I I SINCE 1930 
I Your We~come 
Wagon 
Hostesses for 
Terrace, B.C. 
are: 
E la ine  635-3018 
Franc ine  635-2688 
Ter ry  635-6348 
G i l l i an  635-3044 
If you have 
moved to Terrace 
or have just had a 
new baby, or are 
getting married, or 
starting a new 
business, just give 
~ne of us a call. _ j  
BUSINESS: EXCITING home 
based gift business for sale. 
Entire stock, shelving, work 
supplies and help starting up for 
under $2,000! Serious inquiries 
phone 1-604-692-3628. 
EARN UP to $1000.00 a week 
from home. For into send 
S.A.S.E. to G.N.R. Ent. Box 
80049. Sherwood Park A.B. 
T8A 5T1. 
iF YOU are energetic, self 
motivated, looking for exciting 
money making opportunity with 
great earning potential, call 
Luke Sun. to Thur. 842-5954 or 
Randy anytime 842-2292. 
PIZZA- excellent business 
opportunily. One of the largest 
and fastest growing pizza 
THRIVING ARTS & Crafts store 
for sale in growing Houston, 
B.C. Located in tha Houston 
Mall. Selling price: $59,900. 
Serious enquiries only. Current 
financial statements available. 
Please call Naomi Himech at 
Kxim Ghan-Ada Arts & Crafts in 
the Houston Mall al 1-604-845- 
7106. 
Patrick Rot= Dirnback 
August 26, 1958 - July 29, 
1996 
Pat is survived by loving =one 
Mason, Spencer and Ryan. 
Wife and dearest friend Sue of 
Bums Lake, BC. Parents Ross 
and Evelyn Dimback of Port 
St. James. Grandparents Frank 
and Molly Dimback of Van- 
couver. Sisters Men•ca (John) 
Plato of Kamloops, 
Diana(Gordon) Buchner of 
Prince George a~d brother 
Stephen(Dawn) Dimback of 
Block Creek. Aunts, uncles, 5 
rtleces, I nephew and many 
friends a~e leR to mourn him. 
Pat touched many in many 
different ways. As father, son, 
husband, brother, friend and 
bufincss associate His strength 
and wlglom will live on. 
Do not stand by my grave 
and weep 
I am not there I do not sleep 
I am a thousand winds rime 
blow 
I am a dimnond glint on snow 
I ~ the sunlight on ripened 
gram 
] mn the 8antic aur,,mn rain 
When you awoke in tile mot~l- 
inD, hush 
! am the swift uplifting rruh 
o.f quiet birds in cir¢l!ng 
flight 
! can the soft starshine at 
night 
Do not ztand by my grove 
and cry 
I am not ther~. I did nat die, 
Heartfelt thanks from the 
family to Shnnnon Fisher, 
Susan Abels, Kathy Bcrlin, 
Lance Rue•vii, Wendy Dobler 
ENUMERATORS WALK for 
$$$ nowffl Update your 
Terrace/Kit•mat City directory in 
you home area. No selling, no 
experience necessary. Paid 
weekly, approx. 3 weeks work 
starting approx. Sept. 9. 
Prepare to work rain. 32 hrs/wk. 
apply in writing giving street 
address, phone number; etc. to 
BC Directories, file no. 24 3210 
Clinton Street, Terrace, BC, 
V8G 5R2. .  
QUALIFIED LIFE guards 
needed for resort pool, apply in 
person at Mt. Layton Hot 
Sprincls. ii1| 
EXPERIENCED BARBER and 
hairsbJlist wanted for busy . . . .  
progressive salon. Established 
clientele. Send resume to  
Fourth Ave. Hair Design, Box 
3100, Smithers, BC VOJ 2N0. 
Phone 847-5515 Attn: Laurie or 
Fax 847-4184. 
SKEENA CHILD Care Support 
Program is currently registering 
nurturing, energetic people who 
wish to provide child care for 
one or two children or to open a 
Family Day Care. Care 
providers are required close to 
most schools. For registration 
information, call 638-1113 or 
drop in to the new Family Place, 
4553 Park Ave. I 
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE. An 
attractive opportunity is i 
available for someone who is ~1 
outgoing, enjoys meeting and i 
dealing with people, some sales 
experience, willing to relocate, a 
valid drivers licence, and a 
minimum of grade 12, although 
candidates with a business 
degree or applicable courses 
are preferred. We offer a 
thorough on the job :training I 
program, advancement 
opportunities based on merit, 
and a good salary and benefits 
package. Please submit resume 
to Darren M. Smith, Trans 
Canada Credit Corporation, 
4548 Lakelse Ave, Terrace, BC 
V8¢11 P8. 
T-"~CK drivers ~L Koc'~el '
Contracting Ltd. of Vanderhoof 
BC is curi'ently taking 
applications for qualified log 
truck drivers. We have a large 
fleet of highway and log trucks. 
We offer a competitive rate and 
an excellent benefit packagel I 
Average excellent benefit J 
package. Average gross I 
earnings can be as much as ,I 
$55,000/year. Applicants must 
have a valid class one drivers 
license and be willing to move 
to Vanderhoof. Please fax your 
resume with drivers's abstract 
and references to (604) 567- 
2212 attention Bill Price. 
OK TIRE store Burns Lake. Full 
time counterperson, light 
bookkeeping duties, computer 
experience. Fax resume to 1- 
604-692-7312 or box 510 Burns 
~J 
Happy B i r thday; .  638-7054 "~ .... . . . . . . .  chains in B.C. Limited locations 
. . . . . .  Kar la !  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  available in the Car•boo and and ~l] who offered their kind- Lake, B,C, V0J 1E0, attention m Ray. 
NpWatioB:~ho?ore;ll traTiU~;k~; n~ldalS~al~n:  ty~;';o Angelm P/'?f----MERCHANDISER. Call on 
r ] ] arug and r- ! i ~ ,  =m In  ,,,,, ,,,,,, BB BB BB BB mm BB Mr. Panagopoulos himself with ~lennol! of' C¢e.yhound. Donna " ' . . . .  
ttardso mercnanmser accoums I ongoing assistance. Some n, Ot~iulist, vocalist . . . . .  "._.. 
• I~1~1 Human Resources D~voloppementdes ' ' ' Irma F represem Diner oranos P'le financing available O.A.C. For lsh¢r, u=her~ KelLy &: fax into to 604 596 3446 
qq~r'Yesterday, - • -i- • Development Canada mss0urces humaines Canada I Panagopoulos, 1-800-518- Reverend Dennis Jaycox GUALIH,-u UH=. guards baldness more information call Mr. Cry=tel Rsher and the 
seemed so far away. z 5699 [n P - - " -. _ neeoed for resort pool, apply in 
Now it seems as ; ENJOY YOUR LE ISURE T IME I ~ may I~¢a~om~hPJc ~i~d~0nl~ ~ ~r;°~s at Me. Layton Hot 
though it's here to stay! obtain home based franchise M~e AWish Foundotlon. 
Oh oh I It ~ ~ ~ / ~  Close your eyes, lean I frOmnrnvld~_processWeSternservicep_xr.l.~iwCanada'Sagency,~rrlmrvleadingwe "applicationsH°Ust°nH'MUU", forP'PP~HM""IS a managementaCcepting'='n 
Happy 30th ! ~L~L~'~"~.,~../j~ back and think of I' cont'inu-ns --~o'~.rat-ion~i ..... ~n'~ position. 36 units in total. For 
,,r'r I "~f~.~.t,.".J'prl [-" summer: warm sun, I accounting su'-]-Lort--;"~'i ^- - '~ '~pP , ,~,=t u.a, 21information11 or 1604ca11"845" 76971"604"845" 
Birthday "1  I L - ~  ~! great beaches, I, advertising. No experience; " " " • 
training provided Small COOKS NEEDEDI Motivated I I 
_ .  ~ • ,~". I| "~,= "1!!.~ vacation! Open your II energetic flexible cooks I AGGRESSIVE PERSON for 0nly emphy- I 
• ("~'-}~'-/ j '~. l~,)  eyes and reality hits - II ;n~e~it°men~lre~qU~e~ablis~lee~en wantedt 'P/t or f/t available[ I menlfr0nchM.(0plurehugeemphy- 
~ ~  I ~ 4  v l  "1~" weeds in the garden, I B.C. Contact Lormt Experience necessary. Call Ted I menlm0rket.Fulllr0ining&suppod. 
Management Systems Inc at Gusto's Restaurant 635- I Exdusiveterrit0ries inwlmenl I 
't I IJ an overgrown lawn, a II 31o, 10232 - 112 Streeil 2545. I required~lhhighR01. I 
I IIL L-.E II house to be painted. I ,  Edmonton, AS TSK 1M4 Ph: 1- I (0111.800-163-5627 (Jobs). I 
' J . .  ~ ~  !1 This summer, enjoy I 800"459"7468" I I 
THANK YOU , " "  !1 ~B/P '  It your leisure time and I I 
to all the ambulance II i I / /  t~/  I I ~ ~ '~ ~J hire a student o do I 
crew for their help & Dr. 11 [ r~ it-,J~ | ] r~ | - -7 .~ .'/.~ ~ L ~] the work for you[ I[ 
Kenyon, Dr. Foure and I[ [, ,,,.,,,, v , ,7  [ I ~/.,%?__¢ J.._.Y Contact the Student ,.. .,~.~ 
emergency staff at II ~-~,,~-.~" ,'--~'~,--"-.=--'~' ~"~, ' . l , "h r  "~ Emp oyment Centre I ] 1 ~ ~ ~ ~  I ~  INTRODUCING the 
MMH fi~r their efforts. I[ ~ ~tu ~.e9 g~t~ua , ;,. . ( . . . . .  . .'--~,~t;" ¢ 
7hanks toal l  the ladies ll ~O~e~L~,'~)~U,~ II . [0 , .~~ , at 635-71341ocal I ~ ~ ,  I ~  ~/AX N ~( /ORX 
at the SDA Church that I[ Come see the nemly  I - 303 .  • ,,~,,:a.a~" J ~ ~,  ~ ~- : . .~ .  I ~ ~  by Diane I 
tea at the Elks Hall, and l/ sty les  a t  3689 ~ . ~ • Electrolysis • Make-up ° Manicure 
Tents for banquets weddings or outdoor BlmdThetm01 s~s ° to all who supported us, II J un iper  Ave oR I I ' y' Facials & Pedicure 
it teas appreciated very II Thursday  August  actwfl~es. Rent by the day, week or month. (Disposable Filaments) • Waxing • Lash & Brow Dye 
much [I 15th f rom 3pro  unt i l  ~ ,  I I Phone/Fax635-2157 I I CallDianeKuma~ai[°rana~D°irttmenta1635"S875 I 
" Ig  C ! Donna Oeguire J l  ope..Due.- ' Harmony C lowns  . . . c ,o ,  ..... - - - - - - - - - - - - s teer  om0uter , - .  
: _  =o% o .o , ,  , I S , ,E ,  • 638-8608 .A~i~il 
I 
• 2~U.  IN  ' Back  to Schoo l  
: .  MEMORiUM.  , Bas ics  HIRE A LOGGER CONSULTING I = I I  ~ FAX 638-8609 I I .alP'/-"jr~i.. I I 3987 Kerby Street Terrace, B.C.'~'I'~,~ 'F I 
• ' ~ '~ '  Phone  A l i son  a t  TRAINING AGENCY ph: 6  -09 0 II i!'/ ! 
IN LOVING memory  of our 635-6663 fo r  r ac re  T ro  R i t te r '  Fax ' .  6~-09~0 eALLOONDECORATINGFORWEODNGS&ME.TINGS, - ~,L'' 
parents Louise Wilson and i n fo rmat ion  I ~ l , t~] )  A PRIVATE POS'r SECONDARY TRAINING INSTITUTION ~ L teavetheOec~ti~,,~aC/o~n,~gteUs, '~' .I 
onStanley PYe wh° passed away I ~ A u g .  2/83. .TERRACE I I  I 
They say memories are golden, - - , . - - -w .~.~ ~J MAIH ¢ON$1rRUCrlON 
Well maybe that's true ] r ] [ ]E~l ;~[ ]~ I LEVEL 1 FIRST a id  
But we never wanted memorles ~"~"  #"  ~ I August 17, DAYS-8:OOT04:00 ............................. $75 I I " Custom Housing • Finishing I 
We only wanted you (. 144~' ~ ) - I I • Residential Framing • Foundations I 
YOU never had achanca tosay ~ I LEVEL 1 F IRST  AID ~ ! I " Commercial Renovations I 
Good-bye to us. ~ I August 21 & 22, EVENINGS - 6:00 TO 10:00 ............ $75 
Perhaps irs just as well ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ,~. I i  I J~arWarrant.yona[[Wor[cmansfiipdrLa~our Ii 
We never could havesatd (~ ,~.w,~r~ ~-.~. ) I TRAHSPORTRII'ION ENDORSEMENT = IP~ II I Phone 635-1745 
Fax 635-1748 I good-bye ~ I August 18, DAYS-8:OOT04:00 ............................. $75 
To the one's we loved ~o well. ~ TM I LEVEL 3 FIRST HID ' - "' 
Miss you always , Round The Clock i August 19-30, DAYS - 8:00 TO 4:00 ........................ $595 NOW OPEN ~'~, .~ . . , ~ ~ l l ~ J ~  
Your loving family -- -- ~ 8 SPOTS LEFTI ~ " ~: ' • I-resnness . . . .  , Art i s t i c  Ha i r  ~ , tub |o  I 
~ - - . - ~ - ~ .  Make Your Choice From a I TRAFF IC  CONTROL ~ , " .  ;;o ,o- ,,.I ~ ~ I ~  
I ~ I ;A ] -  1H I~ (~t I~ID~ I Goods, SoupsChlli, t ~ ,  all you bu,y people who l I "%.. f  %. ./" %. / "%. / -  I 
[ ~ s l o n  cuts, p~rm~, color~, l I 'Y  J T DIST~ RIBUTOR~S LTD Y | ON Sandwiches and Bagels. [ ~ = ,  ~x, make,up and h.l,I I . . . .  T IR I~NTALS & 'SALES I 
LUNG DISEASE Made Fresh Daily. Enjoy | ~ &  I~p~ua=t0o.  I I ,"-r ' ,= l J ~ ~ a v e  to ~ee It to believe ILl I I SPECIAL EVE NTS/COM/~,E RCIAL/REStDENTIAL I 
. Your Choice with Our [ ~ ]  . . . . . . . . .  ~R.RRDR J I DEBBIE BLANCHE11" PRESID[NT 954-4560 | 
Arm yourse l f  with Famous Coffee, , . . . . .  ~44*.,tsH.,VE ~° 'e : '~°  I I ROBERT KELLY TEePeE 638.1833 I 
~; .] the latest lung Two Locations To Serve . . 
.~<~,~,;~; ..... facts from YOU Better 
, .:-.'S .I ./the B.C, OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY Th 
• ,uo,  , e  Bed: 
Association. 635-2662 ./ :,~i:i~.!:~~ ,. .............. :~; :~:~,:~:~ ' . ~' .~: ...... ..:~**:~:~;'.':'.:~, 
::~ BRITISH COLUMBIA 4655 Lekelse, Terrace ~, i i : l~O~#rl~~,~hPIBt ;#- j~ i~ l~r~r l J~g~ EIE~ogPO~i/~;:;~, 
[ LUNG ASSOcLATION .... ~:~ . .  ,~;'~.r%,;....,~ .......... : ,.~ ....  , ............................................... 
' Ilox 34009, Station D SKEENA MALL FOOD COURT I " ':': . : . . . . . . . . .  '" "¢  "\~ . . . . . . . . . . .  J ""~'""':: 
VancouVer, B.C. V6J 4M2 " MALL HOURS 
%,, ," ....... ,'~""o'"'""~"~ ...... ~ ~o""-'*'-'',~',"~,"""'" ..... 4.=,~fi~I,~vAv..,T:,.=.. ~;*~'~,,%635-1720"= .... 
300. HELP  I 
WANTED: i 
, : , ,  
.320 ,  WORK 
WANTED 
• i' 3 .... ' '.'i:, 40. LEGAL r: " . . . . . 
' NOTICES i 
I SEE;THE WORLD I 
:: I ":i:~/:/';Hawaiian,~ cafil~bean, ....... I 
 4,i0ig = . : .......... I 
ml m L'Wm*U~I 
El  I [IP~ kl ] k' l  n i m i E l  I In l I~b?l [ i I l  
;gxxxxxx--'xxx.-,'xxx=xg; 
LI: Looking for 4 • i,~ 
Child Care? 
[4Skeena child care support~ 
~ program can help you make Ihe 1,4 
)4 right choice for your child. For ~ 
1,4 Information on choosing care and ~ 
~: available options, call 1'4 
t| Coco at 638-1113 . " 
1,4 "fr " I,4 1'4 Aee service provided by the 1,4 
1,4 Terrace Women's Resource Centre 1,4 
1,4 I :  and funded by the Ministr~ of 1,4 1,4 Women's Equality, 1,4 
1,ql, v , rvvvvvvT , ,vv~v, .v~4 
KALUM TIRE SALES 
& SERVICE LTD. 
4mm,w~.,w 63S-4902 :[vtw, t:t .c. 
I|{[l~t,(}N| ~1 ~514~)J. I.~.~ E,S.41J~ 
Kolum Tire services is now 
accepting applications 
for the full time position 
of accounts manager. 
Applicants must have: 
• previous experience in 
accounts payable & 
accounts recievable 
must be computer literate 
be able to work one 
night a month 
I • enjoy working with the 
public 
Salary is negotiable. 
Please drop resume off in 
person. 
Help Wanted 
Experienced 
Parts/Salesperson 
Progressive Recreational 
Dealership, requires a 
highly motivaled individual, 
capable of being a team 
player. 
Competitive wages & 
benefits on quolificalions 
and experience. 
Apply in person with 
resume 1o: 
Held Enterprises Lid., 
Attn: Greg Delaronde 
Osteoporosis trikes one in four 
women and one in eight men over 
50. It causes bones to weaken anti 
break leading to disability anti the 
loss of independence. 
Knowing )'our risk factors and early 
diagnosis can keep you from the 
breakilig peiut. 
For more information call the 
Osteopnrosis Society of Canada. 
• :'~.~,~*~.,,'; Osreapnrasis SncleO' of Canada 
':!::~I~:: : 1-800-463-6842 
Dezti Wood Ltd. requires and 
indiv idual  to be 
Charge Hand Millwright 
for their Value-Added Plant, located in Vanderhoof, 
B.C. 
The successful applicant would be supervise the main- 
tenance crew and take an active role in maintaining all 
of the company's equipment. A working knowledge in 
finger jointing, lamination and moulding would be an 
asset along with certification in the millwright rade. 
The candidate will take a senior position in the compa- 
ny and be involved in the day to day decisions of the 
plant. 
Dezti Wood Ltd. is majority owned by First Nations and 
in accordance with section 19 of the Human Rights 
Act, preference will be given to persons of aboriginal 
ancestry. 
Replies will be treated in strict confidence. Please 
address to: .......... .~ . 
Attention: Keith Spencer :, 
Dezti Wood Ltd. 
Box 148 
Vanderhoof, B.C. V0J 3A0 
~$ o .,~ 
OUTREACH WORKER 
Building Healthier Babies 
Pregnancy Outreach Program 
Permanent part-time, 20 hours per week 
Start wage- $12.86/hour 
Duties include: -counselling pregnant women on 
nutrition, breast feeding, parenting, smoking and 
alcohol cessation, and other prenatal issues. 
-home visits, group drop-in, and liaison with the 
community and community resources. 
Preferred qualifications: 
-paraprofessional training in counselling 
-a positive personal health style 
-life experiences relevant to pregnancy and 
parenting 
-sensitivity and understanding of local cultures 
-valid drivers license and vehicle 
Closing date: August 21, 1996 
Please submit resumes to: 
Terrace Child Development Centre 
Building Healthier Babies 
2510 South Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2X3 
635-9388 Fax 638-0213 
The Terrace Women's Centre Society 
is seeking applications for the position of 
Street Proofing Our Kids Trainer/Coordinator 
The six monlh Street Proofing Our Kids Proied is designed to help children end 
youlh gain Ihe skills to identify risk sil0ofions, fo usa awareness and avoidance 
as a melhod of personal safety as ~tell as give them the opportunity olearn 
some predical defensive l chniques. 
1he successful applicant will be responsible for: 
= coordinating Iroining sessions 
a lioising with community agencies and program partners 
a designing an efficienl community public relations and program promotion 
strategy 
* providing inslrudion to sludenls 
Applicanfs should possess: 
= the ability 1o adapl materials and opproarhes to effedively rehle to both 
children and youth 
• a feminist perspedive on individual nd community resp0nsihility for person- 
al safety 
= experience in leaching self-esteem orself-detente 
: good writlefl onrl orol communimlion skills 
excellent orgonizolional skilE 
: the ohility lo work independendy m well os coliedively 
a volid driver's licence end access I o o vehicle 
1his is o pod lime position, 2S hours per week for 25 weeks in o unionized 
environment. ~tours of work ore somewhgt flexible bul lhe successful oppliconl 
will be expeded la work over the school unch period os well as some offer 
school hours, Employmenl is conlingenl on accepfoble resulls of o criminol 
record seorch. 
Applimnls will be accepted until 4:00 p.m, Wednesdoy Augus128, 1996 for n 
pro]ed slorl dote of September 9. Resumes 1o lhe Terroce Women's (enlre, 
4542 Pork Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V4 
I 
SPEED IS 
K ILL ING US. 
s 
Road 
ense  
Part of the  Provinc ia l  Road Safety Program. 
End of the Roll has a Full Time 
Sales/WarehousePosition. 
The perfect position for a mature, reliable person. 
Some Sales exper ience is preferred. A 
competitive wage and benefits package available. 
Interested parties are asked to apply with a 
resume to Craig at End of the Roll, 
7-4717 LakelseAve. Terrace ~ ' ~  
1-800-511.6511 635-7700 
SALES REP  
Shaben International: Canada's leading toy and sta- 
tionery wholesaler, is seeking a full time sales rep 
based in the Terrace Region of BC. Candidates with 
experience in consumer goods and retail sales will 
bD given preference. 
Please forward all resumes to: 
At tent ion  Sa les  Manager  
#113-1685 P inet ree  Way, Coqu i t lam BC 
V8G 3A1 
TRAVEL CONSULTANT 
We're UNIGLOBE TRAVEL, the largest travel 
agency franchise network in North America. 
Fast growing agency requires a part-time travel 
consultant to begin September 3, 1996. 
Please forward resume to: UNIGLOBE COURTESY 
TRAVEL 
4718 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, BC 
AVAILABLE TO do 
housekeeping. References 
supplied, Please leave a 
messaqe at 635-6738. 
BuTroN TOP loader and 
trucks looking for work. Ph: 
(604) 567-9668 (Vanderhoof). 
CARPENTER AVAILABLE. 
Framing, finlshlng, sidlng, inside 
or outside. We offer rates, call 
635-1645• 
HOUSE CLEANER available. 
Phone 638-0580 and ask for 
Joan. 
PAINTER & paper hanger 
available for resonable rate. No 
jobs too small• Inside or out. 
Carl 635-1645. 
PAINTER, 15 years experience, 
special rates on Interior, exterior 
houses. Special rates for sen- 
Iors. Free estimates. Phone 
635-3783. 
RESPONSIBLE MOM of two 
wishes to babysit (days) in my 
own home Uplands area. 
Excellent references. Call 635- 
6350. 
YOU WANT IT DONE RIGHT 
call Tony. Journeyman carpent- 
er with 20 years experience. 
Renovations, concrete work, 
ceramic tiles and framing. Call 
635.26e2, leave messaQe. 
17 FT. RIVERBOAT w/trailer 
Aluminum flat bottom stand up 
console w/controls, electric 
pump, 2 gas tanks, 80 hp Mer- 
cury outboard, $8500. Call 635- 
6880 ask for Craig or 635-1991 
ask for Cathy. 
GET TUNED up for Skeena 
River Challenge Bicycle 
Century Ride. August 18th from 
Prince Rupert to Terrace. 
Phone 638-1345 or 632-7633. 
Participants will be bussed from 
McDonalds parking lot in 
Terrace 6:45 am to starting line 
Prince Rupert $20 entw fee. 
OPEN HOUSE Aug. 24 & 25. 
See the economical Polysteel 
building system in Revelstoke 
Home under construction follow 
signs. From corner of Hwy. 1 & 
Hwy. 23 Hosted by 
Mountainside Construction 604- 
REACH 40,000,000 INTERNET USERS AND SELL 936-9111. l l ~ r  ~ & HEALING CENTRE YOUR PRODUCT OR SERVICE FREE ON THE INFORMATION SUPER H IGHWAY!  • Reach 40,000,000 Internet User • Show Your Products In Full Color Graphics • Immediate Response • Don't Miss This Once-In-A-Lifetime FREE Advertising Offer! YES, I WOULD LOVE TO ADVERTISE MY PRODUCT OR SERVICE TO 40,000,000 • 
IWERNET USERS FOR FREE! PLEASE SEND ME MORE INFOR~TION• 
Name .............................................. FRff ADVEI~ISING OffER 
SE 
P.O. BOX 22023 
Address ........................................... PRINCE RUPBT, B.C. 
V8J 4P8 (604} 624-6905 
#one .1. -" , n  , , , ,  ....................................... oR FOR ~'~ffl~ SE~IEE FAX 1O 
(604) 627-4397 
VACANCY 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 88 (TERRACE) 
CO-ORDINATOR FIRST NAT IONS 
RESOURCE CENTRE SERVICES 
Duties: This is o part time(.5) position for a 
person to have sole responsibility for the 
operation of a First Nations Resource Centre 
which will support First Nations teachers 
ordering of the collection, supplies and 
equipment is expected. 
Qualifications: Desirable qualifications are a 
M.L.S. degree and experience in establishing 
special collections. 
Pay rate and benefits to be discussed. 
Closing date is August 24. To apply please 
submit a resume with at least three references 
to: 
Mr. Skip Bergsma, 
Assistant Superintendent of Schools 
School District 88 (Terrace) 
3211 Kenney St., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3E9 
Fax: (604) 638-4409 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
Position: Band Administrator 
Salary: Negotiable Depending on Experience 
Deadline: August 20, 1996 
Band Administrator to report to the Kispiox Band Council, the can- 
didate will possess at least 5 years experience in band 
Administration. The individual will be self starting, hands on manager 
to take charge of the financial and administrative responsibilities of 
the Band. 
Experience: 
, In supervision of staff 
, In the delivery of Band Programs 
, I~ financial management and a working knowledge with 
computers. 
• Developing relationship with other government agencies and 
industry. 
Qualifications: 
. Manage a variety of programs related to Band Management, 
Infrastructure, Housing and Economic Development 
. Conduct meetings and prepare reports and correspondence, 
. Build a good working relationship with individuals and the public 
sector, 
• Analyze, advise and recommend o~ matters dealing with reallo- 
cation of funds and organization. 
Knowledge 
. of funding accounting practices 
° of federal and provincial legislation and programs affecting 
bands 
• of local politics, socio, economic needs, etc. 
FORWARD RESUMES AND REFERENCES TO: 
KISPIOX BAND COUNCIL 
COUP, 25, SUITE K, R.R, #1 
HAZELTON, B,C V0J 1Y0 
Summer Drop In Sessions at 7:30 
Monday- Thursday. Open to All 
Levels- Different Topics- $10 fee, 
For Information phone: 
635-7776 
3611 Cottonwood 
CO~NIT~ 
Sup~,jl~y~Scr~d.ce~][O~ 4 5 
;,,.~fs C0ol Cli~ F~ ~es 2- 9:: 
cot,.g~-t ...... 
Teens ~but~= Group 
&dult Mld-w~ek~eible St le 
~days  9;~0-[1100 Oct ay 
St. Matthew's 
Anglican Church 
4514 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph. 635-9019 
Emergencies: 638-1472 
Pastor: The Rev. Dean Houghton 
Deacon: The Rev. Jim Cain 
Come Worship With us 
Sundays  10:00 a.m. 
Holy Eucharist 
Sund,~y School & Nursery 
available 
ARE YOU SAFE? 
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
women with or without children. 
You can call. Even just to talk. 
Battering is not o.kl 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places. 
TERRACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE:  
635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY 
s Prayer to the Blessed~ 
Virgin (never known to fail). 0 
most beautiful Flower of 
Mount Carmel, Fruitful Vine 
Splendor of Heaven, Blessed 
Mother of the son of God 
Immaculate Virgin, assist me 
in my necessity. 0 star of the 
Sea, help me and show me 
you are my mother. O Holy 
Mother of God, Queen of 
Heaven and Earth, I humbly 
beseech you from the bottom 
of my heart to secure me in 
my necessity (make 
request). There are none 
that can withstand your pew. 
or. O Mary conceived without 
sin, pray for us who have 
recourse to thee. (three 
times), Holy Mary, I place 
this cause in your hands 
three times). Holy Mary, I 
)lace this cause in your 
hands (three times). Say this 
prayer for three consecutive 
days then you must publish 
and It will be granted to you, 
rL.C. s 
=Is ~f== 
Thank You 
Thanks to all who 
helped us make the 
Grad '86 reunion a 
success. Special 
thanks to Cheryl 
Parkes of Sugar 'N' 
Lace Wedding Cakes 
& Accessories for 
donations of decora- 
tions and prizes. 
Your generosity was 
greatly appreciated. 
Susan, Rebecca, Kel] 
Pao'r~ 
LE~i JU  Gas l Jd 
DIVIDEND NOTICE 
NOTICE is hereby given that 
the Board of Directors of 
Pacific Northern Gas Ltd. 
has declared a quarterly div- 
idend of 24 cents per share 
on the issued and outstand- 
ing CLASS A end CLASS B 
COMMON SHARES of the 
Corporation payable on 
September 23, 1996 to 
shareholders of record at 
the close of business on 
September 9, 1996, 
By Order of the Board 
D.C. Unruh 
Secretary 
Vancouver, B.C., August 1, Igg6 
• , . . •  
LAND ACT 
Take notice that Doubles M. Russell and Lemuel Russol of Terrace, B.C, 
occupation Painting Contractors intend to make an application for a light industri- 
al crown lease of land generally situated East of Terrace off highway 16 and 
more specifically described in Ca) or (b) below: 
( a) Podion or lot 1, DL 351 Range 5, Coast District Plan 10504 Except Plan 
12142 containing approximatlay 1.65 ha, 
(b) Commencing at o post planted by survey pin (tPR A REM-1) marked by 
post no. 1, thence t4Om. East Post #2; therlce 150m South Io power pole thence 
t t 0 m. West; and containing 1.65 ha more or less. 
The purpose for which the land is required is light industrial. 
Other interested parites ate invited to make their intentions known Io BC 
Lands within 30 days or the date of this notice. 
Comments concerning this application 
may be made to the Senior Land 1.7 /7 / / /  / , 
Officer, Ministry of Environment, Lands / " ~ ~ . . ~ .  J .  #/ t , '~  
and Parks Lands DMsion. /~ , / / , ,~  (s~',~,~'~=.t I"~.1~ r~"  
Bag 5000, Smithers, B.C. VOJ 2N0 
Telephone: 847.7334 
File No: 
Dated: ~.tLg,_.~J..9~ 
Be advised any responses to this advedisement will be considered pad or the pub- 
lic record, For information, contact an FOI Advisor, BC Lands, Skeena Region, 
847.7334. 
NOTICE OF EXCLUSION APPLICATION 
REGARDING LAND IN THE 
AGRICULTURAL LAND RESERVE 
I, Rene Frigerio of Camp. K6, Site 10, R.R.4, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 4V2 intend on making an 
application pursuant to Section 12 (1) of the 
Agricultural Land Commission Act to exclude 
from the Agricultural Land Reserve the following 
property which is legally described as, 
Lot 8, D.L. 1728, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 
8971 and located at 512 Williams Creek 
Avenue. 
Any person wishing to express an interest in the 
application may do so by forwarding their com- 
ments in writing to, The Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine, Suite 300, 4545 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4E1 byAugust 14, 1996. 
NOTICE OF EXCLUSION APPLICATION 
REGARDING LAND IN THE 
AGRICULTURAL LAND RESERVE 
I, Skeena Valley Golf & Country Club of box 
665 Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R1 intend on making an 
application pursuant to Section 12 (1) of the 
Agricultural Land Commission Act to exclude from 
the Agr icul tural  Land Reserve the following pro- 
perry which is legally described as, Part W 1/2, 
District Lot 1429, Range 05, Coast Range 5; 
Except Plan 4108, 5551, 6037, 6113. and located 
at 2498 Thornhill St. Terrace. 
Any person wishing to express an interest in 
the application may do so by forwarding their com- 
ments in writing to, Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stikine, 4545 Lazelle Ave. Suite 300, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4E1 byAuguet 21, 1996. 
i s  N 
• .rN....,A. '" 1429 
Area 
° '  
Exclusion 
a,N-  "J " 
I~ PLAN 
PLAN 3tO| ; e~ rssoa 
= 
~gr 
R£M.  'A '  
Ricl  ,aul King 
I O[7 E ATIO xl 
This Foundation is committed to financially supporting; 
community recreation projects and programs including 
the additio~ of a Second Sheet of Ice. 
For information call 635-6948 or write to 
Rick and Paul King Foundation, 
P,O. Box 203, Terrace, BC, V8G 4A8. 
The Rick and Paul King foundation is a registered non- 
profit society and is registered as a charity with Revenue 
Canada. 
s-J 
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Weddings, Grads, Birthdays, Anniversaries, To & From Dinner, Scenic 
Tours, Airporl Service and any other Custom Special Requests. 
Serving the Pacific Northwesl. 
Call 635-5588 
FAX 635-4403 
Advanced Bookings #7, 3330 River Drive 
Recommended Terrace, B.C. V8G 3P1 
"C E CONTRACTING" 
Jl FOUNDATION & FRAMING CONTRACTS 
II S IDING & ROOFING 
II BRICKS & CERAMIC TILES 
II FLOORING INSTALLATIONS 
I] RENOVATIONS 
II ,~  FREE ESTIMATES 
II Ilt'-~;i PHONE: i, 638-7828 . 
/ Rendezvous Restaurant I ; '~ J 
t l Rendezvous=Sangam=Meeting Place r == - i  
14644 LAZELLE 635-4494 r / / / ;/i / i  
"L J  ' , - "ml~l= ' t  / ! l i l t /  / 
",~]"~,J - . / "  ~ L, I . /  i 
FLUID APPLIED ELASTOMERIC COATING 
Free Estimates Asphalt Shingle ~ ~ j ~ . ~  J 
Metal Roof Moss Removal -~ l l~FE3g~" l  
Pressure Wash 
NOa-~~~mSUmaS,~D. I 
3980 OLD LAKELSE LK. RD. i 
Terrace, B.C. 635-7855 J 
.~ PAINTING& SANDBLASTING 
i 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
BANKRUPTCY OF 
GEORGE CARMIE MAY 
NOTICE Is hereby given that GEORGE 
OU~IE MAY flld on n~lgnment onthe 301h 
day of July, 1996, ond that he finl rn~ting 
of creditors will lie held on Friday, the 27th 
day ot hplember, 1996, at Ihe hour of 9:00 
o'do& in the [orenoon, at Ilia Coud House, 
100 Market Place, In Iha City o1 Prince 
Roped, In the Province ofl~i~ Columbia. 
Oaled at Prince George, O.C. this 3hi cloy 
of July, 1996. 
,JOHN S. BEVERLEY & 
ASSOCIATES INC, 
NOTICE OF SUBSTANTIAL 
COMPLETION OF ROAD 
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT 
Umonlte Forest Servlne Road 
In accordance with the Contract 
date September 29, 1995. 
BETWEEN OWNER: 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
and 
CONTRACTOR: 
He,dand Contracting Lid, 
~3189 River Drive 
For,ace, British Columbia 
VeG3P5 
This Is to certify that the work 
described therein has been 
SUBSTANTIALLY PERFORMED 
on E96.25-7755. For all purpose 
under the contract, wherein Ihe 
rights, duties and obligations of all 
parties concerned are described, 
and for all purposes under the Uen 
Legislation appflcable to the place 
of work, Substantial Performance 
shall be regarded as equivalent Io 
"Completed" as described 
thereunder• 
District Manager 
Kalum Forest Distdct 
#200-5220 Keith Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1L1 
P IONEER UPHOLSTERY 
s ince 1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
Claudette Sandecki 
3901 Dabble St. 
635-9434 
OPTOMETRIST 
638-8055 
#1 - 4748 Lakelse, T~rrace 
(Also with locations in Smithers and Houston 
SHELL CANADA PRODUCTS LTD. 
BRIAN BURDETT For ALL Your 
BURDETT DISTRIBUTORS (1977)  LTD. Bulk Lubrication 
4760 KEITH AVENUE Gas and Diesel 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5P3 Needs 
BUS: (604) 635-2818 
FAX: (604) 638-t 188 
RES: (604) 635-3367 
PRINCE RUPERT 
(604) 627-4192 
STEWART 
(604) 636-2344 S h e I I 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
~rpent ry  - Renovations 
t /  .<'.~".¢~J..4 
No Sob too Small" ' *~: '~  
! Seniors Rates " "~ 
3678 Juniper St. Malcolm Simons 
Terrace, B.C. Ph. 635-7724 
V8G 5E7 
j•  Box 972 U ~ ~ ~ ~ L Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R2 
i~ea in t ing  & 635-4332 
FAX (604) 635-1722 ~'Sandb las t ing  CEL (604) 638-2884 
MOBILE PRESSURE WASHING TO 4,000151 
• Equipment • Vinyl Siding • Concrete • Old Paint, Ek. 
MOBILE INDUSTRIAL SANDBLASTING 
• B0atlroilers • Blockw0rk • Concrete EIc. 
PROFESSIONAL PARKING LOT MARKING 
WINDSURFING LESSONS 
~.  To4qegister Call Aaron . :  
~. .~]~ (604) 638-8004 ~ ?  
Lessons inc lude a windsurfer, 
I 
Novice Certif!,cation AIR-N-WATER 
Group of 2-4 people ADVENTURES 
6 hr. lesson over 2 days. 638-8004 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
AND OTHERS 
Re: The estate of 
VICTOR JOSEPH 
BUTEAU, deceased, for- 
merly of 3693 Sande 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Creditors and others 
having claims against 
the estate of Victor 
Joseph Bureau are here- 
by notified under sec- 
tion 38 of the Trustee 
Act that particulars of 
their claims should be 
sent to the executor at 
WARNER BANDSTRA, 
200 4630 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., 
V8G 156 on or before 
September 12, 1996, aft- 
er which date the execu- 
tor will distribute the 
estate among the padles 
entitled to It, having 
regard to the claims of 
which the executor then 
has notice. 
BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 
Directory of Services 
!i;~..~i', . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ' ' ' "  '"' "'""' " ' '  
::~ ~':~ ~ www. kermode.net 
~!:'~:~ . . . . .: ,:.;:: ~. ,i~ • email • lnternet access 
ili~i ~ ; ~  • web pages • training 
[ . . .<~ 
,>,. 
~.ii.:i Terrace's only local ly owned full service 
i!: ~:, internet provider. 
i[ RGS Internet Services 
4722 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph.: 635-3444 
Fax: 635-9727 email: sales@kermode.net 
, 
ev neC0ff 
u 
[~ Karren Ferrelra (604)632"3166 or N 
J~, Customer Se~ce 1-888-211-JAVA I J  
~i ~ ' % ~ t  #1' but ;u r  c u s t o ~ ~  
i~::~i:~.!! ~ J Oesktop Publishing by Lee Burkltt !:iiii~!J SMALL BUT MIGHTY!  i ; !1 PhoneE)8-O877  ii!! n ~BUILDING ADVERTISING 
;:i~i:i I f l  "% '~ Business Image Design Small Volume Publishing .iiil~iiii!l I , . . . . .  "'1 I . . . . . . . . . .  I 
?::"1 / # I ComnuterTutorina . =;!:~i~::~,l I J T ~ d a r d  I J Jar,ace btanoara J 
17:(/ / J / " ° i~i!~!i:.l I I B " ~ e s  J I& Weekend Averfiserl 
::':i:~ ~ / .i~i7 $ oo .. S oo .. 
Y, / z t  ' - - ' - : . ' - - - : " -  " - ' - " - ' " -  
.i;;.:/ , ~ 'e ii{!i Terrace, 638.7283 
1 
~.oWILLIAMS 
ving& Storage 
STAN TURNER 
BRANCH MANAGER 
5130 Park Avenue 1600 Pr. Rupert Blvd. Old Beach Road 
Terrace, B.C. Pr. Rupert, B.C. Massett, B.C. 
Tel: 635-2268 Tel: 624-2085 Tel: 626-5554 
Fax: 635-6204 Fax: 627-7821 Fax: 626-3434 
MEMBER OF UNITED VAN LINES 
CLEAR 
THE A IR  
educe air 
pollution 
from residential 
wood smoke 
and auto emissions wilh lips 
from the Association. 
~ ohms. COLU~ 
LUNG ASS(~TION 
• Sex 34009 S~do~ a 
V~mcouvcr, B.C. V6J 4M2 
NOTICE OF SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTION FOR AN AREA TO BE LOGGED 
Notice 
The following areas have a proposed Silviculture Prescription that will apply if appro- 
val to log the area is obtained from the Ministry of Forests. The proposed prescrip- 
tions will be available for viewing until September 12, 1996 at C GED Forest Products 
Ltd. office, Kitwanga, B.C. during regular working hours. 
To ensure consideration before logging commences, any written comments must be 
made to C GED Forest Products Ltd., Box 159, Kitwanga B.C., V0J 1A0, no later 
than the above date. 
Form of agreement 
Forest Ucence 
Forest Ucence 
Forest Ucence 
Ucence No. 
A-48704 
A-48704 
A-48704 
Cutting 
Permit No. 
C.P. lAB, BIk.1 
C.P. lAB, BIk.2 
C.P, 4AB, BIk.1 
Location Area (h) Amendment 
Yes or No 
Cranberry 44.5 No 
Cranber~t 11.4 No 
Cranbeny 45.5 No 
Meet Adriann¢. She was born with asthma 
a chronic disease affecting more than 
100,000 British Columbians. But thanks 
to the Lung Association's work in research 
and education, more youngsters like 
Adriann, live full, active, healthy lives. And 
become what they were always meant o 
be. A real handful. 
t BRITISH COLUMBIA LUNG ASSOCIATION 
For lnfo: (604) 731.5864 or 1-800-665.5864 
Key Map of Tree Farm Llcence No. 1 
Repap B.C. Terrace Operations is inviting the 
public to comment on: 
i) Management Plan (1994 - 1998) which 
is currently in effect and 
it) Repap's performance in respect of 
Management Plan 8. 
This plan will be available for viewing Monday 
through Friday from 8:00 a0m, to 5:00 p.m. at 
Repap's Woodlands office. The plan will be 
available for the public to view from August 19 
until September 20, 1996. For further 
information please direct your comments or 
questions to: 
Repap B,C, 
4900 Keith Ave, 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 5L8 
Attention: Archle MacDonald, 
Forestry Manager 
Telephone: 638-5700 
@ 
Repap 
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At Terrace Furniture Mart 
Best Prices In The Northwest!! 
1/2 Million in Inventory must be sold by Aug. 31. 
We have 2 full floors of furniture to choose from. 
up'ro 
Dining Room 
Furniture 1/2  Price 
F ,  
Mattresses up To 50% off 
2 Head 
VCR Reg $340 ';19900 
Single 
Matress s69oo 
i~ i~i It 'S ~W0 Pthl T ~ he Dr iV  e - : i  
~ We ~ II~P ay~.Yo, L ~. ~G.as:..~.:.~.. ..  
12 Equal Payment 
Plan or 
No Payments 
No Interest 
For 6 Months! 
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Neufeld 
comes 
up big 
for TOC 
Corn 
GREAT PITCHING, timely 
hitting, tight games and in- 
tense rivalry marked the 
championship series in the 
1996 Kitimat Men's Fast- 
ball League.And in the end, 
it was TOC Communica- 
tions Athletics who came 
out on top. 
The finals pitted TOC 
Com against "the Methanex 
Mariners. A 1-0 win in extra 
innings gave TOC Com the 
lead in best-of-three s ries. 
Athletics hurler Kevin 
"Wool" Neufeld threw a 
one-hit, 16 strike-out effort 
in the game, managing to 
outshine Mariners' starter 
Larry Lamb's four-hitter. 
The winning run was scored 
on a wild pitch that sent 
Cam Ratcliffe scampering 
home from third base. 
Game two saw the scrappy 
Mariners bounce back with 
a 3-1 win, slapping the 
Athletics with their first loss 
of the playoffs. TOC Corn 
briefly held the lead in the 
second, but the Mariners 
pounded out the win with 
single runs in the fourth, 
fifth and sixth imings. 
Again, Lamb held off the 
TOC Corn bats, allowing 
only two hits in the game. 
The rubber match was a 
heart-stopper. Lamb battled 
Neufeld pitch for pitch, in- 
ning for inning. Mcthanex 
broke the stalemate in the 
third, scoring a single run. 
Then the Mariners pulled 
off a two-run homer in the 
sixth, extending their lead to 
three. 
But in the bottom of the 
sixth, the Athletics crawled 
back with a drag bunt, an er- 
ror and an infield single to 
load the bases. Kevin 
Neufeld then walked up to 
the plate and blasted one out 
of the park for a grand-slam 
homerun. 
The rattled Mariners 
would let in four more runs 
before the inning ended. 
Wade Larson and Len Jack- 
son both came up with 
clutch singles that delivered 
two runs each. 
The Mariners scored an- 
other run at the top of the 
seventh, closing the gap to 
8-4, but relief pitcher Brad 
Neufeld dosed the doors on 
any comeback hopes. 
r 
i in5 
CANADIANS 
CAN'T 
BREATHE 
PROPERLY 
But you con 
beat the odds 
on lung disease. 
Arm yourself 
- ,~C~ with the 
~ '~-~, -~ latest 
lung Facts 
from the B.C. Lung 
Association. 
air pollution from 
residentiol wood smoke 
ond apto emissions wilh 
tips irom Ihe Association. 
Support advanced 
research and province- 
wide communi~ education 
programs ponsored by 
your tung Association. 
t BPJTISH COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
Box 34009, Station D 
Vancouver, B.C. V6J 4M2 
(Adi,erti.iing.tpave do,'lllted 
• bYlhtllmb//i't'ti°°) 
Score Board 
I nr°ug"tT°v°uav RGS ServicesInt~rnet I 
Youth Soccer Current Standings 
TEAM GP W 
Under 9 Division 
L T GF GA vrs  
ElkersAuto 13 8 4 1 72 42 25 
Totem Ford 13 8 4 1 56 45 25 
Surveyors 13 8 5 0 65 37 24 
PMlpots .: 13 7 5 1 64 49 22 
Centennial Lions 13 4 8 1 28 48 13 
InlandKenworth 13 2 11 0 24 88 6 
Under 10 Divisio. 
Shoppers 
Caryle Shepherd 
Co-up 
Skeena Cellulose 
RGS Terrabytes 
Warner Bandstra 
Under 12 Division 
Elan Travel 
Overwaitca 
Cedadand Tire 
Copperside 
A&W 
Sight and Sound 
DaSilva Dev. 
Under 14 Division 
13 9 2 2 57 35 
13 8 2 3 52 37 
13 5 5 3 29 25 
13 5 6 2 28 25 
13 4 7 2 34 41 
13 1 12 0 32 69 
11 10 1 0 57 21 
12 8 2 2 44 26 
11 7 4 0 41 30 
11 6 4 1 55 37 
11 3 7 1 44 55 
11 2 8 i 35 61 
11 0 10 1 13 59 
Brady'sFC 10 10 0 0 87 19 
Tilden lO 4 4 2 50 54 
Terrace Builders 10 4 4 2 42 55 
Kerby&Sons 11 2 6 3 37 55 9 
29 Tolscc 11 2 8 1 31 64 7 
27 Under 17 Division 
18 BandstraTrans. 11 9 2 0 45 28 27 
17 Constrictors 11 9 2 O 65 30 27 
14 Takhar 10 4 6 0 58 67 12 
3 Bavarian Inn 10 3 7 0 44 60 9 
McEwanGM 10 1 9 0 36 63 3 
30 Under 14 Girls Division 
26 Terrace Shell 10 6 3 1 27 22 19 
21 BraidsImnrance 10 5 3 2 18 17 17 
19 RosscoVentures 10 5 3 2 22 13 17 
10 Royal Can. Leg, 10 4 6 0 19 27 12 
7 Misty River Books 10 3 4 3 21 21 12 
1 Wilkinsons 10 2 6 2 13 20 8 
Under 19 Girts 
30 K'sanConstruction 10 9 1 0 59 11 27 
14 Pizza Hut 10 6 3 1 34 37 19 
14 Northern Drugs 10 4 6 0 27 29 12 
• '3  ' 
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GIRL'S OR BOY'S 3 ' :~  
GIANT BOULDER ~~i~~i~/ '  /'" 
,z / l ; ' .  /Y  i 
a . s o  
• Boys Titanium Matte, 
Girl's Purple S I11 
. Regular $390 SALE: 
.24" wheel mountain bike 
° 15 speed Shimano SIS Shifting 
• Alloy rims. Cantilever Brakes 
. Off Road Tires 
Includes I year of free tune ups ($100 value) 
GIANT BOULDER 500 
• 26" wheels 
• Alloy rims 
• 18 speed SIS shifting 
• Cantilever Brakes 
• On road/off road tires 
• Sizes 14" to 22" men's 
• 16" to 20" women's 
• Regular $420 s315 
Includes 1 year of free tune ups ($100 value) 
J , ,~ .  
GIANT IGUANA 630 
• Chromoly frame & fork 
• Shimano Acera- X Derrallleurs 
• Shimano Acera- X Rapid Rre Shifdng with 
21 speed hyperglide cogset "~IP.! 
. Weinman alloy rims with quick release ax les ,~]  
. Top tube cable routing t 
• Sizes 14" to 22" 
• Men's: Black cherry, matte pearl blue with 
evergreen. 
• Women's: Mate pearl blue with evergreen 
s465 
Includes 1 year of free tune ups ($100 value) 
GIANT IGUANA 640 SE 
• Chromoly Frame 
• RST suspension fork with 1 1/2" travel 
• Shimano Alivio rear derraitleur 
• Gripshift SRT 300 21 speed shifting 
. Shirnano brakes j 
• Off road tires 
J . Sizes 16" to 22" . Crimson red • Regular $770 s61 
Includes 1 year of free tune ups ($100 value) 
i '95 GIRLS GIANT 
',, AWESOME 
!~ • 24" wheel mountain bike 
ii~!: • 18 speed gripshift shifting 
~ • Alloy rims 
t • Cantilever Brakes 
• Fits ages 8 to 12 
• Purple 
• Regular $375 
e 
s,,,.s199 
Includes 1 year of free tune ups 
($100 value) 
Helmets  25% off 
with any bicycle 
• nurchase. _ , 
t tELMETg - 
Cycletech Airfoil 
Ansi Snell approved 
Adult Large only 
Reg. $39.95 SALE: S995 
Tioga Psycho Tire~; " ] 
s18. Regular $25.95 %~SALE: 
Giant Centre Ridge 
26xl .6 
Regular $17.95 Sll" 
CIOTt l ING - 
On Bike Shorts 
and Jerseys SALE: am•oO/o 
!~ From Sugoi & Louis Garneau 
